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A Brief Guide to Galadornian Criminal Cant

lay – theft

headbreaker – hired thug

jack footer - full member of a gang

under the flag - affiliated with a gang

skag – criminal

wide eye – civilian

cracksman – burglar

daybreaker – theft in daytime, smash and grab

brownspike – watchman

peach – whore

plumboy – male whore

grand horizontal – courtesan

jaw-jaw – conversation related to business

sharp-eyed – honest

dubfooter – dishonest

fish – mark

bellringer – mugger

shady side – life of crime

rag picker – one who pilfers the bodies of the dead. Also an insult. 

fixerman – someone who sets up criminal operations but does not participate 

directly.



Prologue

"This is a bad idea."

Vasco the Mouse muttered the words to himself over and over like a prayer as he 

fiddled with the grappling hook. "This is a bad idea." He swung it back and forth on 

the rope. "This is a bad idea, this is a bad idea...."

"Then why are you doing it?" The question broke his reverie, cutting into his 

concentration. A hand  bunched into a fist and his muscles contracted for the 

inevitable backslap such questions deserved. Then he remembered who was asking 

and forced himself to relax.

 "For luck," he said, pushing back the irritation. Suns and Spirits, he needed a 

drink. But then he would have another, and then someone would say something, and 

he'd wake up in alleyway covered in blood that would not likely be his...Stop! Focus! 

Think about the money. 

"Luck?"

"Yeah." Vasco looked to the top of the wall, twenty feet above and tipped with 

rusty iron spikes. "It's my best friend in this business. I say its a bad idea, maybe the 

Fates will hear me and take pity and make it a good idea. Always good to have the 

Fates on your side."

"Heathen nonsense." The reply was good-natured, though tinged with scorn. 

Again he forced back the urge to strike. Vasco glanced over his shoulder at the 

scoffing boy half-hidden in shadow. He glanced up at the sky, waiting for the 

lightening bolt to strike. When nothing happened he muttered a curse and turned 

back to his work. 

"You'll oblige me," he said," and keep your mouth shut."

The boy Connec bowed mockingly. 

 "This is a bad idea." Vasco swung the hook back and forth. "This is a bad idea. 

This is a bad idea. This...is...a...bad...idea!" 

Up went the hook. He gave it a yank, felt a shiver as the points dug into the stone. 

A good firm foothold. 

"Follow me," he said. "Or stay down here and wait. I could use a good pair of 

eyes..."



"Not a chance," Connec shot back. "I go with you, that was the deal."

"This isn't a job for a newborn..."

"This ain't the first house I've busted..."

"This ain't some rug dealers back office!" Vasco reddened. "They have guards in 

there with real weapons who'll kill you dead. And if your brothers hears about this..."

"I'm going," Connec said, an annoying whine in his voice. "Or I tell all the world 

Vasco the Mouse backs off his bets."

Vasco bit back any number of curses boiling on the tip of his tongue. He turning 

about and climbed up, soft shoes digging into the pitted side of the wall. Years of wind

and rain had left the underlying brickwork exposed. Plenty of spots for a foot to catch.

Climbing up was like walking down a garden path. The iron spikes atop were old and 

rusted, just as expected. Years since anyone had given them a good polish and 

sharpening. He vaulted over the top and dropped down into the garden beyond, 

landing like a cat next to some flowering bush. Still he was, still as a stone, like a 

mouse in a room full of cats, waiting for that one quiet moment when all eyes were 

turned away and he could move...

 "Bugger!" Connec dropped like a stop, landing on the bush and crushing it flat. 

He stood up,  brushing twigs and picking thorns from his shirt. "Son of a whore..."

"Idiot!" Vasco yanked him down. "Shut up!"

They lay there in the dirt and grass, waiting for the shouts of alarm, the lights and

lanterns and flashes from pistols or whistle of crossbows or barking guard 

dogs...nothing. The house on the other side of the garden remained dark and quiet. 

Heavy sleepers. The Fates were kind this night. 

"Do that again," Vasco whispered, "and I'll cut your throat. Don't matter who your

brother is. Hear me?"

"Aye." Connec nodded, red faced under the shadows.

They rose to their feet and crossed the garden. Someone had spent a lot of money 

creating a tangle of shrubbery, trees and whatnot to resemble an idealized forest 

glade from old myth. Stone nymphs of paradise peeked out from behind stunted trees

covered in moss. A man with the legs of a deer pranced around a reflecting pool with 

a pair of stone pipes eternally at his lips. In the center was a statue of some woman on

her knees, arms out and face open in a song, or a scream, hard to tell. Vasco didn't 

have the knowledge to tell one way or another and wouldn't have cared. 

No moon tonight. He glanced up at the sky, saw the glittering of stars in the 



firmament and somewhat brighter lights moving against them, ships coming in from 

the Empyrean on a night descent. Foolish that. He knew a man who'd spent time as a 

sailor, told some hair-raising stories about landing in the dark. So long as they didn't 

land on him though...he grinned at that.

They went up the back porch. A narrow door at one end, locked. Connec kept an 

eye out while Vasco went to work with his picks. Easy enough, he had it open in 

seconds. In they went, moving quietly through sleeping servants quarters. A few 

lamps guttered in their holders. One snapped and crackled from the cheap oil it 

burned. A line of closed doors on either side, snores and the shuffling of sheets faintly

heard. One was slightly open. A quick glance inside showed an elderly fellow on his 

back, face set hard like granite, lower lip almost burying the upper. Occasional 

whimpering sounds suggesting a bad dream. One of the butlers.

A wooden stair circled upwards from the servants quarters, allowing them access 

to all floors without having to profane the eyes of their betters with their presence. 

The wooden steps creaked slightly under their weight and hands were on daggers 

with each step. Connec kept blessedly quiet, but his eyes were wide in the dark. Green

as grass. Yet again Vasco cursed his bad luck with the dice and worse judgment under

the drink. This was no place for a novice. Though the boy had skills, all they needed 

was some firm polishing...

Third floor, that's  what they told him. Third floor and towards the back. A plain 

wooden door met them at the top of the stairs. Vasco placed a hand against it, lifted 

the latch with the other and carefully pushed. His eyes caught the slight of fresh oil on

the hinges and they opened on a whisper. A dark room on the other side, faintly lit by 

light coming in from the outside. He caught sight of an elegant rosewood table with 

an expensive clock sitting on it, ticking ever so faintly, four bejeweled arms marking 

time on the face, the numbers written in a script strange to him. 

Eyes shifted rightwards, halted at the sight of the bed. A large, four-postered 

affair rammed up against the wall. He caught sight of two shapes lying on it. He 

glanced up, saw the elaborate frescoes painted on the ceiling. Satyrs, nymphs and 

various other creatures from mythology whose primary function seemed to be 

cavorting while looking ever so adorable. In the center was the image of The Summer 

King in all his glory, his long beard tumbling down and turning into the tangled mass 

of of vines from legend. Oil paintings hung on the walls, the light too dark to make 

out the details. 



 The master's bedroom. No doubt the servants came up every morning, leaving 

breakfast for their employer, waking him to the smell of eggs and toast. Not a bad 

luxury, but a problem for the likes of Vasco. He looked back, placed a finger to his lips

and a fierce look to his eye. Not a sound.

 The door swung open. Out them went, feet sinking into the thick carpeting. From

the other side the door was a section of wall that was indistinguishable from the rest 

when closed. They crept past the bed. An elderly fellow lay on the left, tubby, with a 

face like a hatchet. Blue blooded, one of the Forty Families, likely he could rattle off 

generation after generation of noble ancestors. Blood was like wine, they said, it grew 

richer with age. The woman beside him was younger by a handful of  decades and 

lovely too look at, No telling how rich her blood might be. Connec couldn't stop 

staring at her bare breasts.

Vasco dragged him out. The bedroom door opened out into a parlor, which in 

turn led them into a hallway. Vasco pressed an ear to the door and held up a hand. 

Footsteps outside, the slight clanking of metal. Shadows moved beneath it, and for a 

moment they heard a soft humming tune from the guards doing his rounds. He 

listened to the steps grow fainter, then out of hearing entirely. Open the door and 

look out in the hallway. Only three guards on patrol at night. Lord Beyoran was a 

stingy fellow. Two would be on the ground floor and by the sounds of it that third 

fellow was  not exerting himself. 

They went to the right, down the hallway and around a corner, coming to a halt 

before a heavy iron bound door. The strong room, and unlike the door downstairs it 

had a very large and formidable lock. Far too heavy for him to pick. He glanced back 

at Connec, jutted his chin down the hallway. "Keep an eye out," he whispered.

Vasco reached under his vest and pulled out a large brass key, still shiny from the 

workshop. Part of the package along with a map of the house, a marked improvement 

from most of his jobs. Someone somewhere wanted something from the strongroom. 

They knew where it was and just needed someone with the stones to get it. From way 

Harlan was talking, Vasco was expecting...well, more. More of a challenge, though he 

wasn't complaining. This was almost a walk in the park, though Connec's presence 

did throw some stones in his path. Should have told the boy where to head in...but for

those who walked the shady side there was no worse fate than to be a man who 

backed out on a bet. His word was shit after that.

Vasco slipped the key into the lock and turned. A series of clicks came from 



inside, then runes flared to life on the face of the door, forming a bright circle around 

a glowing eye. Vasco hissed  as the hall was lit up. Connec biting his lip, eyes wide 

with horror. Surely someone saw that, only a matter of seconds before the guard came

back...

Nothing. The rune light faded. The strongroom door swung open, the hinges 

creaking slightly from the weight.

"Keep an eye out," Vasco muttered before going in, ducking his head under the 

low lintel. Little more than a closet in size, made narrower still by rows of shelves. 

Those on the right were stuffed with cloth bags that clinked of coins when touched. 

On the left were various boxes, bags and cases, every single one holding something of 

value. For a moment Vasco felt the urge to stuff every pocket with swag, filling his 

shirt until it bulged over his belt. An urge he quickly suppressed. The first lesson a 

good thief learned – don't get greedy. Take what you came for and nothing else. The 

gallows and graveyards were full of men who ignored this rule, who spent so much 

time grabbing and getting that they didn't see the guards coming up behind until the 

blades were at their throat. No, in and out, quiet as as the mouse he took his name 

from. No sign of his presence, with luck the mark wouldn't even know he was robbed 

until weeks after the event...

There. Jammed up in the back behind a casket of jewels, a small velvet case, He 

flipped it open, fingers brushed along a round amulet the size of his thumb. He picked

it up, looking at an opal teardrop faintly reflecting the light from the hall. Perfect. 

"A good night's work," he muttered, slipping it under his shirt. Then he whirled 

about as a metallic clatter sounded behind him

Connec stood in the doorway, hand on one of the coin pouches. A stream of silver 

galmarks dribbled out, tinkling as they fell to the floor, sounding loud as temple bells 

under the circumstances. Connec stared at him like a mouse caught in lamplight.

Vasco grabbed the sack and yanked it closed, two final coins slipping free. Then 

he grabbed Connec's throat, squeezing with rage-born strength. "Idiot!" he hissed.

"S...sorry..."

"You'll wake the house!"

"Just..just wanted something for myself..."

Vasco had something to say about what, what Connec could have and where he 

could stick it. But then he let go of the lad. Connec turned around, rubbing his neck, 

curses boiling on the top of his tongue dying as quickly as they rose.



A woman stood in the hall, naked but for the sheet clutched to her body. It was 

the concubine from Lord Beyoran's bed. They stared at her. She looked back, shock 

visible on her face in the dim light. 

Then she screamed. "AAHHH! THIEVES IN THE HOUSE!"

"Bugger all!" Connec grabbed at her and ended up holding an empty sheet. The 

woman ran naked down the hall, screaming for the guards, before ducking into 

another room and slamming the door shut behind her. Shouts came from the hall and

from Lord Beyoran's bedchamber. Flickering light appeared from around the corner 

along with the tramp of footsteps.

Vasco didn't waste precious time knocking Connec to the ground, much as he 

wanted. He pulled a pistol from his pocket and ran down the hall, coming to a halt 

just before it turned to the left. He peered around the bend, the stepped out, aiming 

his gun at the guards coming the other way. The pistol barked, the guard jumping 

back as the ball smacked into the wall beside his head. Vasco turned away, dropping 

the spent piece to the floor and running past Connec.

"What.." he heard the boy say.

"Shut up and run!" His mind desperately remembered what it could of this place. 

Third floor,  guards on the first two and likely summoned by all the noise. But the 

gunshot would slow them down, they would take care with someone armed, not 

knowing it was the only gun he had. But it might buy him a few seconds, time enough 

to get away. He'd broken into this place before, not to steal but to look around, 

marking the layout for a night like this...

Past his lordship's bedroom and a turn to the right...there. He skidded to a halt 

before a small closet. He opened the door, even as more shouts came from behind. 

"What's this?" came an enraged bellow. "Thieves in my house! I'll see you at the 

Water Court! I'll see you swing!" He heard the unmistakable snap of a crossbow, 

following by a puff of plaster as a bolt struck the wall close to his head. 

Lord Beyoran stood in the hall, his nightshirt flapping about his knees and a 

spent hunting crossbow in his arms. He cursed his poor aim, jammed his bare foot 

into the stirrup of the weapon and pulled back the string, a second bolt clutched in 

one hand. 

Vasco kicked the door open, shoving Connec inside and following after. He closed

and locked it, feeling about in the dark, bumping into a ladder set against the 

opposite wall. "Follow me!"



"Where? Vasco, I can't bloody see..."

Vasco went up the ladder, his head bumping up against a trapdoor. He slammed 

his hand against it, gritting his teeth at the pain that ran up his arm, even as someone 

slammed against the door below. 

"Vasco!" Connec found the ladder and climbed up, his head bumping up against 

the older thief’s boot.

"Shut up Connec..."

"THUMP" The door shook again, accompanied by the cracking of wood.

"Vasco, they're coming in..."

WILL...YOU...SHUT...UP!" Vasco snarled, punctuating each word with a blog 

against the trap door. On the last strike it popped up, cool night air flowing in. Vasco 

hauled himself up, fingers grabbing hold of red clay roof tiles that looked black in the 

night. A chimney rose up two feet to his left, which he grabbed for support as he 

climbed out. His feet skidded slightly as they stepped on the tile. The door opened 

near its peak, and rows of tiles angled down on either side. 

"Wait..." Connec climbed as well, stepping on the roof and then falling his knee as

he lot his foot. Vasco cursed and hauled him upright, even as the door below burst 

open.

"They're on the roof!" someone shouted.

"Run!" Vasco shouted at Connec. He stumbled his way along the rooftop, trying 

to keep his balance along along its peak. Connec followed after, his passage marked 

by a stream of whines and curses. Vasco ignored this, keeping his head ahead. The 

Beyoran's built an expansion to their house a few years ago, filling in a small garden 

on the eastern end. This wing now ran up to the wall surrounding their mansion and 

the roof overhung the street. Six feet of open air separated them from the next 

building over. 

He halted at the edge of the roof. The street lay below, dark in the night. Across 

the gap was the side of the next house. He spotted an open window there, aim it right 

and he might grab it, then drop down to the small em tree growing beside. "We have 

to jump," he said.

"What? Connec stared wide eyed at the gap. "Jump where?"

Vasco pointed towards the window and the tree.

"Are you touched? I'm not jumping that."

"Then stay and be damned!" Vasco tensed his legs, planting his foot on the roof's 



edge.

"Find another way, Vasco! It's sure death. Vasco, wait...ack!" Connec gasped.

Vasco looked over. A crossbow bolt was embedded in the boys back. Behind them,

Lord Beyoran's head poked up from the hatch. "A hit!" he shouted, waving the spent 

crossbow.

Connec looked at Vasco. "Don't tell my brother," he said, pace pale with shock. 

Then he toppled off the roof.

More shouts from behind. "He'd on the roof," came the lords voice. "After him, 

you dullards! They're getting away!"

Vasco shoved off the edge of the roof, hurling himself into the open air, arms out. 

The breath was knocked from his body as he slammed into the wall across the way. 

An arm hooked through the window, fingers grabbing the sill and holding on for dear 

life. More shouts from the roof, he glimpsed figures moving carefully along. He 

twisted about, pushed away from the wall, got a face full of leaves and branches from 

the elm as he wrapped his arms around a trunk. He slid down, swinging his legs out 

and jumped away, his feet landing on the cobblestoned street. 

He heard shouting above, but his focus was on the crumpled body lying ahead. 

Connec lay on his side, one leg twisted oddly beneath his body. Vasco rolled the body 

over, winced at the blank eyes staring into nothing, the blood trickling from the 

corner of the mouth. 

This was a problem. Connec was a twit who forced his way onto this job after a 

dice game that went sideways the night before. No one would take the lad along as a 

second man on a job stealing cabbages from a market stall, let along a righteous lay 

like this...except Vasco had one too many and made the bet. Sixes and you come 

along. Three and you polish my boots... Sixes all the way and he cursed his luck ever 

since. Should have told the lad to take himself to Hell and be done with it, but no man

would call Vasco the Mouse a cheat who wouldn't honor a lost wager. Any many who 

did that couldn't call himself a man, high born or low.

The boy had some skill, done a few second story jobs which eased the decision 

somewhat. Still was too green, a swot in need of cuffing...and had a Watch Captain as 

a brother. 

This was a problem.

Voice from above brought back to the here and now. Beyoran's men were raising 

holy hell up top. They'd head out into the streets to get him. The local Watch squad 



would be here like stink on a beggar's turd. When one of the Forty Families had a 

break-in, it may as well have been an attack on the city walls for all the noise it 

brought. He couldn't leave Connec here. Questions would be asked, and they would 

all lead back to him...

"Bugger all!" he snarled. Vasco picked up the body, heaving it over his shoulder 

and stumbled away. Half a dozen bruises and scrapes on his body from that jump and

hauling this corpse wasn't helping. He ran down the street and turned left down a 

narrow alley between two stately homes, the smell of stale water and dog piss 

assailing his nose. He emerged in another street, caught the sound of Watch whistles 

and tramping feet to his left and ran across to another alleyway, not looking back, not 

caring where he went so long as it was far away.

The alley ended at an intersection where three streets met. A rubbish cart was 

parked off to one side, heaped full of last night's potato shavings and worse. A special 

service the city gave to the rich. Their servants would haul out the night's trash and 

leave it in the carts. Come morning the city would haul it away, through the Gate of 

Lions and down the East Road towards the Speletrin Marsh five miles away, one 

more load to fill in the muck...

Good place as any. Vasco heaving the body into the cart. Ignoring the stench, he 

pulled down handfuls of filth, burying Connec beneath apple cores, broken shoes and 

nightsoil. The smell curdled his stomach. A pair of full sacks sat by the wheel, left by 

servants too lazy to dump them. He took hold and poured the contents over the body, 

Connec's pale face disappearing underneath a stream of rich man's rubbish. When it 

was done, the pile in the back of the cart was higher, and there was no sight of the 

boy.

Vasco tossed aside an empty sack. He sniffed his shirt and grimaced at the stink. 

He paused a moment, looking at the cart, wondering what words to say. Connec's 

gods weren't his own, and Vasco wasn't one to pray all that much anyway. 

The boy shouldn't have come along.

"Stupid beggar," he muttered turning away. "Serves you right." He walked down a

street without looking back. Come morning the cart would head to the marsh. It 

wouldn't be the first body dumped there, and even if someone recognized Connec, 

there was nothing to link the corpse to a job at the Beyoran house in Nine Pillars. 

Nothing to link him to Vasco the Mouse.

The boy shouldn't have come along. But he did, and now he was dead. 



"Better you than me," Vasco said into the night.

Dawn was barely an hour away. The night sky was lightening as Vasco reached 

the meeting place. He looked around the small square, a feeling of nervousness 

prickling his skin. The Spires...he hated this part of Galadorn. Haunt of Arcanists, 

alchemists and worse. Not to mention the students from the academies clustered 

along the narrow streets, who seemed more interested in drunken brawls than their 

studies. Good ground for pickpockets, and they were welcome to the earnings. Wise 

men stayed clear of those who worked the Aethyr.

He stood by a small fountain, washing his hands and arms, slapping handfuls of 

water on his neck. Vasco stank enough to drop a bull at ten paces. Not good. People 

would remember that. A thief stayed hidden, like a mouse in the night. He looked 

about at the buildings and their dark windows. Somewhere in the distance he heard a 

fiddle playing. Likely a tavern, open all night. He could use a drink, but not here. 

Head back to the Gardelaar with the nights earnings, hole up in his hidey. Then off to 

Keelarin and its pleasures. To Ronela and her soft thighs, her hot mouth and skilled 

tongue. To cold wine and warm flesh...

But only if he got paid. He looked about and saw no one. Dawn was coming and 

he didn't want to be caught out here. A hand touched the amulet under his shirt.

"Sod it," he muttered, turning away. The bastard didn't want the goods? Fine, he 

knew a half-dozen fences who would pay good coin. Always have options, that was 

another lesson he learned early on...

"Vasco the Mouse." The voiced called out across the square. 

He turned about, saw the man standing there. Wearing a thick cloak, very 

dramatic like. Vasco's lip curled. Another bloody amateur. "Never heard of him," 

came the reply.

"Harlan sent me." The man stepped forward. "He said to tell you, 'the mouse 

squeaks twice.'"

Vasco frowned. "And the cat eats once," he replied, giving the countersign. 

"Do you have the item?"

"Do you have the coin?"

"Item first."

"Piss off!" Vasco turned to leave.

"Wait." The man reached into his cloak, pulling out a cloth purse. He shook it 



twice, the unmistakable jingle of gold coins coming through. 

"Now...the item."

Vasco nodded, taking out the amber piece and raising it up so the man could see. 

Then he set it down on the edge of the fountain and took a few steps back, placing a 

hand on the hilt of his dagger in a way that was visible. 

The man came over, picked up the amulet and held it upwards, catching the gray 

dawn light slowly creeping over the horizon. He nodded once, slipping the amulet in a

pocket and left the money in its place on the fountain's edge.

"A pleasure," he said, walking back to the shadows. 

Vasco took the bag. all there, he could tell by the weight, the feel of gold coins 

through the thin cloth giving him sensuous pleasure. Two hundred gold aurins...a 

fortune by any measure. A common laborer would have to work ten years, day and 

night, to equal the wealth Vasco held in his palm. 

He turned away, putting the money beneath his shirt, his mind already running 

over the glorious possibilities. Back to the Gardelaar for a well-earned sleep, and then

to Keelarin and Ronela's embraces. Cups of the finest wine, punctuated by hours of 

pleasure in the brothel's silken sheets. The sight of the gold would bring a smile to 

face and open her thighs...he would have her a hundred different ways, a hundred 

different times, and when she couldn't continue, maybe two more women...he had an 

eye on that red head, couldn't remember her name...

Vasco's hand clapped to the back of his neck as something stung there. He 

muttered a curse as whatever it was was crumbled under his palm. "Bloody biters," he

growled. Stinging insects, that would leave a welt. Might have to spent a copper on 

ointment, he didn't want to go to his pleasures with a bad itch getting in the way. He 

picked up the pace, but his left leg refused to move. The knee quivered and then fell, 

and he kneeling in the street. Every muscle in his body seemed to relax, he tried to 

move but nothing responded.

He fell over. Blinking in confusion. What was happening? He needed to leave, 

there was money to spend, women waiting, he needed to go...where? He couldn't 

remember, what was he doing here...what as his name? A strange tightness in his 

chest...I can't breath screamed a voice in his head, somewhere far away...

A pair of boots appeared before his darkening vision. A hand rummaged about 

under his shirt, pulling out the bag of coin. "Waste not," said a voice. "Suns and 

Spirits, you stink."



The last words Vasco heard, before death claimed him...



Chapter One

Far to the Celestial Northwest, there is a Sun. This Sun is called Olysi. 

Around this sun is a world. This world is called Eduri. 

On this world is a continent. It is called Tyberia. And on this continent is a city. It 

is called Galadorn.

Galadorn! Jewel of Tyberia, greatest city of the long lake known as Balendaas! 

Once nothing more than camp for refugees blown halfway across the Empyrean, now 

home to half a million restless, seething grasping citizens. Ancient stone walls rose 

from the lake, forming a ragged half circle, the interior dominated by spires, towers, 

temple domes and looming above all the Palace of the Prince. A city of wealth and 

power, where ancient traditions clashed and mingled with new ways.

Galadorn! Where men of noble bloodline rubbed shoulders with Merchant 

Princes risen by their own merits, while in the streets outside men and women 

choked out their lives in poverty, dreaming of better days...

Galadorn! Where the shining mask hid webs of intrigue, the highest born working

in alliance with the masters of an underworld that matched 'legitimate' enterprise in 

size and scope...

Galadorn! Where the Prince struggled to keep an ever-boiling kettle of conflicting 

agendas, factions, and interests in check. A city where a man of ambition might find 

his fortune or an easy place to die...

It was far too early in the morning for Fenn Aquila's liking. Barely two hours after

dawn, and he felt fuzzy headed from lack of sleep and an excess of kaf. He squatted 

down next to a fountain, water trickling from a weathered spout shaped like the open 

mouth of some beast. A line of women was clustered about, ostensibly for the purpose

of filling their clay jugs, but from where he sat it sounded more like they were taking 

the time to gossip. 

Occasionally one of them would glance at the young man sitting quietly nearby. 

He wore a brown patched cloak and had a heavy wooden staff leaning on his 



shoulder, looking for all the world like a vagabond just in from the countryside, likely 

one step away from being taken in by the Watch for the city work gang. Serves him 

right, went the general thought, Galadorn didn't need any more of their lot cluttering 

up the streets...but in the meantime, best leave him be. Those who caught a look 

under the hood saw a lightly tanned face under a shock of brown hair, a scruffy beard 

and pale blue eyes. He was wiry in build and kept his head down, letting the morning 

sun creep across him.

All as intended. Plenty of men like him in the city. Part of the background, which 

worked well for Fenn on this day. He was in Steenshal, far from his usual stomping 

grounds, sitting in a square near the Gallangate, watching a steady stream of people 

headed in and out of Galadorn. Low-roofed houses ringed the square while the gate 

itself rose above everything, the stone barbican surrounded it obscured by the 

countless cook fires making breakfast for hundreds of working men in the area. At 

some point in the past, a large mosaic of a man with a forked beard was embedded in 

the stone above the gatehouse, some ancient hero of the past looking down on the 

present with disapproval. On the far side was a long line of wagons lined up outside 

the gate, the drivers waiting impatiently while the gate garrison asked questions, 

poked spears into the bags of wagons and generally made a nuisance of themselves. 

Wise hands kept a few coins handy to grease their passage through. It wasn't called 

bribery since there wasn't a law against it...or if there was, no one ever bothered to 

enforce it. Galadorn was complicated in that fashion.

Time passed. Fenn remained where he was, shifting occasionally to keep his legs 

from cramping. The women disappeared, replaced first by a pair of apprentices taking

a few minutes break from their labors, then a well-dressed gentleman who dipped his 

hand into the basin and scooped out a drink. He met Fenn's gaze and nodded slightly,

then sauntered back across the square to a tavern. Several tables were set outside, 

where a number of fellows had planted themselves all morning, ordering rounds of 

ale and cups of wine, but touching both lightly. 

They seemed to be waiting for something...as did the two young lads squatting by 

a bookseller's shop playing at dice. And the fellow dozing in the shade cast by a large 

coaching inn on the eastern edge of the square. Not to mention Fenn himself. 

Waiting, occasionally glancing at the gate.

Bells rang nearby. The Temple of the Ascension, two blocks to the north, marking 

the hours. Fenn counted eight peals. He yawned, shifting his legs again. If this went 



only any longer, he'd be too stiff to walk, never mind putting actual work in. And he 

was getting hungry...

The fellows by the tavern rose. The dice boys stopped their game in mid-toss. 

Fenn frowned, then looked to his left, towards the gate. Three wagons rolled into the 

square, loaded in the back with small barrels, each painted a dull red on the top. They

came to a halt in the middle, the lead driver jumping off and arching his back, letting 

out various sighs and moans from the litany of pops emerging from his backbone. 

"Bloody late," Fenn muttered, rising to his feet. The staff clattered to the ground 

and he strode across the square, hands disappearing beneath his cloak, gripping the 

butts of the pistols jammed into his belt. He glanced towards the tavern, saw the men 

coming up behind the wagons, one of them brandishing a blunderbuss. Foolish, some

woman would see that and scream her damned head off. 

Besides, it wasn't necessary.

"The drivers know you're coming." Sideways Staan told them the night before. 

"Make it look good, but no shooting or busted heads! Make some noise, that's all."

 Make some noise. The drivers looked ready to bolt. Honest men, that's what they 

were...or that's what they told themselves at night. Fenn could repeat word for word 

the little speeches they told themselves and each other. I work hard, yes I do...bloody 

Guild takes everything and gives me nothing...ten years I've been breaking my back 

and what do I got to show? My son won't be sitting on a wagon iff'n I got something to

say 'bout it... And so on. Or maybe he was wrong. Maybe they were just a bunch of 

greedy bastards out for an easy lay. He'd prefer that. Better a dishonest man who 

came by it honestly. 

Right. Best get this over with. He yanked out his pistols and pointed them at the 

face of the nearest driver. "Stand and deliver!"

The driver gaped at him, mouth open like a landed fish. "Er..."

Fenn rolled his eyes. "Raise your hands," he whispered. "Go on! People are 

watching!"

"Oh...er, right!" Both hands shot up in the air. "Please don't hurt me!" he 

bellowed. "I gots a wife and daughter, don't leave them alone..."

"Bugger me backward," Fenn muttered. 

"On the ground!" Blunderbuss boy and his mates had a driver backed up against 

his wagon. That fellow did look terrified, staring down the barrel of the gun and 

wondering if the fellow holding knew it was all for show...or even cared.



"Idiot," Fenn muttered. He waved the pistol away towards the left. "Get over 

there and curl up, like I just threatened to kill you."

The driver nodded, falling to the ground and curling into a ball, begging Fenn not 

to shoot him. Fenn climbed up into the wagon seat and took the reins. Easy enough, 

he was surprised how simply this was turning out...

BANG! He cursed as the horses reared up, one of them whinnying at the sound. 

He didn't need to look back to guess what happened. Blunderbuss boy couldn't resist 

the urge to fire off a shot. The driver was now running away convinced they were 

actually going to kill him, while one of his comrades grabbed the bridle of the horses, 

trying to calm them down. "You shit!" he howled.

"They said make it look real..."

"Everyone heard that you bloody fool..."

"Mount up!" shouted another man, climbing into the third wagon. "Go! Go now!" 

He turned his team about and headed westwards, rushing through the square and 

scattered locals who were only now realizing something approaching a robbery was 

taking place. The other two wagons followed after, Fenn bringing up the rear, pulling 

the hood of his cloak further down over his head. They exited the square to the south, 

headed down a narrow street, the lead driver shouting at pedestrians to get out of the 

way. Fenn said nothing, kept a tight grip on his reins, letting the distance between 

him and the other wagons grow. 

There was a turn up ahead, the wagons winding their way between rows of small 

warehouses, used to store goods off the ship field outside the walls. The first wagon 

turned right, followed by the second. Fenn grinned, and turned his team left, down an

even narrower alleyway, the wheel hubs scraping on the walls. 

The wagon went twenty feet in before he halted the team. Fenn still heard the 

wheels and hooves from rattling on the cobblestones nearby, accompanied by the 

occasional curse or comment from one of the other thieves. None of them looked back

and noticed the third wagon missing. Fenn remained still, waiting for 

it...waiting...maybe he was wrong...

Then he nodded, a grim smirk on his face. Muskets firing, shouting and screams 

of pain, and a loud squeal that could only be from a wounded horse. A quick glance 

over his shoulder confirmed the suspicion; at least a dozen Guild bully boys running 

up the street, armed to the teeth and eager for the chance to exercise legitimate force. 

Cursing from the thieves. Someone yelled "Won't take me alive!" followed by a pistol 



firing, following in turn by another round of musketry. Got his wish, it seemed. 

Fenn flicked the reins, the horses moving forward again. He had no idea this was 

going to happen...but he did suspect. It seemed too good to be true. Called to a house 

in the Campesal by Sideways Staan, a fixerman he normally would have gone half a 

mile to avoid...but Fenn needed the money and was willing to overlook his usually 

healthy common sense. There was a dealer in dyes, claimed Sideways, who was tired 

of the Guild taking half his profit. He was bringing in a new load from the works 

outside the walls, thirty casks of fresh reds, blacks, and purples, highest quality, that 

would turn the cheapest rags into something fit for royalty. The Guild seal on all the 

barrels, meaning they would compensate the owner should anything bad happen. 

A good idea, Fenn reflected. Arrange for the cargo's theft, collect the payout from 

the Guild, and sell the goods on the sly. But this lay stank worse than a week-dead cat.

The drivers were in on the deal...first mistake. Too many strangers with their hands in

the pot. One of them would speak,either from an overactive conscience or hope of 

reward. The merchant had complained vocally in the past about the Guild having its 

hands in his pockets.

And Sideways Staan, for all his talk, was a snake with legs who'd toss his own 

grandmother on a fire for a night's warmth. 

Someone was going to get backstabbed. Likely Staan tipped off the Guild about 

the plan, earning some goodwill in the process. Good for Staan, bad for those poor 

fools being shot down in the street, even worse for those who survived. This side of 

Saints Way they'd be headed for the Green Tower and the chief magistrate for this 

year was the brother-in-law of the Guildmaster. Not good at all. Any other time, Fenn 

would have turned away from a deal like this. But the money was tempting...and any 

trap might be evaded if one knew it was there and had the foresight to plan ahead.

Knowing was half the gain. Fenn grinned and urged his horses onwards. The 

sound of gunfire faded, even as curious residents poked their heads out windows and 

doors, wondering what in hellfire was going on. Fenn could have told them if anyone 

bothered to ask...by now the Guild bully boys would be wading through the survivors, 

putting those still able to stand in chains and tossing the bodies of those who weren't 

in the back of wagons. They would do a count of the wagons, make note of the marks 

on the barrels. Likely they knew the name of the merchant owning the goods, or they 

could find out easily enough. 

Then someone would point out they had two wagons instead of three. Questions 



would be asked of the survivors. Men would fan out through the neighborhood, 

looking for a loaded down wain stacked high, asking the locals if they'd seen anyone 

pass by and get blank stares in return. Steenshal folks had little use for the Guilds 

even on good days. And by the time anyone did speak up...

He turned to the left, wincing as one of the barrels in the back wobbled. The 

wagon wheels scraped against the sides of a narrow alleyway that abruptly ended in a 

wide cul-de-sac with a small shed at the far end. The doors opened and a scruffy 

fellow in a yellow jacket came out. "Fenn!" he called out. "You're looking well."

"Osric." Fenn dismounted the wagon. "Right on time."

"As promised. You're good at that. Any problems?"

"Not at the moment. But Guild headbreakers are sweeping the area..."

"Then enough jaw-jaw. Bring 'er in."

Fenn brought the wagon into the shed, Osric closing the doors and keeping a 

watchful eye. He was a sharp-eyed skag, who kept his word. Rare enough in this 

business. Inside light came from a single lantern swinging from a crossbeam. 

They went to work, cutting the ropes tying down the barrels. In the dim light both

men saw the brands burned into the wood; a pair of swallows, which they supposed 

belonged to the merchant who owned this load, and a stately woman standing on a 

hill top, one hand raised in benediction, the other holding what looked like a large 

brush. The sigil of the Guild of Saint Peirona the Blessed, makers and purveyors of 

dye and all associated goods. Only they had the right to make and sell the stuff within 

the bounds of Galadorn, and merchants paid a premium every year to gain access to 

that lucrative market. Ten miles downwind from the city gates were the sheds, 

workshops and pits were brilliant blues, deepest blacks, and royal purples were 

concocted from various ingredients whose names were many and exotic and whose 

stench was truly revolting. Anyone who tried to rob them of their rightful due would 

face a visit from thugs in dark livery, the better to hide the bloodstains. 

They shifted the barrels from the wagon to another cart sitting next to it. A lone 

mule stood in the traces, intensely interested in the contents of its feedbag. Three 

were left behind on the wagon, Osric's share of the job. Each would bring a fortune on

the open market. The fences who would shift them on the sly would offer 

considerably less, but still a tidy sum. Not a bad haul for a day's work. Once the 

barrels were tied down, Osric laid bags filled with moldy potatoes over them, while 

Fenn changed clothes in the corner, tossing aside his cloak and gray tunic for rough 



brown homespun and a straw hat. He plucked a strand from the brim and placed it in 

his mouth.

"Too much?" he asked, crossing arms and affecting a look of country-born 

stupidity.

"Nope. Perfect. You should be on the stage."

"Maybe I will." Fenn mounted the cart. "Give me an hour."

"Keep and eye out. And remember, if they catch you..."

"We never met." 

The shed doors opened and the cart rattled out, the donkey grumbling with each 

step, moving at an agonizingly slow pace down the alley and into the streets. He 

turned to the right, headed back the way he came. Not the best choice, but it was the 

only way to get where he needed to be. And people would notice a farmer in from the 

countryside wandering about the back alleys instead of headed straight to the 

markets. 

One of the wheels was slightly askew, which gave the wagon a rolling sensation 

that left him feeling mildly queasy. The shooting and screaming from before had 

faded. He reached the point where he'd turned away from the other wagons. They 

were gone, with only a few bloodstains on the ground and the lingering smell of 

gunpowder marking the site of an ambush. 

Poor bastards, Fenn thought.

The street continued on for perhaps a hundred yards, then opened out onto the 

Avenue of Copper. One of the four great Ways of Galadorn, it ran from the Gold Gate 

to the great plaza of the Campelor, and at this time of day was crowded with wagons, 

wains, carriages, carts, men on horseback and mule back, shepherds leading flocks of 

sheep and goats to market, and countless number of pedestrians walking to and fro, 

most keeping a wary hand on their money. Packs of children ran about, playing at 

games, the more nimble-fingered plucking at stray purses. A pair of boys did 

cartwheels beneath the nose of his mule, much to the animals annoyance. Fenn sent 

an angry glare their way, then flicked a copper pennet in their direction when the 

insults started flying. 

Time passed. Traffic slowed. At one point there was a line of wagons jammed in 

the street. Standing in his seat, Fenn saw a mob of Watchmen ahead, gathered before 

a fine house along the Avenue. A richly dressed fellow was being dragged out by 

several Guild enforcers, red face and spitting curses in all directions, while various 



onlookers jeered. The merchant who owned the dyes...he sat back down, bowing his 

head and yawning. The Watchmen passed by, clearing a path through the scrum, the 

Guild men hauling their prize along. 

"Let go!" he bellowed, struggling against their grip. "I am a merchant in good 

standing! I stole nothing! I'll see you tossed out on your backsides, you swine!"

Fenn looked up as they came by his wagon. For a moment, his gaze met that of 

the merchant. Then he was gone, his curses fading into the distance. Soon after the 

wagons started moving again. 

Duck was approaching when he finally reached his destination, turning off the 

Avenue just before the Campelor, cutting through the northern part of Setorin and 

across Dendel Road, the narrow, trash-strewn street that marked the southern border

of the Gardelaar. Rickety, half-ruined buildings loomed overhead, the alleys and 

narrow streets populated by shadows, lit by the occasional glint of steel. The air was 

thick and humid, spices and shit, sweat and piss, and blood adding a thick bouquet 

that curdled virgin nostrils. The Gardelaar...Galadorn's midden heap, dumping 

ground for thieves, cutthroats and those deemed undesirable by polite society. 

Honest citizens did their best to avoid the place by day and stayed firmly away at 

night. Fenn felt right at home. Compared to some places he'd seen over the years, the 

streets and byways of this district held few terrors. 

Across Paagem Street, under the familiar sign of the Dancing Bear, whose doors 

were open early in the summer night. A fiddle scratched a tune as he passed by, 

almost unheard beneath the shouts, laughs and screams of the patrons, street scum 

rubbing shoulders with the sons of gentry with a taste for slumming but better sense 

than to head further into the area. A real skag only went into the place when he felt 

the need to lift a purse from some rich man's boy who couldn't handle his drink. 

Then past more dark buildings. Whores called out to him from alleys, baring 

breasts and flicking tongues, casting curses at his back as he passed by, keeping one 

eye out for the Watch. Something squelched beneath the right wheel, and a foul stink 

rose up. He didn't have the stomach to look.

 And...there it was. A smallish warehouse tucked into an alleyway. A hulking 

headbreaker saw him approach and stood, slapping a club in one hand. Fenn pulled 

back his hat and the guard nodded. "You're late," he snapped.

"Couldn't be helped."

The headbreaker turned his head to the side. "Rafa! He's here!"



A door banged open. A young fellow with a sharp look in his eye stepped into the 

street. "You're late!" 

"Yes, I'm aware."

"I should be in my bed, not waiting out here for some bellringer to take my 

shine!"

"You don't want the goods, I'll just take them somewhere else...."

"No no!" Rafa shook his head. "Bit annoyed is all, meant nothing by it. Let's see it 

then."

Fenn picked up one of the potato sacks and tossed it into the street. Rafa gripped 

the side of the wagon and boosted himself up for a moment, long enough to get a 

glimpse of the Guild brand. 

"As promised," Fenn said.

"This from Sideway's lay?"

"What do you care?"

"I don't. But if the backstabbing little shit comes about asking..."

"Have your lad here ring his bell a few times. No one will miss his like."

Rafa pursed his lips. "Right. Bring it in."

Some time later, Fenn emerged on foot, slipping a heavy leather purse under his 

cloak. The coins pressed against his flesh, a most welcome sensation. The door to the 

warehouse slammed shut, Rafa electing to keep the cart mule along with the cargo. 

He kept the potatoes as well. 

Dark now. No street lamps in the Gardelaar, no light at all except what was cast 

by the moon and faint stars above. He paused a moment, giving time for his eyes to 

adjust. Buildings loomed overhead, the dark windows like the eyes of a skull. He 

listed for a moment, hearing only the sound of the breeze...some shouting in the far 

distance. Nothing out of the ordinary for this time of night.  

Fenn went northwards, deeper into the Gardelaar, headed into the maze of alleys 

and streets, both so narrow it was hard to tell on from the other. Rats scuttled away 

from his footsteps. Beggars raised hands, asking for a spare coin, a crust of bread, 

anything...tugging at his cloak as he passed, watching him with hard eyes. He listened

as they whistled or coughed behind his back, eyes flickering to the darker areas of 

shadow, large enough for a man to hide. He had no intention of losing his money to a 

bellringer out for an easy taking...

Left, right left. "Alms for a cripple," came a pitiful cry. A scrofulous fellow 



hunched against a wall. He raised a ragged hand crusted in dirt and who knew what 

else. "Spare a coin for an old soldier sir..."

Fenn halted "You were a soldier?" he asked. 

"Oh...aye," said the man, nodding vigorously. "Served in...in the Regiment of the 

Falcon, under Lord Gemren, may the Saints bless his name! Then some bastard 

brigand put a ball in me leg..." He shifted about, pulling up the rags hiding his thigh 

to display a truly impressive mess of scar tissue. "Couldn't march after that..."

Two pennies dropped to the ground. "For your troubles," said Fenn.

"My thanks, sir! The blessings of Saint Opprondil on thee!" The beggar said the 

last in a somewhat louder voice, pitching it down the street. Fenn held back a sigh. A 

signal...that's what he got for a moment's sympathy.

No getting around it now. He continued as if he didn't have a care in the world, 

even as a hand slipped about the butt of his pistol. There...an alleyway ahead. He 

could see the bastard trying to hide. Making a right mess of it. Fenn shifted to his left,

giving room, waiting for it...

The mugger stepped out, a heavy cosh in one hand, swung down hard at the 

marks head, then stumbling as he hit only air. Fenn stepped smartly aside, the blow 

whistling harmlessly past his head, and jammed the pistol into the would-be muggers

face.

"Not tonight," he said, thumbing back the hammer. The thug nodded slowly, 

crawling back with arms raised. Behind him, the beggar was long gone.

Fenn backed away, keeping the pistol aimed at the man, putting some distance 

between them. Then he turned about and continued at a fast pace. He shook his head.

Things were really going down here when a rusty bellringer tried something like this. 

There used to be a rough order on these streets. Skags knew who was on the inside 

and not to be touched. Now things were going all sideways and an honest thief wasn't 

safe on the streets...

He rounded a corner and sighed with relief. Closer than he thought, almost the 

exact center of the Gardelaar. Three narrow streets met at a crossroads. An 

abandoned shrine sat at one end. On the other was the most welcome sight in the city 

for the likes of him. A rambling, two-story structure, every window garishly lit. 

Hanging over the open door was a sign featuring a red cat licking its paw. Lying 

beside it was a passed out drunk missing both his boots.

Home, Fenn thought. Or at least, the closest thing to it he'd found after four years



in this city. The Red Cat. The most notorious thieves kitchen in Galadorn. A smile 

curved his lips as he walked under the infamous sign, tossing a welcome to one of the 

night peaches poking her head out a window. "Hello, Kassi! You're looking well!"

"Fenn, you evil bastard! Come visit me, my arms miss your embrace!"

"I just might..."

The doors of the Red Cat were closed. It beckoned to him now, a square of 

glowing light in the darkness, the scene of sweat and ale drawing him in like a bee to a

rose. The Red Cat, where Galadorn's underworld came to play. He could almost taste 

the bitter ale in their clay cups, the rattle of the dice cups, the embrace of the women. 

A foot went in through the door, halting in mid-step as a hulking form blocked his

path, "Hand 'em over," said the bouncer, club in hand.

"What?"

"Thy weapons." Harald grinned, revealing a mouth glittering with gold teeth, each

one a memorial to a battle won or lost. 

"You know me, Harald."

"Sorry, Fenn. No weapons in the Cat, that be the world o' Heaven." Harald jutted 

his thumb at a box set next to the door, overflowing with daggers, pistols, saps, clubs, 

coshes, blackjacks and various other implements of violence, lethal and otherwise. 

"Are you serious? Who goes bare in the Gardelaar?"

"Them what drinks in the Cat. Hand 'em over or shove off."

Grumbling, Fenn complied. Two knives, one from each sleeve. Another from the 

small of his back. A pistol from his belt and another from under his shirt. He paused a

moment, then dug into his boot and pulled out a small gun, barely the length of his 

middle finger. 

"Expecting a war?" came Harald's remark as the whole lot was placed in the box.

"If need be." He waved a hand at his effect. "These best be here when I get back."

"I be no thief, Fenn Aquila I leave that to thee!"

Feeling uncomfortably naked, Fenn went into the tavern. His fears vanished as a 

cloud of smoke and sweaty air wafted over him, a fine bouquet to drive away all 

sorrows. Thieves and cutthroats of every ilk clustered around tables huddled in the 

booths along the walls and perched at the bar. Light came from dozens of lanterns 

hanging from the ceiling by chains, casting shadows across scarred faces. No less than

four dice games were going on, the air thick with bellows of triumph and groans of 

dismay. Far to the right a low pit was set on the floor, surrounded on its edge by a 



waist-high wall, barely visible from the masses of men surrounding it. One of them 

forced his way through, holding up high a burlap sack that was squirming in his 

grasp. He undid the top and poured out, at least, a dozen terrified rats. Canine snarls 

and snaps suggested they weren't long for this world while spectators placed bets and 

called for ale. On the opposite side was a small stage on which a woman in a sheer 

dress writhed to the sound of a fiddle, fife and drum, patrons showing their approval 

with obscene praise and tossed coins. Barmaids made their way through the crowd 

with loaded trays, meeting ribald jests from the drinkers with rejoinders of their own 

that set new standards in inventive profanity. 

The main tap room rose up through all three stories of the building, the sides 

lined with terraces on which prostitutes clustered, calling down to the drinkers, men 

coming up the stairs and disappearing into the small rooms beyond. Others were 

festooned with strange signs, rented out by purveyors of various good and services 

whose possession would result in hanging or exile in more respectable parts of the 

city. The bar itself lay in the back, a long wooden surface polished from countless 

hands, stained from innumerable spilled drinks. Standing behind it was a burly fellow

in his fourth decade, bald as an egg. His left eye was a watery blue while his right was 

a dark blood red, the result of a childhood infection and the source of the name by 

which he was known.

"Red Eye!"

The man looked up from the glass he was polishing. "Fenn! They haven't hanged 

you yet?"

"Ah, Red Eye, no rope will touch me. I'm too handsome."

"I'll remember that when I'm pissing on your grave." Red Eye grinned. "Heard 

there was a to-do down in Steenshal. Twelve skags taken to the Green Tower. Dye 

boys are all stirred up like hornets."

"Is that what you hear?"

"I hear many things. Like Sideway's Staan has gone to ground. Something about a

missing load of Royal Purple." 

"If Staan be smart, he'll bury himself deep and not come up again for a 

year...Suns and Spirits, what does a man have to do for a drink?"

"Pay his tab, for starters."

Fenn reached into his coat and dropped a silver galmark on the bar. "Keep the 

change." Then he dropped seven more after. "And a round for the house!" he declared



in a loud voice. A loud cheer rose from the assembled lowlifes, followed by a rush to 

the bar. Several minutes passed by while strong drink was dispensed, Fenn accepting 

the accolades of his peers with a happy lack of modesty. When the crowd finally 

dispersed Red Eye picked up another glass to polish, leaning back against the wall to 

rest his aching feet.

"Next time," he said, "some warning."

"Sorry...but when Fortune kisses a man on the mouth, he should spread the 

blessings far and wide."

"Indeed. A good night for you." Red Eye nodded. "Who took delivery?"

"What's it to you?"

"Information is my other trade."

"Then perhaps you can enlighten me about a change in the house rules." Fenn 

swiftly changed subjects. Red Eye was a friend...but silence was the only true ally a 

man had in the life. "Why is Harald making honest hardworking thieves divest 

ourselves of the means of self-defense?"

"Is there someone you want to stab?"

"I'm more worried about someone stabbing me."

Red Eye jutted his chin to a patch of wall nearby, considerably darker than the 

surrounding area. "Two nights ago. A couple of Crescents wandered in and went after 

some Docksider boys. Forgot the rules."

"Bad form." Fenn shook his head. The Red Cat was neutral ground. Red Eye had 

no affiliation with gang or faction and those who drank here left their quarrels at his 

door. Anyone who took issue with this ended up floating in the lake more often than 

not – over the years Red Eye had amassed a truly impressive collection of favors from

the powers that be of Galadornian criminality, making him one of the few men in the 

Gardelaar who was completely untouchable. 

Still...having the Crescents and Docksiders in the same room was asking for 

trouble, rules or not. The former were the dominant gang in the district but found 

themselves being challenged at every turn by the latter. Not a day went by without 

some skirmish or dust up between the two. "Why not just ban both sides?"

"And lose the business? Better to just ban their weapons. That there," he pointed 

at the bloodstain, "took the girls three hours to wash off."

"What's the world coming too?" Fenn shook his head. He slid a copper half-

pennet across the counter. "I feel the need to drown my sorrows."



"You stink of silver, Fenn. What sorrows can you have at the moment?"

"Then I'll drown yours."

"Those I have plenty of." 

Red Eye opened a bottle and poured a measure of sour wine into clay cup. He slid

it across the bar, glanced up for a moment. "Watch your back, Fenn."

"What?" Fenn was distracted by one of the barmaids, giving her what he hoped 

was a rakish smile. She merely rolled her eyes and continued on. Shaking his head, he

turned back to see Red Eye gone and the cup of wine waiting. He picked it up, inhaled

the harsh rotgut aroma as though it were the nectar of the gods. He placed it to his 

lips, ready to drink that most precious brew, elixir of forgetfulness, the balm and salve

of men in this fallen Universe...

A heavy hand slapped the drink from his hand. Before he could do more than 

curse, some right bastard twisted his arms behind his back and spun Fenn from his 

chair. They wrenched him about, arching his spine until the bones began to protest. 

"What the hell..." Fenn looked into a wide beefy face dominated by a pair of piggy 

brown eyes, a nose broken so often it was little more than a glob of flesh and a mouth 

curled into a perpetual smirk. 

"What are you doing, Fenn?" said the headbreaker, raising his right hand and 

methodically cracking each knuckle with his thumb. "Sitting here like the King of the 

dung heap, drinking up Rokko's money..."

"It's my money, Declan..." 

"Until the Ironfinger gets whats owed, your money is his money."

Fenn laughed despite the situation. The hot breath of the fellow holding him was 

whistling past his left ear. "Tell the Gelding I'll pay him back...oof!"

Declan punched him in the belly. "What was that?" he snarled, all good humor 

gone like mist under a hot sun.

Fenn coughed, head swimming. "My mistake. Tell the Eunuch...ugh!"

He saw stars as Declan backhanded him across the face. "Outside," the 

headbreaker told his partner.

"Yeah yeah!"

They hustled him out a back door. No one in the common room so much as raised

a finger or even turned to watch. Declan booted the door open and Fenn went flying 

through, landing in a filth-strewn alley next to the tavern. He tried to stand, then fell 

as Declan's boot shoved him in the side.



"Stay down!" 

Fenn shook his head, blinking until his eyes refocused. Declan stood over him, 

arms crossed, his smirk turned into a nasty grin. Beside him was a mountain of a 

man, nearly seven feet of muscle and fat, his head too small for the body holding it. 

The eyes were tiny, with one slightly higher than the other, his mouth slackly open, a 

bubble of saliva at the corner flicking as he breathed in and out. He had a name, but 

most people called him Two-time since he said everything twice.

"Down down!" Two-time repeated. 

"On second thought...stand the bugger up!"

"No need..." Fenn got to his feet, then cursed as Two-time pinned his arms again. 

He may have been an idiot, but when it came to simple thuggery the lad could have 

taught lessons. 

"Right, where is it?" Declan shoved a hand under Fenn's coat, feeling about, then 

taking out the small bag of silver. He hefted it in his hand, listening to the jingle of 

coins. "Nice haul," he said approvingly. "Must have worked hard for this. A man 

should pay his debts, Fenn Aquila, yet here you are, spending hard-earned coin on 

wine while Rokko and his men starve."

Any number of insults boiled on the tip of Fenn's tongue. He held them in check, 

choosing sweet reason as an alternative. "I was going to pay him back," he said. "But 

what's the harm in having a drink...uff!"

Declan gut punched him again. "You owe what you owe, Fenn! You made a deal 

with Rokko Ironfinger. You didn't hold up your end. He wants what's owed. Twenty 

aurins..."

"And knocking me about will make the money appear...ack!" Fenn was ready to 

pass out but refused to fall. Not before these idiots.

Declan waved a fist under his nose. "Don't talk smart with me! Skags like you are 

common as lice on a dog's ass in Galadorn! I step on you, maybe the next cracksman 

what does business with Rokko keeps his word and delivers promised goods! Maybe I

should let Two-time break your neck. We'll leave you here for the rag pickers, spread 

the word about Fenn Aquila and how he came to bad end."

"And maybe afterward you'll let Two-time shaft you up the backside in the 

Campesal..." This time, he made a sound as Declan backhanded him.

"What was that, you dog's cock?"

Fenn spat out a bloody gobbet. "My apologies," he said. "You'd be the one doing 



the buggering..."

He said nothing after that. Declan went to work on him, blows coming like 

hailstones. 

"Smart bastard! Two-time, drop him!"

"Yeah yeah!" Two-time giggled, letting go of Fenn's arms. He fell back to the 

ground, lost in a world of pain. Dimly he was aware of Declan's voice.

"You got a week, Fenn! I was all for cutting your throat tonight, but the Ironfinger

is feeling generous! One week, after that we come back and end you!"

"Yeah yeah! End end..."

They walked back into the Red Cat, Declan holding the bag of coin. Fenn tried to 

stand, cursing their backs, his words slurred.  Then he fell back to the nice, soft, 

smelly ground, falling into a welcoming, pain-free darkness...

The smell of frying eggs brought Fenn back to the land of the living.

His eyes opened, and he took stock of his surroundings. Not an alleyway, to be 

sure. He lay on a hard wooden floor. Ale barrels were stacked high to his left while 

wine bottles were racked to his right. Some kind soul had dropped a blanket over his 

body. His shirt was missing, and after a moment he realized there were bandages 

wrapped around his torso, smelling strongly of liniment. 

The storeroom at the cat. The saints bless Red Eye...must have hauled Fenn in 

from the alley before the local scavengers could have their way. Which explained why 

he still had his boots on. A true friend indeed...he sat up, winced at the ache from his 

midsection, waiting until his head stopped spinning, then clambered to his feet. His 

shirt hung on a wall hook. He grabbing it and put it on as he limped out into the 

common room.

It was morning. Early by the light coming in through the windows. A handful of 

regulars were slumped on their temples, sleeping off their drink. Depending on how 

much Red Eye liked them, their pockets may or may not have been picked in the 

meantime. The man himself was behind the bar, picking at a plate of eggs. "Able to 

walk?"

"Still have my boots on."

"Good. Thank Harald, by the way, he brought you in." Red Eye shoveled a 

spoonful of breakfast into his mouth. "And no, you can't share," he said while 

chewing.



"Wouldn't think of it." Fenn leaned against the bar, taking a moment to catch his 

breath. His torso felt like it had been drummed on by a mob of lunatic 

blacksmiths...but was noticeably less painful than a few minutes before. "And thanks 

for patching me up. What is this stuff?" He scooped up a fingertip of liniment and 

sniffed it, wincing at the harsh smell.

"No idea. Got it from that apothecary down the way...the fellow with the bald 

spot, always forget his name..."

"Bayless, I think."

"Right. Works a charm on body blows. You can pay me back later."

"Add it to my tab."

"Right."  Red Eye sniffed. 

"You know I'm good for it."

"You were...bye the bye. Declan and Two-time spent the night drinking up your 

coin. Last I saw they were headed upstairs with Kassi. She charged them twice her 

usual for giving Two-time a tumble. I say they still got a bargain."

"Sons of bitches..."

"You still owe Rokko, looks like." Red Eye's red eye glinted. "Bad move doing 

business with that nutter. Even worse when you end up owing."

"Seemed a straight lay." Fenn shook his head ruefully. A month back, Rokko came

to him with an offer. A shipment of silk was coming in on the sly at the Saint Barelin 

docks. Some merchant who didn't way to pay customs duties to the city had six bales 

hidden on a lakeboat mixed in with cargoes of lesser worth. Rokko, all smiles at the 

time, asked Fenn to take possession. The rightful owner would presumably keep quiet

to avoid trouble from the Palace officials. But someone spoke out of turn...when Fenn 

crept his way onto the boat two nights later he was met by half a dozen bully boys 

armed with blunderbusses, who proceeded to shoot the place to bits. He barely 

escaped with his life. One of the bales was accidentally shredded in the gunfire, which

naturally drew the attention to the watch. Fenn jumped into the lake. By the time he 

swam back to shore the lakeboat was swarming with the law, who saw the silk, the 

firearms, and the damage and drew their own conclusions. 

The lakeboat and its cargo were impounded. Three bales of silk were seized by the

magistrates (the remaining two taken by the Watchmen beforehand and likely sold 

for a handsome profit.) Fenn made his way back to the Gardelaar, dripping wet and 

not a penny richer, to be met by an enraged Rokko, who stated to his face that Fenn 



failed to deliver and he now owed the value of the silk. Twenty gold aurins, to be 

precise. Half a year's wages for an honest working man and more money then Fenn 

could hope to get his hands on. Explanations and excuses would not be accepted.

Fenn thought the whole mess would blow over, but he underestimated Rokko the 

Gelding's ability to hold a grudge. "Should have thought harder on it," he then 

admitted. 

"He's not going to stop."

"Maybe I'll go after him. Declan and Two-time have to sleep sometime."

"Do that and you'll have the Crescents on your arse.  Rokko stands under their 

banner, or have you forgotten?"

"Bugger me backward." Fenn felt about in a pocket. Two copper half-pennets, all 

the wealth he now possessed. He slapped one down on the bar. "I need a drink."

Red Eye glanced at the coin and slid it back. "On the house." 

A cup of watered wine came down on the bar. Fenn sipped it slowly, waiting for 

the various aches in his body to die down. In truth, it wasn't the worst beating he'd 

taken in his life, not even close. He'd seen worse as a boy, running about the streets of

another city now half forgotten, survived worse on a dozen battlefields across Tyberia,

seeing more before his twentieth birthday than most men saw in their lifetime. He'd 

survived. 

Even that final fight and the long chase that followed. Hunted like a dog through 

forest and field, watching his friends die one by one until he was the last man 

standing, the only one to reach the glittering waters of Balendaas, giving every coin he

had to buy passage on the first lakeboat that would take him, not caring where it was 

headed. Which turned out to be Galadorn.

No...Rokko and his boys were amateurs in the fine arts of violence. They took him

by surprise is all. Put a knife in his hand and he'd see Declan and Two-time bleeding 

at his feet. Then he'd go after Rokko and make that son of a bitch a gelding in fact as 

well as name...

"I don't like that look." Red Eye cut into his reverie. "Bad things happen when 

men get that look."

"Just thinking, is all." Fenn set down the cup. "I need money."

"That you do."

"What do those ears of yours hear?"

Red Eye rubbing his chin. "Sure you don't want to take a day, Fenn? Rest up?"



"I got a week. Then Rokko and his lads come back and it's blood one way or 

another."

Redye nodded. "Fair enough." He thought a moment. The Red Cat sat at the 

grimy heart of Galadorn's underworld, and Red Eye was its unquestioned master. 

Every skag walking the shady side came here sooner or later, and they all spoke to 

Red Eye. He heard everything. Most of what he heard he kept to himself...but those 

he considered friends might share in the riches. 

"Nothing much at the moment," he said. "Some odd news, though...Vasco the 

Mouse turned up dead in Campesal. Two nights back."

"Who's groin did he kick?"

"Nobody's, far as I can tell. Just dropped dead in the street."

"Well." Fenn raised his cup. "Let's hoist a drink to Vasco. He always was a 

bastard."

"True. Never liked the scum. Odd thing is, the day before they found young 

Connec at the marsh."

"Who?"

"Connec...brown hair, big mouth. Brother is the Watch Captain in Saint Barelin."

"Right...wants to be a rightful skag."

"Which his brother don't like. Promised their mother to keep the boy on the light 

side path, away from the shady. Was in here yesterday asking questions."

"Shame about that." Fenn shook his head. "Young boy getting put down. He 

might have made something of himself, given the time."

They were silent for a moment, in respect of the dead. "Red Eye," Fenn then said.

"Yeah?"

"Do you have anything I can actually use?"

"Hmm." Red Eye rubbed his chin again. "Well..."

"You sound reluctant. Hesitant. Unwilling."

"It's not something I'd wish on a friend..."

"I'm not in a position to say no to anything at the moment."

"Arpan Hooknose." Red Eye's red eye met his gaze. "He was in here. Looking for 

talent."

"Why? He's second to Ogeron the Brick." Fenn frowned at that. The Brick was the

boss of the Crescents. When he brought down the hammer, Arpan was the one 

usually swinging it. "Plenty of skilled hands under his own banner."



"Said he's looking for an outside cracksman. Maybe something on the side that 

the Brick don't know about." Red Eye shrugged. "Or maybe he doesn't have any hands

to spare, what with them fighting the Docksiders. Two more of their lads got knifed 

this week, speaking of which."

"Arpan Hooknose." Fenn wanted to spit at the mention of the name.

"He said the lay was rich for the right skag who takes it." Red Eye picked up a rag 

from behind the counter. "You're probably right. Smart move is to stay away, let him 

dangle the hook before another fish..."

"What do I have to lose?" Fenn pushed away from the bar. "Where do I find 

him?"



Chapter Two

"As you can see, we have completely rebuilt the entry gate, employing the talents 

of Alasdar Talinti himself." A hand swept across a gaudy arch, the marble stone 

shaped by hours of chisel work into a bewildering array of winged figures, prancing 

animals and various saints and creatures from mythology piled on top of another, 

giving the impression of an extremely long and curved wrestling match. "Six months 

work, employing the talents of no less than nineteen of the most skilled carvers...."

"You leave out the nine hundred and twenty-five aurins the entire project cost, 

twice what was originally budgeted."

The Master of the Track waved his hand dismissively. "Unavoidable expenses. 

Costs would have come down were we permitted to close the track as I requested."

"And I explained to you why that was an impossibility."

"Indeed...but look now, my lord! One cannot put too high a cost on perfection!"

Sevvan of House Incelidar did look, and while many words regarding the newly 

built entry way came to mind, 'perfection' was not among them. Gaudy, 

perhaps...excessive, maybe. Confusing, certainly...but he didn't say any of this. 

Knowing when to hold his tongue was the first lesson he learned. Wise men keep their

council...he heard the words reverberating in his memory, bells ringing in the 

cathedral of his mind. 

"Perfection indeed, Master Belidon."

"I trust your Uncle will be pleased."

Sevvan turned away from the arch. "I have no doubt." He was ready to move onto 

to something else, eager even, but Belidon wouldn't let it go, bringing up the one 

subject he would have preferred to remain quiet.

"Just picture your team makes its triumphal entry into the field of battle! The 

roar of the crowd, the crack of the whip..."

"Master Belidon, perhaps we should continue with the tour?"

"Er...yes, of course." The Master of the Track tried to hide the sour look on his 

face. 

They weren't on the track itself, instead walking along the path way that ran 

before the very first row of seats. Sevvan looked about, the sight always inspiring 



equal amounts of awe and dread. The Track of Saint Tullen – an oval of sand with a 

long plinth of stone in the center, around which teams of chariots raced. And 

surrounded that, ascending tiers of seats in all directions. Empty now, except for 

crews of workmen scattered here and there. But in a week's time, it would be very 

different. Forty thousand spectators, from the most wretched of the wretched poor to 

the highest of the highborn, the great and good of Galadorn, packed into this place 

like pickled fish in a barrel, watching the Nine Pennants, calling upon Saints, 

Prophets and Godhead for their team to win and cursing into damnation for their 

rivals to lose. And this being Galadorn, such things would a direct reflection of 

rivalries and grudges in the streets beyond.

Lord Sevvan was dimly aware of Master Belidon's twittering on and nodded every

so often to give the impression he was listening. He looked across the track, down the 

yellow sand spread across the way, carefully raked to remove any stones that might 

bruise hooves, then up at the plinth, covered from one end to the other with tall 

statues of saints and heroes, with the Three Prophets prominently displayed in the 

center, their hands raised in signs of benediction. Horses reared up high at both ends.

Gold leaf on their hooves glittered duly in the late afternoon light. A team of workmen

was climbing over the thing, fitting nine long poles at various points about the plinth. 

The flags would come out until the day of the race. 

"Your uncle, my lord."

"Hmm?" Sevvan turned about slightly. "My apologies sir, I was distracted for a 

moment."

"Over there, my lord. Your Uncle." Master Belidon pointed to their right. "The 

Prince."

Sevvan followed his finger. A party of men and women were coming in the other 

direction. He heard their voices. There was a burst of laughter as someone made a 

joke. Sevvan could guess who that might be.

He saw the man, an eagle surrounded by crows. Markus Incelidar. Son of Dorrus 

the Beloved. For the last twenty years Prince of Galadorn. He was dressed 

conservatively today; black trousers, blue tunic belted about the waist with a simple 

leather belt. The silver chain about his neck the only sign of his status. A slight breeze 

caused the feather atop his cap to flutter slightly. A simple gold signet ring glittered 

from a finger. No other adornments on him, for none were needed. The deference 

shown by the men clustered about the prince said more than an entire treasury of 



jewels and silks.

The man just passed his forty-seventh winter. He was Prince of Galadorn these 

past twenty-four years, succeeding his father who'd ruled for fifteen and been the 

leading citizen of Galadorn for decades before that. Men of Sevvan's age could not 

remember a time when their city did not have a Prince. Sometimes their grandfathers

would speak of the years before, when Galadorn called itself the Republic of Notables,

run by the blue bloods of the Forty Families and the masters of the Nine Great Guilds,

for the benefit of all and more specifically for themselves. Philosophers might ask 

what was the difference between the two - governance by a narrow grasping 

oligarchy, or by a lone grasping Prince. Though as one wit pointed out, the latter had 

only one stomach that needed to be filled...

Prince Markus stride along the edge of the Track. He remained as he ever was, a 

tall, imposing man who dominated his surroundings by his mere presence. His once 

red hair was now mostly gray, the Prince refusing to dye it, for such vanity was 

unbecoming a Prince. He accepted Sevvan's bow with a single nod. "Nephew."

"My lord."

Markus shifted his attention to the Master of the Track. "You have done well," he 

said, allowing a slight smile to crack his face. Belidon looked fit to float from pride. 

"Your Highness does me much honor!"

"Nay, your labors bring honor to the City." He glanced back at the men clustered 

behind them, all high officials or persons of note. "Perhaps you could give then a brief

tour of the track? They are most curious about the preparations for the Nine 

Pennants."

A chorus of "indeed's," and other affirmations followed as they took the hint. 

Belidon bowed again, and they all followed him, the Master of the Track gesturing 

towards the statues of Prophets and Saints, going into a long discourse about the 

importance of the flag poles, the officials and men of note pretending to care, 

conscious of the eyes of their Prince.

Sevvan remained with his uncle. As soon as they were safely out of earshot he 

asked, "Couldn't you have found someone less boring for the position?"

"Why? Do his long discourses on stone masonry tire you, my nephew?" Markus 

chuckled. "He is cousin to Edmore Currian."

"Reason enough, I suppose." Currian was one of the leading Merchant Princes, 

the greatest traders, and financiers in the city. Their rivalry with the nobles of the 



Forty Families was inevitable and intractable

 "The last to hold the post was tied to the nobility. Giving them another bite at the

apple would be impolitic." Markus looked over. Belidon and the rest were some 

distance away. "They'll be away for a while. Time for business. I and mildly displeased

with you, nephew."

Any other man in the city would soil himself at those words. Sevvan took them in 

stride. "That was not my intention, Uncle."

"You have added your team to the list." 

"One among several dozen. No more than anyone else."

"People already speak of it. The Prince's nephew and heir, entering his own 

chariot team into the Nine Pennants, the most important race of the year, Your name 

is being spoken of in the streets. They praise your courage and audacity."

"Surely anything that brings honor to our house is all for the good..."

"Unless it has equal potential for shame." Markus' expression hardened. "You are 

not just any young blade about town. You are my nephew. My heir. One day you will 

be Prince. This has the potential for trouble."

"Only if I am chosen. The entrants are picked up lot Uncle...unless of course they 

are not?"

"Not this year. Your team will be among those who take the field."

Sevvan paused a moment, trying to make sense of that. "I am confused, Uncle. 

You say this is a bad idea and then tell me to do it anyway."

"Here is the lesson for the day, nephew. A wise Prince turns every misfortune to 

his advantage. A dull knife is placed in his hand and it becomes a sword. You're 

entering a team into the Nine Pennants race has the potential cause us great 

difficulty, for should your team win men will inevitably say that it was only by my 

intercession, and they were not be persuaded otherwise. But should you enter a team 

and lose...then I will congratulate the victor before the city. A wise Prince maintains 

the appearance of impartiality, and your decision gives me the opportunity to display 

this." Markus paused a moment. "Do I make myself clear?"

Sevvan nodded. The burst of outrage and disappointment he felt was ruthlessly 

squelched. A Prince was not like other men. That was the first lesson Markus had 

taught him, back when he was still more boy than man. And he would have obedience

in this, as in all things. "I do. I will instruct my driver to...display less than full 

enthusiasm."



"Double his pay, if you must, and double it again, as a price for his silence 

afterward. Markus glanced up again. Belidon and the others were coming back. "They

return."

"Is there anything else?"

"A few other matters...the entries for the Nine Pennants will be chosen at the 

Temple of The Silent Saints day after next. All the open slots have been quietly 

promised, save one. House Pondril has advanced its own claim. Lord Restivan 

Pondril has made all manner of indiscreet hints about this."

Sevvan knew what that meant. "As has House Branar, I imagine." The feud 

between both houses went back generations and only grew more poisonous over the 

years.

"The Pondril's grow over-mighty. They must be reminded of their place. When we

have a quiet moment, inform Belidon that the Branar's will take the final spot."

"Lord Restivan will be displeased."

"But the places are chosen by lot, nephew." Markus took on an air of mock 

innocence. "Didn't you know that?"

"I'm sure that will do much to salve his wounded pride. By your leave, Uncle."

Sevvan bowed and walked towards Belidon, his mind ruminating over the matter.

Politics...it infected everything in this city. Balance was called for, Markus 

maintaining his power by playing one faction against another, making sure no one 

side grew too strong at the expense of their rivals. Ancient rivalries between houses, 

competition between commercial interests and resentment between rich and poor... 

Thus, something like the Nine Pennants, ostensibly nothing more than a chariot race, 

gained importance far in excess of its nature. Each team represented some faction, 

eager for glory, for honor and all the rest, each one carefully picked beforehand by the

powers-that-be to balance the others, to reward those unwavering in their love of the 

Prince, or excluded for their lack of devotion. The official 'selection' two days hence, 

when the names were written on wooden ballots and pulled from a jar, was nothing 

more than a formality that fooled no one, though this being Galadorn no one would 

have the bad manners to actually mention this...

He forced a smile on his face. "Master Belidon! If I might have a moment of your 

time..."

Early summer in Galadorn. The days weren't the furnace they became in a 



month's time when every breath felt like a walk through hell. The aches in Fenn's 

midsection didn't seem so bad as he walked through the Gardelaar, smiling as the soft

warm sunlight bathed his face. The beggars were out in force with the weather, 

clustered along walls, scabrous arms reaching out as they called piteously for alms 

and hurling curses at his back as he walked passed. A handful of streetwalkers called 

out to him from alleyways, keeping one eye out for customers and another for watch 

patrols. Whoring outside the pleasure quarter of Keelarin was illegal in Galadorn 

though in the Gardelaar Watchmen were more likely to take bribes than make arrests.

At one intersection he detoured around a knot of angry men gathered before a 

dribbling fountain. The crude fish and knife symbols stitched onto their shirts, or 

branded on their skin in some cases, marked them out as part of the Docksider 

faction. One of their fellows lay slumped on the ground, groaning as he clutched a 

nasty stab wound in his shoulder. Fenn waited a few minutes until finally the man 

was well enough to stand on his feet, his mates carrying him away in a westerly 

direction. This part of the Gardelaar was still firmly under Crescent control, what they

were doing so far from friendly turf was beyond him...

Crescents began to appear everywhere he looked. Painted on walls, cut into doors 

and window shutters, displayed on jerkins and vests and tattoos. On some places 

crescents were blotted out with the fish and knife, which in turn were blotted out 

again, graffiti on walls marking advance and retreat in the underworlds war. The 

various toughs and jack footers loitering on corners or strutting through the narrow 

streets were full members of the Crescent Lords, and by the looks of things itching for

a fight, staring belligerently at strangers, hands never far from a weapon. Fenn 

walked past without incident, his face was known to them as a cracksman with no 

affiliations. Which in their eyes made him barely one step up from a roach, but so 

long as they didn't make the effort to step on him, Fenn ignored their disdain, barely 

trying to hide his own. Jack footers - gang members - swearing their allegiance to 

some up jumped rag picker like he as a lord and them his sworn knights. They died 

like flies on these streets...knifed in bar brawls or shot in back alleys. Swinging by the 

dozen on the gallows when the powers-that-be wanted to show respectable citizens 

they were serious about law and order, exiled by the hundreds when the Prefect of 

Walls decided street crime had gone beyond acceptable boundaries. Pawns who 

thought they were kings. None had the sand to make his own way, to take what he 

wanted, to cut his own path free of burdensome allegiances...



Arpan Hooknose ran his business from a basement tavern in the east end of the 

district, below a house that  was once a private home and now a safe house for his 

crew. A dingy sign displaying some variety of flower hung above the entrance, but the 

real marker of the place was the mob of Crescents always found loitering about in 

front, swapping flasks and dirty jokes, giving men walking up the hard eye . One of 

them spat onto the dusty street at the sight of Fenn. "You lost, roach?"

Fenn took his attitude in stride. It's when they stopped with the insults that a 

man started to worry. "Here to see Arpan."

Another gob of spittle struck the street, this one inches from Fenn's boot. "About 

what?" 

"Red Eye sent me."

That got their attention. Red Eye's name always did. The jack footers glanced at 

one another. "Wait here," said the spitter, disappearing down the steps and into the 

darkness below.

A minute passed by. Then Fenn stepped aside as a fellow in a brown leather 

jerkin emerged, blinking in the sunlight One hand stroked the long drooping 

mustaches on his upper lip, the other cradled a leather helmet under an arm. His 

brown eyes were filled with a jovial cynicism that had seen everything the world could

throw. "Fenn Aquila, as I live and breath," said a gravely voice perpetually amused 

with itself.

"Zanaarin." Fenn nodded by way of greeting. "Come collecting for the widows and

orphans again?"

"We have so many of the poor dears in these hard times." Zanaarin clapped the 

helmet back atop his head. He was the watchman for this particular area, part of the 

squad of seventy-five brownspikes given the thankless task of keeping the Gardelaar 

under some semblance of order. And every single one of them was corrupt from one 

end to the other. It was understood by the rulers of the city that such a thing was 

inevitable, this being Galadorn. So long as it wasn't too blatant, they turned a blind 

eye.

Fenn always like Zanaarin. He didn't pretend to be something other than he was, 

unlike some of his comrades who cloaked their backhanders under threadbare, self-

justifying rhetoric. Which wasn't to say that he trusted the man or any watchman for 

that matter. "Come to pay homage?" said the brownspike, adjusting his helmet so it 

sat firmly on his head.



"Whatever do you mean?"

"Come now, Fenn! "'Tis common knowledge among those who matter. Rokko the 

Droopy has it hard for you. I heard his boys made quite an impression last night at 

the Red Cat."

"Bah! Where do these rumors come from...anyway, it's Rokko Ironfinger, 

remember?"

"Right...Ironfinger it is." Zanaarin tapped the edge of his helmet. "You stay out of 

trouble now, me lad. Hate for there to be a bounty on your fair head."

With that, the brownspike ambled off. Fenn held back any number of pithy 

retorts and ducked down into the cellar.

The air was musty with mold, spilled drink, and sweat. A single lamp swung from 

the ceiling on a rusty chain. It was warm, uncomfortably so, and the men clustered 

around the tables at by the narrow bar were sweaty and bad tempered, nursing mugs 

of sour ale and glaring at the newcomer. 

"Be you Fenn?" asked a fellow with a pair of crescents tattooed on each cheek, 

scarred hands fingering the hilt of a short sword.

"Aye."

"In the back." A meaty thumb jerked. 

A small doorway beside the bar led into a back room. Fenn stumbled a bit as he 

crossed through, the floor on the other side being a few inches lower. A small window 

open near the low ceiling let in a hint of a breeze and a shaft of light. 

Arpan Hooknose sat behind a long table a few feet from the back wall. A pile of 

battered ledgers sat to one side, which he studiously ignored. He was a tall fellow with

a thin mustache on his upper lip that looked like it had been painted up with a brush. 

His nose, contrary to his name was a stubby, squashed affair that bore more 

resemblance to a stepped-on mushroom than a hook. Questions about this seeming 

contradiction were met with averted gazes and various versions of "best not to ask..."

Arpan was busy trimming his fingernails with a knife. He glanced up but said 

nothing as Fenn walked in, carefully worrying the point around a difficult spot on his 

thumb. Fenn stood there quietly, arms crossed, waiting. He knew how this game was 

played. 

The knife clattered to the desk. "So," Arpan said, speaking Tyberian with a slight 

accent. Like Fenn he was a foreigner to this city, hailing from some place deep in the 

Empire of Ruuad. Questions about his past were invariably met with hard stares and 



sudden violence. "Fenn Aquila. Come to beg, have you?"

Fenn frowned. "For what?"

"To call off Rokko and his headbreakers? Otherwise, you'll be floating in the lake 

inside a week, that be my guess."

"He stands under your banner, does he not?"

"Aye, but if I jerk his leash, others will think ill of it..."

"Then you can relax. I can handle the Gelding on my own." Fenn shook his head. 

"Red Eye said you came by the Cat. Looking for a proper cracksman. I'm the best in 

the city, and I need the work."

Arpan leaned back in his chair. He sucked his teeth for a moment, looking at 

Fenn through narrowed eyes. "You are good," he conceded. "And you're desperate. 

Even better."

"And I'm handsome and have a fine singing voice. Enough with the games, Arpan.

I'm on something of a schedule here!"

Arpan said nothing, seemingly taking his time to think it over. Fenn held back his 

irritation. He needed the work...and Arpan Hooknose was not a man to cross. 

"When's the last time you worked the Gold Quarter?" he then asked.

"Not so long I can't find my way back."

Arpan reached into the pile of ledgers, fumbling about until he found a scrap of 

paper, which he slid across the table. Drawn on it was the image of an amulet, an oval 

stone mounted in silver shaped like curling ivy. "Pretty," Fenn said.

"The stone is amber. Nothing like it in the city."

Fenn tapped the paper. "And who has this fine piece of shine?"

"You ever hear of Pedor Paci?"

Fenn thought a moment. "Merchant...rich as sin. Nothing beyond that."

"He owns half the lake boats working the northern routes on the lake. And a few 

other things besides...point is, he has something I want. And you are going to get for 

me."

"It's in his house."

"Aye. Probably on the ground floor. he has a collection of pretties he likes to show

off to his guests. This," Arpan tapped the paper, "is one of them."

"How many guards?"

"No idea."

"Are there traps? Dogs?"



"You seem confused, Fenn." Arpan thumped the paper. "I want this. You will get 

it for me. How it is done is your problem."

"And what do I get in return?" Fenn shot back. "Assuming some butler doesn't 

shoot me in the back?"

"A fair wage for a days work...say forty galmarks?"

"Piss on you!" Fenn turned about, ready to storm out. He had one foot in the 

doorway when he heard Arpan say, "Wait." Took a few seconds longer than he 

expected...

"What do you want Fenn?"

He turned back around. "I like Galadorn."

"Who doesn't?"

"I don't want to leave because of the Gelding."

"You said you could handle him."

"He stands under the Crescent banner. You're Ogeron the Brick's second. A word 

from you and that plumboy will leave me in peace."

"And I told you, I can't do that. Bad for business, he brings in plenty of coin, 

which makes the Brick happy. Word gets around that I yanked his chain on your 

account, then the Brick stops being happy, and every earner in the Gardelaar starts 

thinking the Crescents are a pack of dubfooters and maybe they're better off swearing 

to the Docksiders."

"Which makes me a mite curious," Fenn retorted. "Why hire outside talent? There

are plenty of cracksmen wearing your mark." He paused a moment. "Does the Brick 

even know about this."

"First off, we have our hands full holding our turf," Arpan replied. "Case you 

haven't noticed, it's killing time out there. Anyway, this is my own deal and what the 

Brick don't know won't know won't hurt him. And second," and here a hint of menace

entered his voice, "Stop asking so many questions."

But Fenn wasn't done yet. "The Pillars, the Gold Quarter...that was Vasco the 

Mouse's backyard."

"Aye. he'd be perfect for the job...if he didn't drop dead two nights ago. And no, I 

didn't hire him for anything before, in case you was about to ask." Arpan stood up, 

clearly out of patience. "All right, enough jaw jaw! You're a son of a snake-bit cow, 

Fenn Aquila, and by rights, I should cut your throat for wasting my time. But I'm 

feeling generous this day, so here is what I'll do. You owe Rokko Ironfinger twenty 



aurins. I will pay twenty aurins to settle the debt. Rokko will be happy, and I'll 

squeeze the coin back of him one way or another. And you'll still be here in Galadorn 

streets." Then after a moments pause, "Paci's house is full of bright shiny things. You 

take something extra, you have enough for some fun afterward Maybe show that 

artist lass of yours a good time, hey?"

This stunk in so many ways. Fenn was set to walk out, let some other fish bite the 

hook. But he needed the money. He needed it in a bad way. "When do you want it?"

"Two days. No later."

"That's not enough time!"

"Twenty aurins, Fenn! You'll make do." Arpan sat back down. "Now get out of 

here. The next I see you, it best be with my goods. Hear me?"

"Always a pleasure, Arpan." 

Fenn left the backroom. The tavern was emptier than when he arrived, the mass 

of jack footers and headbreakers vanished for nefarious deeds elsewhere. Their places

were taken by other locals, men from the neighborhood, seeking a quiet moment to 

drown their sorrows. Fenn grimaced at the sour ale and wondered yet again how 

Galadorn folk could stand the stuff. 

He walked towards the door, then halted a moment, a prickling sensation 

between his shoulder blades. He glanced back, saw nothing but men intent on their 

drinks. 

Probably nothing. He walked out of the cellar into the bright summer sun. 

Sitting in a back corner, a man watched him leave. Grizzled, somewhere in his 

sixth decade and still hard as old tree roots. He waited a moment, then tossed a half-

pennet on the table and got to his feet, headed out the doorway into the city.



Chapter Three

The hours passed on by. The sun dipped below the western horizon. Dusk 

gathered in the sky, and with it, a crowd by the Gallangate, looking up at the sky as a 

ship came in for landing. Small boys stared wide-eyed next to their fathers, pointing 

up at the sky. The wide wooden hull glided overhead, wooden sails flapping in the 

breeze. The tiny specks that were sailors crawling out into the open air seemed to care

not a whit for the hundred yards of open space between them and the ground below.

Where the ship came from, no one could say. It approached from the southwest, 

following the wind and catching the eyes of every farmer and cow for miles around. 

Perhaps it came from another part of the continent, or from a more distant region on 

the world of Eduri. Or perhaps it came further on, a long distance voyager sailing the 

boundless Empyrean, which last knew landfall on a distant world full of exotic 

splendors. None could say until the ship was on the ground and sailors crowded the 

taverns near the shipfield. But the mere thought of taking to the sky, escaping the 

confines of the world to see the wonder of the Nine Suns, of such things boyish 

dreams were made of. 

Fenn saw this in their wide eyes and questions asked in piping voices. It made 

him melancholy, had there been anyone to ask. His own childhood had little time for 

such imaginings. Finding enough to eat was itself a dream, a full stomach something 

out of legend. 

Time was wasting, he had places to be. Fenn pushed his way through the crowd. 

Why did people waste their time with such foolishness...most of them would never go 

ten miles beyond Galadorn their entire lives. Such dreams were an idle endeavor...he 

glanced at the ship, disappearing beyond the walls and for a moment let himself 

wonder as well. Then he shook his head, pulling his mind back to the needs of the 

moment.

Once past the crowd, he made his way through the side streets of the Clanet. It 

was an odd part of the city, divided into thirds. The southernmost was dominated by 

the metal smiths of the Guild of Saint Brinder, skilled craftsmen who took pride in 

their work and upholding the ancient standards of their trade. The northern part was 

home to independent tradesmen, crafters and workmen unaffiliated with any of the 



Guilds, who answered to none but themselves and prized their freedom. These 

Unaffiliated were suspicious of the Guilds at the best of times. The Guildsmen for 

their part saw them as little more than a troublesome rabble. Relations between the 

two sides were never anything other than tense.

The eastern third of the District was dominated by the Track of Saint Tullen, its 

high walls rising over the tiled roofs. Around here proliferated any number of taverns,

theaters, gaming dens and illegal brothels. There was a new governor in the district, 

some nobleman put in by the Prince as a favor to the Forty Families, who was making

himself notorious for the bribes and backhanders the purveyors of vice were 

funneling into his coffers. On the other hand, street crime was down as well, so 

opinion was divided as to whether or not such petty corruption was necessarily a bad 

thing. 

Past the Clanet and then through Turin's Walk (home to leather workers, 

weavers, and dyers) and then a quick march through the Spires (home to scholars, 

academies of every stripe, Arcanists, Artificers and Alchemists, and, of course, the 

usual hordes of rowdy students.) The streets became cleaner and wider. He went 

across a winding street, stepping past a small temple dedicated to some pagan god, 

and was immediately surrounded by mansions and the smell of money. Enormous 

amounts of money.

The Gold Quarter. The playground and stronghold of the Merchant Princes. The 

Forty Families prided themselves on the antiquity of their blood, the size of their 

estates and the sheer enormity of their snobbery, and thought such things gave them 

a natural right to rule. But the men who dominated the commerce that was the 

lifeblood of Galadorn knew better. It was money that was the measure of a man. The 

wealth he earned by the sweat of his brow the surest marker of his cunning and 

intellect, his luck, and strength at bending the whims of that fickle bitch Fortune to 

his will. From this part of the city stretched invisible filaments of trade across the 

continent, around the world and even beyond it. They traded with faraway cities, with

realms whose names were mere legends to others, even with the court of the Emperor

of Ruuad himself. They owned mines, plantations and fleets of ships and lake boats, 

every decision they made another beat in the pulsing heart of the beast called 

Commerce.

And in return came riches beyond the most avaricious of dreams. Gold aurins 

flowed into their coffers and vaults, a river of money beyond the comprehension of 



ordinary people. The aristocracy may have had the titles, the social status and the 

long rolls of ancestors looking down on them from the afterlife, but the Merchant 

Princes had the cash. And with it came power. The Prince welcomed them into his 

Palace, gave them places on his councils where their voices were heard. Poets and 

artists sought them out for patronage, composing lyrics in their honor and painting 

their faces into masterpieces. And while the blue bloods may have sneered at their 

money grubbing ways, they were more than willing to accept their coin as dowries for 

their daughters.

The Gold Quarter was the monument to their success. The restrained elegance of 

the nobility was firmly rejected here, instead the rule being 'if yo have it, flaunt it.' No 

one could ever remember this part of the city being free of scaffolding, gangs of 

workmen filling the streets as they added new wings to already large mansions, 

raising new towers ever higher, erecting new statues in the public squares. Roofs were

tiled in brilliant colors, the walls of even the most unimportant buildings covered in 

friezes and sculptures. Servants went about their business in brilliantly colored livery,

the wealth, and power of their masters reflecting on them as well. 

The house of Pedor Paci stood out from the others by the pair of twin statues 

flanking the doorway through the surrounding walls, images of Saint Saldoban 

(Protector of Shepherds, Travelers and Apothecaries) and Saint Timnaas (Patron of 

Masons, fishmongers and those who travel by water, though his actual existence was 

disputed by religious scholars.) Both were appropriate in Fenn's humble opinion, 

given what he'd learned about the owner of the place over the last day. 

Pedor Paci was the youngest son of an apothecary from Saint Barelin, who 

inherited his father's small shop and through a combination of savvy deal making, 

judicious backstabbing and not a little bit of luck became the owner of a sizable fleet 

of lakeboats trading with all ports on Balendaas and even venturing up some of the 

larger rivers. He owned a number of houses in the Clanet, was well liked by the 

masons and builders of the Guild of Stag and had recently won a lucrative contract 

with the city to supply uniforms to three of the city's regiments, a deal tailor-made for

graft. 

In other words, a very wealthy man. Who along the way gained the reputation of 

being a collector of antiquities and valuables. Dealers in ancient artworks knew that 

Paci was a reliable customer for their wares, and it was said that the rooms and 

corridors of his house were so crowded with statues, vases and busts of long-dead 



emperors and forgotten gods that the servants had to walk sideways with their guts 

sucked in to avoid knocking over priceless relics, even as they avoided the eyes of the 

small army of guards hire to keep Galadorn's thieves far and away.

So, not an easy place to break into. But then Fenn heard something that caught 

his interest. The great man was throwing a party. A hundred guests, friends and 

business acquaintances (or those who hoped to move from the former to latter.) An 

army of porters was visible from his vantage point down the street, swarming about 

long lines of wagons filled with everything from crates of fresh cabbage in from the 

countryside, to bottles of wine and barrels of ale. Hundreds of strange men, in and 

out of the house. 

Most cracksmen planning to break an egg like the Paci house would spend days 

scouting the outside walls, plying the susceptible servants with drinks in local 

taverns, learning the blind spots in preparation for that dangerous moment when 

they slung a rope over the wall and climbed over, hoping that on the other side they 

would be greeted with silence instead of barking guard dogs. But why go through all 

that trouble when the door was wide open and waiting?

Fenn walked up the street, moving along the outside of a wagon loaded down 

with sacks of vegetables. He waited a moment until no one was looking, then grabbed 

one and hefted it over his shoulder, stumping in with his head down and joining the 

line of other hardworking men headed in and out through the servants gate. He was 

dressed in simple brown trousers and shirt like all the others, another honest laborer 

earning a day's wage. No one gave him a second glance. A butler stood by the gate, 

holding a long list and pen, which he checked off every so often, glaring at the porters 

as they passed. "Hurry up," he snapped irritably. "You!"

"Me?" Fenn looked up, an expression of dull confusion on his face.

"What do you have there?"

"Carrots, boss!"

"More carrots." The butler flicked his stylus on the list. "Second room on the left. 

Step to it!"

Fenn tugged his forelock with his free hand and went in, passing through the gate

and small back garden now trampled flat by the passage of countless feet. He caught a

glimpse of the house before headed in through a wide door, passing through a kitchen

alive with cooks hard at work, following the rest of the porters down a hallway lined 

with store rooms. He saw the second room on the left, men passing in and out and 



leaving sacks behind. No one gave him a second glance as he went by.

He picked a door near the end of the hall. There were more sacks piled up inside, 

a few stray grains of rice scattered about the floor. He deposited the sack atop the 

heap, then closed the door behind him. Fumbling about in the dark, he climbed over 

the sacks and rolled down towards the back of the room, coming to a rest against the 

wall.

No cries of alarm. No questions about a missing porter or misplaced sack of 

carrots. Too busy to notice anything except what was front of their noses. He smiled 

in the sack, lay back against the sacks, and closed his eyes for a nap.

The lamps were lit. The doors flung open, releasing incense, perfume and the 

smells and scents of delicacies too numerous to list. Outside the House of Paci, 

carriages lined up, litters were parked end to end and the streets for the surrounding 

three blocks made nigh impassible as a hundred of Galadorn's best and brightest 

arrived for a party. 

Armed guards cordoned off all the approaches towards the high mansion, driving 

back the beggars, sneak thieves and cutpurses drawn to such events. By prior 

arrangement the Watch squad for the Gold Quarter were out in force that night, 

detaining anyone whose face didn't belong, rewarded for their efforts at the end of the

night by a generous 'donation' to the Widows and Orphans fund, even as the Watch 

Captain himself was invited in as an honored guest (and promptly proceeded to 

disgrace himself by drinking too much wine and passing out in a store cupboard.) 

Strains of music wafted over the rooftops as musicians struck up a merry tune, their 

viols and flutes and drums and the voices of their singers competing against the iron-

lunged majordomo announcing each guest, most of whom were men of middle age, 

their wives conspicuously absent.

Fenn drifted about the edges of the party, a glass of wine in one hand, pretending 

to take a sip and keeping his eyes open. The brown tunic and trousers were left 

behind back in the store room, replaced by a samite tunic only slightly rumpled and 

black trousers belted once around the waist with a woven leather strap. He'd stolen 

the ensemble from a clothes line in the Pillars some months before and never had the 

opportunity to wear them. By his lights, the suit was unaccountably fine, certainly not

the sort of thing a man wore about the Gardelaar unless his desires including being 

sapped from behind and waking up stark naked in an alleyway. But compared to the 



peacocks thronging the great hall of Pedor Paci's mansion he was hideously 

underdressed. Silk shot through with gold thread shimmered in the night of the 

lamps. Caps of ermine and marten and other rare furs found on animals from the 

highest northern latitudes hung from shoulders despite the summer heat. Others 

preferred even more exotic plumage - one fellow walked about with a cloak made 

from the hide of some reptile, its iridescent scales shimmering with every movement. 

To all who asked came the claim that it was 'the skin of a basilisk, from a distant 

world. Oh yes, absolutely, do I have the face of a liar?" Another wore a coat that 

seemed to be made entirely from thousands of tiny brightly colored feathers, leading 

Fenn to wonder how many small birds had died so that this worthy personage would 

be the talk of the moment. 

The occasion for the holding of the party was to celebrate Master Paci's latest 

marriage. Fenn caught sight of the host near the center of the room. Pedor Paci was a 

man of sixty summers, bald, obese, with a broad face and small eyes. His expansive 

form was swathed in enough silk to make sails for a decent fishing boat, every finger 

glittered with rings and precious stones. Around his neck hung a silver pendant 

marked with a stags head and a key, marking him as a trusted associate of the masons

guild. His flock of admirers and sycophants listened as he showed his latest 

acquisition; a fine stone horse rearing on two legs, holding a place of honor in the 

center of the room.

"...commissioned by the order of Emperor Salusan II, yes indeed, back in the days

of Ruuad's ascendancy...smuggled out of the empire at great risk, three of the men 

involved died of their wounds soon after it arrived. What did I pay for it? My dear 

fellow, how crass of you to even mention the subject of a price..."

It was probably too much. Even from where he stood, Fenn could see the faint 

lines along the side of the piece where the mold pressed together. A fake, and not 

even a good one. Paci's eye must be failing if he bought that thing. Likely it was 

evident as well to the others around him, but no one would dare to mention it in his 

hearing. 

Most of the guests were men; respectable women were most notable by their 

absence. Aside from the serving maids bustling about discreetly in the background, 

the only females present at this party were young ladies loaded down with jewelry 

and caked with cosmetics, for whom the word 'respectable' wouldn't apply. The 

voices, when they opened their mouths, betrayed their low-class accents. Hired for 



the night, was his guess. An odd thing, given that the purpose of their party was to 

celebrate Paci's marriage...but then again the bride had yet to make her appearance.

An hour passed. Fenn engaged in some light small talk, making himself out to be 

a clerk for the Guild, brought in on the coattails of someone greater. There were many

others like him in the house that night, ambitious young men eager to rise in the 

world. Galadorn overflowed with such at all levels of society, from the young blades 

dueling for the honor of the courtesans in the Campesal, to men like Fenn living on 

the margins, out for whatever they could take. Young wolves, hunting under the eye 

of the older males whom they one day hoped to replace. One day, but not yet...

A gong sounded. The majordomo's voice cut through the hubbub and chatter. 

"My lords! Eminent worthies! Presenting the lady of the house, Ursuna Paci, formerly

of House Vendar!"

All eyes turned to a stairway in the back. A young lady stood there, younger than 

her husband by four decades. She was pretty, with blond hair worked into curls on 

the top of her head, and dressed in a style of understated elegance that made it clear 

she was an aristocrat. She walked down the stairs as a band of musicians serenaded 

her with a popular love song. The fury evident in her clenched jaw showed precisely 

what she thought of such a crass gesture.

"There she is!" Pedor's arms spread wide, pulling in his young wife and bussing 

her noisily on the lips. "The newest flower on my garden! Friends, behold the finest 

jewel in my collection!" A roar of applause followed, along with not a few ribald 

comments. Lady Ursuna's face turned beet red, and she glared with barely disguised 

loathing at her husband and the gang of louts that were his friends. Her house was 

ancient but poor, its estate consisting of little more than debts. Pedor essentially 

bought her as he would one of his antiques. What better status symbol for a Merchant

Prince, a man risen from the depths, than a noble born wife?

Fenn applauded with the others, wincing as a nearby fellow made a particularly 

obnoxious comment. He looked at her, at that pretty face turned stony with despair. 

Then his attention drifted downwards, towards the hollow of her throat, and the 

amber pendant gracing it. The same pendant he'd come here to steal.

"Bugger me backward," he muttered. This only complicated things. He hung at 

the back, watching Lady Ursuna make the rounds of the room, accepting the 

compliments of the various guests with a smile that didn't hide the anger in her eyes, 

ignoring the growing level of ribaldry and lewd talk. He ran through all possible 



options in his mind. Lifting the damned stone off her neck was impossible in this 

crowd, no matter how drunk they were. He had to wait until she was away from the 

crowd and then...he had no idea, but something would present itself.

Time passed. Fenn drifted about, keeping to the background, making small talk 

with some of the more inebriated guests and otherwise keeping his eyes and ears 

open. In this house were gathered many of the commercial elite of the city, and the 

endless river of strong drink was loosening their tongues. For street scum like Fenn, it

was a rare glimpse into another world. 

From two men standing by a large punch bowl:

"Did you hear about the duel?" 

"I have heard of many duels."

"Ah, but this concerns one of our own! Cheren Bralis..."

"Good man, old Cheren. Firm but fair no wonder the Prince made him governor 

of Saint Maar."

"He was Governor of Saint Maar. Now he is dead."

"Dead, you say? In a duel?"

"Some highborn from House Beyoraan challenged him over a spilled drink. 

Spiked through the throat in three strokes before a dozen witnesses. There was a 

formal challenge, so the law can't touch him."

"The little bastard! The Forty Families striking down one of our own in the 

street?"

"The widow is beside herself with grief. She's sworn revenge, she has..."

"As well she must! I will see the Prince on this, yes indeed! This will not stand."

A short while later, near a doorway leading into the garden:

"The lots were drawn. I was there, saw them with my own eyes. House Pondril 

was excluded from the Nine Pennants."

"His lordship must have taken that well."

"I swear his head look fit to explode. There was steam coming out of his ears?"

"Really?"

"Well, no...but there might as well have been."

"Didn't Lord Sevvan put his own team forward?"

"Indeed. Foolish boy. Surprised his uncle let him."

"Maybe not. He's using Hellin Daandal as his driver."

"Hellin Daandal? The worst man to set foot on a chariot since I don't know when?



Suns and Spirits, I must place my bets accordingly."

"Against Daandal?"

"No, for him. Do you really think Markus would let his nephew enter the race 

with such an incompetent at the reins unless the whole thing was fixed?"

"Praise be to the Godhead you are not handling my money! If Markus was foolish 

enough to try such a thing – and he isn't – half the city would riot. Even a child would

see through such a fraud."

"I...hadn't thought of that."

"Take my advice: stay away from gambling. 'Tis a monstrous vice that only 

separates fools from their money..."

Near the stairs. By now two hours had passed since Fenn emerged from the 

storeroom. Despite his best efforts, the wine was starting to have an effect.

"...Getting out of hand." Two men speaking nearby in low tones, occasionally 

glancing over their shoulders."

"It's the Gardelaar." That caught Fenn's ears, and he edged a bit closer, listening 

without appearing to be listening.

"It's that bastard, Crekus Brin. He stirred up the dockworkers in Saint Barelin. 

The waterside gangs fled the area one step ahead of a lynch mob."

"To be fair, they were a vile crew. The stories I heard about what they did to those 

who didn't pay protection..."

"And now that vile crew is fighting with the Crescent Lords for control of the 

Gardelaar. Blood is flowing like water in the gutters."

"So what? Let the animals tear at each other. So long as they keep in their cage..."

"They won't. It's already starting to spread. I've heard rumors of Docksider thugs 

mugging honest citizens headed through the south gate of Keelarin."

"Honest citizens looking for a quick spike with a prostitute. Perhaps they will 

repent of their vices and return to the loving arms of their wives."

"You pious old hypocrite..."

"Anyway, it won't spread. Ogeron the Brick has run the Crescents for over ten 

years. He's faced down worse than a bunch of harbor rats drunk on desperation."

"There's talk that Ogeron has gone soft, doesn't have what it takes to keep his 

troops in line. He lives in that big house on the edge of the Campesal while his boys 

bleed out in the alleys.  And those harbor rats, as you put it, have one big advantage; 

they've got nothing to lose. Back a rat into a corner and he'll fight like a pit dog."



"Again, why should we care?"

"I've...had dealings with the Crescents over the years."

"Smuggling again?"

"Only if I'm caught...anyway, Ogeron is a pompous fool but one can do business 

with him. But these Docksiders, I'm not so sure...the Prince may order the regiments 

into the Gardelaar to sort both sides out."

"I won't weep at the prospect."

Fenn turned away. He knew about the Docksiders and Crescents – no one living 

in or around the Gardelaar would be oblivious to it. But things must be really bad if a 

couple of big-bellied traders in a fancy Gold Quarter house were talking about it. And 

if the Prince turned the regiments loose on the district...it had happened before. Not 

for many years, but there were old-timers who remembered the final days of the old 

Republic, when there was open warfare in the streets, with honest citizens caught in 

the middle. A man who went outside his door in the daytime might return with 

multiple stab wounds, no woman walking alone or even with an armed escort was 

safe. And the great lords who ruled the city didn't care, too busy with their plots and 

feuds against one another. 

The Republic of Notables...that's what they called it. Notable it certainly was...for 

theft, corruption, and staggering hypocrisy. Small wonder Dorrus Incelidar was able 

to seize power; the aristocracy couldn't see past their noses raised in the air and the 

common folk would follow anyone who promised safety, order, and prosperity. 

Freedom meant nothing if the only variety of it available was the freedom to be 

robbed, assaulted or murdered...

A cheer rose from the crowd, breaking into his reverie. The doors to the main hall 

swung open and in marched a line of women wearing...well, not much at all was the 

best way to describe it. By now the effects of the drink had truly taken hold. Pedor 

Paci and his guests, men of wealth ad standing, traders and merchants, the 

commercial elite of Galadorn, whooped and shouted like a mob of schoolboys sodden 

after their first cup of watered beer. Crude and lewd compliments and questions went

to the new arrivals, who too their credit shouted back replies even more ear burning, 

to general laughter. 

Music began to play. The women began a dance that seemed to consist mainly of 

writhing. Pedor Paci struggled to be heard above the noise. "Gentlemen! Tonight is a 

night of miracles! And here are the angels who will dispense them, oh yes!" Fenn 



compared the scene before him to the priceless antiques lining the walls, giving the 

place the air of the world's most expensive brothel.

He looked up at the stairs. Paci's wife was ascending it, glancing back once with a 

look of utter loathing on her face. The pendant rested below her throat, the amber 

dully reflecting the light of the lamps. She disappeared from sight, turning her back 

on the incipient orgy below.

Fenn looked about. The dance had reached the point where lengths of gauzy cloth

were flying away from bodies, revealing sweaty flesh beneath. Every eye in the room 

was watching with drunken intent. He turned away and walked up the stairs. No one 

called on him to stop. The noise and revelry followed behind as he reached the second

floor.

Music and laughter echoed through the house, following him like a ghost as he 

walked down the hallways. Every niche and corner held something beautiful; an 

ancient statue, a precious vase, a curling piece of gold or silver shaped to resemble a 

tree or rearing horse. He paused a moment by one niche, where a squarish hunk of 

gold sat on a carved wooden stand. A hole was punched in the center and 

surrounding it were various spiky-looking glyphs that caused his eyes to ache just by 

looking at them. He glanced over his shoulder. No one around. 

The gold artifact disappeared into his pocket. He continued on, headed to a door 

at the far end. It hung slightly open, giving a view of the opulent room beyond. He 

caught a glimpse of a woman's back, the rest of her standing before a window, hand 

braced against the sill. 

Fenn lined up against the edge of the door, peering in. Lady Ursuna stood there, 

gazing up at the night sky, a look of melancholy on her face. It was the kind of scene 

to send poets into paroxysms of romantic verse, the sorrowful beauty bemoaning her 

fate to the night. Even Fenn's admittedly battered soul was entranced by the sight. 

Then he saw the amulet, still annoyingly around her neck. Variously solutions entered

his head, to be discarded just as quickly. Murder wasn't even to be considered; other 

skags might have stabbed a woman in the back without a second thought, but Fenn 

held himself to a higher standard, or at least tried. And knocking her over the head 

seemed wrong. 

Ah well. Best just take it. He slipped through the door, moving quietly as a cat 

across the floor.

"Ah me..." said Lady Ursuna, gazing up at the stars, a single tear gathering at the 



corner of her eye, glittering like a jewel in the faint light of the lamps. "Fate so, cruel, 

release me from this agony. Break the chains binding my heart...URK!" The gasp was 

muffled as Fenn's hand clamped over her mouth. 

"Do not scream," he said softly into her ear. "Do not struggle or call for help, or I 

will be forced to do...something. Understand? Nod if you understand."

She nodded once, eyes wide with shock and terror.

He pulled his hand away.

"Who are  you?" she said in a soft voice, trembling under his grasp. 

"Just a stranger, passing by."

"Are...you with my husband?"

Fenn chuckled at that. "Maybe. He drew me here..."

"Another of his cronies." Her head bowed. "Did he offer me to you? Another toy 

for his friends."

"Er..."

"He bought me, you know, like of his precious relics! Shows me off to his friends, 

even as they defile this house with common whores and worse."

"And leaving you here, all alone." He glanced out the window. There was a tree 

nearby, with a branch placed conveniently below the sill, and below that the garden...

"What are you waiting for?" Ursuna asked, slumping slightly in his arms. "Go on 

then! Have you way! Make my shame complete."

Fenn didn't know what to say about that, so he said nothing. His left arm settled 

just above her breasts, lying across the amulet. His right pressed against her belly. He

felt her heart beating rapidly, fluttering like a bird. His right hand slid up her torso 

and a shiver ran through her body...fear, anticipation or some perverse mixture of 

both. They turned about so that she faced inside and his back was to the window. Her 

breath quickened, a flush came to her cheeks, he eyes half closed...

His right hand took hold of the amulet. The left took the chain and lifted it over 

her head.

"Whatever he paid," Fenn whispered in her ear, "it wasn't enough." He toppled 

back through the window falling into the night.

Lady Ursuna spun about, coming to the window. The tree branch below waved 

back and forth. The garden below was dark and deserted. She looked about and saw 

nothing, heard nothing but the party downstairs. Her hand went to her next, feeling 

only bare flesh where the amulet had been.



"Who were you?" she whispered.

Fell strolled out a back gate. The amulet sat safely in a pocket. He looked up, saw 

the woman still standing in the window, outlined darkly against the light. He grinned 

and disappeared into the nighttime city.



Chapter Four

Dawn. Harald cleaned out the remnants of last night's drunks, heaving them out 

one at a time through the front door. "Out you go!" he declared in his cheerful voice, 

sending a pair of woozy scoundrels on their way, aiding one with a swift kick up the 

backside. The man stumbled forward, then bent over and vomited copiously in the 

street. 

"Can't hold their liquor," he said, shaking his head with dismay. 

"Best get a bucket," Fenn said, stepping around the spewing drunkard, who 

proceeded to fall over next to the spreading pile of regurgitant. "The day will be warm 

and the stench fierce."

"These nostrils have smelled worse over the years." Harald crossed his arms. "Be 

that you Fenn, or is it a ghost now?"

"Er, yes...I still breath."

"Given what Rokko's boys did to thee night before last, I figured thee be lying in a 

ditch by now."

"Rokko won't be a problem for me. Let me in, I have a thirst."

"Pass." Harald stepped aside, making a flamboyant gesture towards the door.

Inside two of Rokko's men were busily mopping up a wide expanse of red on the 

floor, while one of the barmaids swept up the shattered remnants of what Fenn 

assumed to be a table. He stepped around the wetness, his nose catching the telltale 

scent of gun smoke. A knife was sunk in one of the supporting pillars nearby, too deep

to be pulled out easily.

"Did I miss something last night?" he asked Red Eye, standing behind the bar, as 

usual, polishing a cup. 

"Saandor the Stout caught Tomm Tapfoot cheating at cribben. Says his dice were 

loaded."

"Were they?"

"Probably." Red Eye shrugged. "Insults were exchanged, Tomm pulled a pistol..."

"I thought you had skags checking their weapons at the door."

"After Declan and Two-time had their way with you, I changed my mind."

"Right. Thanks for that. So who died?" Fenn jerked a thumb over his shoulder.



"Tomm. Must have loaded his pistol wrong, it blew up in his face. Took off his 

hand. Bled out on the floor. Saandor broke the chair when he sat back down. Paid for 

it afterward, said he was going to the nearest temple to pray."

"As bar fights go that's a disappointment" Fenn pointed at the knife. "So...what 

about that."

"That?" Red Eye looked up from the glass. "I don't want to talk about that."

"You don't want to talk about that," Fenn repeated the words. 

"Why not."

Red Eye put down the cup and picked up another, polishing it with a fury. His red

eye gleamed for a moment with something that went beyond mere rage.

"Right, forget I asked." Fenn paid down three galmarks. "Here, should cover my 

tab."

Redye glanced at the coins, then swept them up. "You took the job?"

"Aye. All my problems are solved...or will be, when I make the exchange." Fenn 

placed another silver coin on the bar. "Here. Pour me a drink. Let me know when it 

runs out."

Red Eye slid a cup of wine across the bar top. "What did Arpan want?"

"Some medallion. Made from amber. Bit tame for my taste."

"Can I see it?"

Fenn shrugged. "Sure. Why not?" He fished the item from his pocket.

Red Eye picked it up, holding it close to his eye. "It's old," he said, more to 

himself than Fenn. "Late Upaani Dynasty, from one of the lesser workshops of 

Ruaadnar..."

"If you say so." 

Red Eye was a man of hidden depths. Years of dealing with thieves and their swag

had given him a level of knowledge that rivaled any sage. He ran a finger around the 

silver mounting for the amulet. "Fixed with a single screw at the top. That way they 

could remove the stone from the mounting without cracking it. Odd way to mount 

it...."

"To me, it's just a shiny rock." Fenn picked up his drink, mouth open for a slip. 

"What is it, Red Eye? Fly in your craw?"

Red Eye handed back the amulet. " No...well, yes, something. Last night, Lord 

Inyara posted a reward in the Campesal. Some skag broke into his house and stole an 

amulet much like this. Almost identical in fact, save the stone was blue."



"So?" Fenn pocketed the stone, even as the hairs on the back of his neck started to

prickle. "Could mean anything."

"Maybe not. Vasco the Mouse was in here a few nights before he died, buying 

drinks for every skint and slapback in the place. Spent some time with one of the 

peaches upstairs, she later told me he was boasting about a big job in the Pillars, 

something that was going to make him well enough so he never had to work again, or 

some rot along those lines...."

"Then he turned up dead."

"Not stabbed, not shot. Just dead."

Fenn thought on this. "Poison?"

"Maybe. Or..."

"What?"

Red Eye rubbed his chin. "A wizard?"

"Get off!"

"It's a possibility, I'm just saying."

"I got this job through Hooknose. He's many things, most of them foul, but an 

Arcanist is not one of them."

"True. But...ah bugger it." Red Eye shrugged. "I don't know what I'm saying." He 

ambled off.

Fenn swirled the wine about in the cup. Thinking, thinking...Vasco dead, 

Hooknose and this job...could mean nothing, probably did mean nothing.

But there was no harm in being careful about it. He left the drink behind 

untouched and exited the tavern.

Garret the receiver looked up from behind a cloud of pipe smoke. "Fenn! Back 

soon?"

"Morning, Garret." Fenn stepped through the shop door, squinting in the 

aromatic haze. "Suns and Spirits, it's not even noon!"

"Only so many hours in a day, my lad." Garret waved the pipe about. The 

substance burning in the bowl...it was best not to ask, Garret's tastes ran towards the 

exotic. It didn't have an effect on his business acumen; no matter how fuddled his 

mind, the receiver remained sharp as ever when it came to haggling over price. "Come

to sell?"

"To buy." Fenn glanced at the gold artifact from Pedor Pacis's house, now half-



hidden in shadows on a shelf. "Isn't that a risk, leaving a piece of shine like that in the

open?"

"No one daybreaks me. Minnie sees's to that." Garret lifted a large blunderbuss 

from behind his counter with a cackle that turned to a smoky cough. "Better than a 

wife!" the old man said between hacks.

"No doubt. Say, do you still have that chest from the Willow Hall?"

"In the back. Why, you got a girl to impress?" He jerked a thumb towards the 

back of the show. "Over there. Take what you want, damn thing is nothing but 

clutter."

"My thanks." Fenn went over, slipping sideways through piles of swag stacked up 

along the walls. Garret was almost a Gardelaar institution. Many of the thieves selling

him their loot were themselves the sons of thieves who'd done the same years before. 

He found the fire-stained trunk wedged between a pair of brass lantern mouths. 

Some months back the Willow Hall theater in Setorin burned mysteriously to the 

ground. Flames seemed to come from nowhere, witnesses claimed, and within 

minutes the entire was ablaze. Quick action by the locals kept it from spreading 

beyond a few neighboring houses. The owners of the establishment mysteriously 

disappeared around the same time and word filtered through the underworld that any

questions about their whereabouts would answer with the sharp side of a knife. It 

didn't stop scavengers from picking over the burned bones of the place and one of 

them lugged this beauty to Garret, who presumably bargained them down to the 

point where they were paying him.

Inside was a mound of costume jewelry. Glass gemstones, paste diamonds and 

emeralds of greenish quartz, mounted in pewter settings and polished until they 

gained some semblance of shine. On an actor strutting on a stage, they looked fine, up

close they were nothing but tawdry.

Probably a false hope. He pawed through the mess of bronzes, bracelets, and 

necklaces. Near the bottom he found what he was looking for, a circular orange 

brown piece of cosmetic paste. Fenn held it up, examining it in the light. Mounted in 

crude pewter it looked fake but in the right light and surroundings...

He tossed Garret a pennet on the way out, three times what it was worth. He 

hurried through the streets, ducking this way and that before coming to a halt beside 

a narrow building a block away from the Red Cat. He went down an alley to the side 

and up a rickety set of stairs. The hallway inside was musty and dim, but he was able 



to drop his guard. Red Eye owned this building, making it one of the few places in the 

district free from the threat of burglary. 

Fenn went to his room at the far end. He sat down on the stool that was the lone 

piece of furniture in the place aside from a splintery table jammed below a window. 

He took out the amulet and fake stone and lay them side by side, examining both with

a critical eye. Close enough in shape and size...and the only thing holding it together 

was a single screw at the top. Almost as if it was designed to be easily removed.

A sack lay next to the stuffed pile of rags that was his bed He rummaged about in 

it and produced a set of jewelers tools, laying them on the table beside the amulet. 

Good cracksmen picked up many skills over the years, among them the fine art of 

pulling stones from the mountings of stolen jewelry, the better to sell both pieces 

separately. Twice the profit...and it avoided unnecessary questions when someone 

was looking for the piece in question...

Getting the amber piece free was shockingly easy. As Red Eye said, there was only

a single screw at the top holding together. A moments work and it popped open. 

Getting the fake out took more time. Breaking the mounting was a risk, since it might 

crack the stone, and he spent a tense, curse-filled hour carefully pulling it apart. 

When ti was done he hurled two pieces of pewter against the wall with considerable 

pleasure.

Both stones were roughly the same shape. He placed the fake in the silver 

mounting and carefully bent the silver frame around it, closing it back with the screw.

When it was done he held it up, shaking several times and wincing at the faint rattle. 

Not a perfect fit. Couldn't be helped.

The real stone went into his pocket. He left the room, went back outside and 

down into the alley. Fenn looked about, making sure no one was watching, then went 

to the back of the building. There was a narrow space between it and the next 

structure. He reached in, feeling about the damp space, barrel wide enough to get his 

arm in until his fingers found the loose brick. He pulled it out, just enough to reveal 

the space behind. A good spot to hide something small he didn't want to be 

found...Fenn was waiting for the chance to use it. 

Fenn placed the amber piece in there and closed the brick behind it. He stepped 

away, pulling his pistol and checked the priming in the pan, then making sure all 

three daggers were firmly in their place. 

As good as he'd ever be. Fenn set out on the day's business. 



The usual mob of Crescents hung about Arpan's tavern though some of the faces 

looked new to Fenn's eyes. One young lad, in particular, was strutting about with his 

sleeves rolled up, proudly displaying the fresh crescent moon tattoos on both 

forearms. Newly sworn in by the looks of it, a boy barely off his mothers tit made jack 

footer. Not a good sign if they were recruiting children to fill out the ranks. 

"You looking at somethin'?" the boy said, glaring at Fenn, one hand drifting to the

large knife shoved through his belt sash, eager for the chance to use it. 

"Just passing by." Fenn stepped around the fellow, ignoring the chuckles and 

insults from other Crescents.

"Yeah, sure. Just pass by! Plumboy shit..." That last brought a round of laughter 

from the others.

Fenn turned around, only steps away from the tavern door. Let it pass, said a 

voice in his head. But he was hardly in the mood to take guff from a child, especially 

one just begging to be killed. His eyes noted the knife thrust through his belt. Big, 

shiny, scary looking...but too long, difficult to pull without the tip snagging on the 

cloth, by which point Fenn could kill him six different ways...

"Say that again, bone picker."

More chuckles from the other Crescents. The boy flushed at that. A bone picker 

was the lowest of the low, who picked the bodies of the dead for what he could get. 

And it was an insult. "Watch what you say, skag! I be a Crescent, there's none here 

who'll lift a finger if I cut you..."

"Pawl!" Arpan appeared at the door of the tavern. "What are you doing?"

The boy paled slightly, his hand still on the knife. "Just...well..." He looked away, 

Arpan's glare reducing him to silence. He let go of the knife.

Arpan kept his eye on the fool a moment longer, then switched to Fenn. "You 

have it?"

"Aye."

"Inside." He stepped away from the door, letting Fenn pass.

"You recruiting from the nurseries these days?" Fenn asked once they were safely 

inside and out of earshot. "That one still has his mama's milk on his chin."

"Never mind Pawl. He's a big mouth, but can handle himself in a fight."

"More like someone will handle him." Fenn held back a laugh. "Docksiders must 

have you pressed..." 



Then Arpan glared at him, Fenn held back any further observations. 

They went into the back room. "Right," said Arpan. "Let's see it.

Fenn pulled the amulet out of his pocket, willing himself to be calm. Now that he 

was in the snakes den, he wondered what perverse imp inspired him to make this 

switch. Swapping it out for glass...Arpan would know it was a fake in ten seconds. He 

lay it on the desk. 

Arpan picked up the stone, holding it up to the light coming through the window. 

He turned it this way and that, frowning, closing one eye and looked through the 

other only inches away. Lips pursed as he placed it back on the table. Fenn's heart 

dropped to his knees, but he kept his face calm. He could talk his way out of this, 

maybe even squeeze something extra from the Hooknose...

"Fine by me," said Arpan. "Looks at it should."

It does? Fenn almost asked aloud before catching himself. "Why wouldn't it?"

Arpan glared at him by way of reply, then opened a drawer and pulled out a small 

cloth bag. Metal clinked inside as he dropped it on the desk. "As promised."

Fenn picked up the bag, hefting it a few times in his hand. He felt the coins 

through the cloth...the weight told him the amount. "Right."

"Now go away." Arpan dismissed him with a flick of his hand.

Fenn said nothing else. He slipped the money under his shirt and left the tavern, 

stepped back into the sunshine, eyes blinking in the light. The Crescents hanging 

about before were gone, replaced by another mob, several of which sported bandages 

around arms and legs. None of them gave Fenn a glance as he passed by.

He rubbed his chin, his mind running over the possibilities. Arpan didn't 

recognize it was a fake, which means he only knew what it looked like from the 

drawing. He knew as much about the damned thing as Fenn did. Which could have 

meant anything, but to Fenn suggested that Arpan was not the principle mover in this

lay, but a middleman. Made sense, given the way he coughed up twenty aurins 

without a peep, suggesting it wasn't his money being spent...

Fenn shook his head. "Bugger it," he muttered. Not his problem, not his business 

who Arpan Hooknose was in bed with, may he rise with some nasty fleas! He patted 

the purse under his shirt and permitted himself a smile. Twenty aurins...life was 

about to be less complicated. All to the good.

There was a new spring in Fenn's step has he walked through the Gardelaar. A 

bright sunny day, and for once he didn't notice the fetid stench kicked up by the heat. 



Beggars mewled for alms, local denizens scuttled about their business. He stepped 

aside as a Watch patrol ambled past, three brownspikes whose faces he didn't know. 

One of them flipped a tarnished silver galmark in his hand. "Cheap bastard," Fenn 

heard him mutter. 

"He be holding out on us," said one of his comrades. 

"We'll pay another visit tomorrow. He won't be expecting that..."

Their voices drifted out of earshot. Fenn spat on the ground and continued on. 

Watchmen...out here they were just another gang, and more vicious than most. 

He turned down an alley, then down another alley, stepping through fetid 

shadows, dipping his head under a line of laundry strung across to dry before 

emerging in the sun again. A twisting street was ahead, wide enough for two carts to 

pass by one another, which in the Gardelaar made it the equivalent of a boulevard. 

Various shops and business lined this place, some legitimate, most likely not. He 

headed towards one, marked by a battered sign hanging over a battered door 

displaying a crudely drawn fist with a finger pointing upwards in a suggestive 

manner. The double meaning was not lost on anyone halfway sober. Some found even

found it hilarious.

A guard slouched in front, picking at his fingernails with a wooden splinter. 

"What?" he growled, not bother to look up as Fenn approached.

"I need to see him."

The guards looked up. After a moment's pause, he stepped away from the door. 

"Then see him," he mumbled, turning to more pressing business. 

 Rokko Ironfinger. Once upon a time, he was a moderately successful thief until 

his short temper and resulting beating at the hands of some bouncers in Keelarin left 

him with a permanent source of anger and the desire to find a less dangerous way to 

earn a living. Now he was a loan shark, bookmaker and aspiring fixerman whose 

complete lack of humor about certain physical deficiencies was matched only by an 

utter lack of tolerance for those who owed him money. 

It was dim inside. A pair of candles guttered in sconces to his left while a dim 

stream of light came in from the right. A long line of chests lay against one wall while 

against another was a bare table half-buried under ledgers and old ink stains. The 

walls were bare and in need of a good scrubbing. Not much to expect from a would-be

mover and shaker of Galadornian criminality, but then again Rokko was not known 

for being generous with his coin. Another reason men laughed behind his back, no 



one loved a miser...

"I didn't think you had the sand to show." Declan leaned against a wall. Next to 

him was a half-open door leading to a room in the back. "Two days to go, Fenn. Come 

to beg for mercy?"

"Always a pleasure to see you Declan."

"Aye, that's what your mother said..."

"Seriously?" Fenn snorted. "Must be early in the day if you're resorting to insults 

of my dear departed mam."

"I didn't think scum like you have mothers or fathers." Rokko emerged from the 

back room, wiping his hands. He was a few years past fifty, pot-bellied, with a 

permanently dyspeptic face. "You just crawl out from the sewers like fleas, sucking 

the blood of your betters."

"You're not living in a Duke's palace, Rokko." Fenn waved a hand at the walls. 

"My betters, as you say, have seen better days..."

"Careful, boy! Or I might take your tongue as well as your gold! Assuming you 

have it."

"Why I am here, Rokko. I hate having you as an enemy. I'd much rather have you 

as...well, not a friend. Acquaintance, maybe?"

"You have the money?" Declan scoffed. "Twenty aurins?"

Fenn tapped his shirt, making the coins jingle. "Can we settle this? I have things 

to do."

Rokko frowned. Two-time!" she snapped over his shoulder "Get in here."

"Yes yes! Yes yes!" Two-time shambled out of the back room, shaking his head, 

the usual inane grin on his face. "Sorry, boss! Sorry, sorry...."

"Shut up! All right Fenn, let's see it."

Fenn pulled the bag from under his shirt, shook it again so the so coins rang, then

tossed it across the room. Declan caught it with a meaty paw, pulling up the 

drawstring and checking inside. "Looks to be real," he said. "Though I wouldn't pass 

this bastard to give lead painted yellow..."

"That right, boy? If I scrape these with a knife, will I see something I don't like?" 

Rokko crossed his arms.

"The coin is real," Fenn replied. "You don't want it, give it back."

"You came up with this awful quick. Twenty aurins just like that? I thought...'

"You'd have Declan and Two-time bash my skull in? Sorry to disappoint." Fenn 



paused a moment. "So...are we done? Does this make you whole?"

Rokko hefted the purse again. "Piss off."

"Always a pleasure, Rokko."

Fenn turned about and walked to the door. His fingers touched the knob, were 

wrapping about when he heard Rokko say, "Wait a damned moment...you thieving 

shit!"

He turned about. Rokko stood there red-faced, eyes almost bulging from their 

sockets. Declan and Two-time took position on either side, their massive fists 

bunching. 

Rokko raised the bag, then tipped it over. Sand poured out to the floor instead of 

coins. he flung the bag down with a curse. "Should have seen this coming! No way a 

gutter rat like you would turn up twenty aurins in a week!"

"Rokko..." Fenn held up his hands. "There was gold in there, I swear. Someone 

is...it's..."

"What? It's what? A trick? Bet your berries it's a trick, Fenn Aquila, finding some 

conjurer to magick sand into gold. Should have paid more for it to last." Then Rokko 

smiled, and it was not a pleasant sight. "Bugger this to hell and back. Declan! Two-

time! Kill this son of a bitch!"

"Yeah yeah!" Two-time giggled. Declan cracked his knuckles, grinning with 

anticipation.

Fenn pulled the pistol from his pocket. He cocked the hammer, the click loud in 

the stuffy air. 

Rokko and his boys halted in mid-step. "Felko didn't search him," said Declan, 

naming the guard at the door outside. "I'll have his ears for this."

"Call them off, Rokko," Fenn said. "Or I'll put one in your skull."

Rokko smirked. "One shot is all you got, Fenn. After that, my lads will tear you 

apart. And the Crescents will burn whatever is left."

"But you'll be dead." Fenn shifted aim slightly. "Puts me one up to you, gelding!"

The smile disappeared from Rokko's lips. "For that," he growled, "you'll die slow."

A silent moment passed.  Fenn weighed the odds and found them lacking in all 

respects. Rokko was enraged, Declan eager for a killing, Two-time stupid as always. 

And Rokko stood under the Crescent banner...if he dropped the scum and ran, a 

world of hurt would follow...

"Sorry about this," he said, shifting aim again and shooting Two-time in the thigh.



The headbreaker dropped to the floor with a loud child-like wail, clutching his wound 

and howling, right in front of Rokko and Declan. He rolled about, bawling and 

tripping both up as they tried to charge.

The  door banged open. Felko the guard pushed in a heavy cosh in his hand. "I 

heard a shot!' he exclaiming. "What...ack!"

He stumbled back as Fenn bashed the butt of the pistol into his face, crushing the 

nose with a spurt of blood. Fenn shoved him into the street and leaped over, 

stumbling slightly as he landed on the cobblestones. He took his heels, the smoking 

pistol waving in one hand.

"Get outta the way!" Rokko shoved his way out, holding a pistol of his own. He 

saw Fenn and took aim. People in the street ducked out of the way and screams 

sounded when the gun barked. For a moment, white smoke blocked Rokko's view, 

and when it cleared he saw Fenn still running, clutching his left arm, blood dripping 

behind. 

Rokko ran to give chase, then lost his mark as Fenn ducked behind a wagon and 

down an alley. When he reached the spot there was no sign of the man.

"Damn you, Fenn Aquila!" Rokko Ironfinger shouted. "You cheating son of a 

whore! I'll hunt you down! You're dead, hear me? DEAD!"

Fenn heard Rokko clear enough, the man's voice bouncing off the wall. He gritted

his teeth, his arm a mass of pain. No telling what damage was done, he wanted to stop

but had to keep going. In his mind, he could hear Declan and the rest of Rokko's mob 

chasing after. 

And then Rokko would run to the Crescents. Arpan wouldn't stop him, not with 

the gang's reputation on the line...and it was Arpan gave Fenn that bag of fakery...

He stopped for a moment to catch his breath. He shrugged off his coat. Blood 

stained his left sleeve and dripped to the ground. He tore the cloth on his sleeve and 

probed the wound, hissing at the pain. No broken bones, not major cut...the ball 

passed through the meaty flesh of the underarm. Hurt like ten thousand devils, but he

wouldn't die though the pain was leaving him feeling lightheaded.

Fenn tore a strip from his shirt and bound the wound. Distant shouts to the east 

caused him to move again...Rokko had men out looking. He couldn't stay in the 

Gardelaar, they'd find him. He needed to move. Someplace open, with lots of people, 

honest citizens....even the Gelding wouldn't murder a man in front of a hundred wide 

eyes.



He turned his face east, pulling the coat back on and ignoring the trickle of blood 

running down his arm. The Campelor. The heart of the city. Filled with the high and 

mighty and all the guards and authority of law that entailed. He'd be safe there.

One narrow alleyway vanished into another. He stepped in something that kicked

up a stench, didn't have the heart to look. His mind churned as he went, spurred on 

by pain and chagrin. Arpan Hooknose set him up to be murdered...paid him with 

sand magicked to look like gold. Should have seen it coming, job like this raised too 

many questions. They wouldn't want someone to start looking for answers. Find 

someone like Fenn...desperate, with his back to the wall and offer the promise of 

enough money to make his problems go away, then have those problems be the cause 

of his death after. It was perfect, and it made sense. Tailor made for a fool, and he fit 

right in...

Ping! A pistol shot bounced off a nearby wall, knocking away a cloud of chips and 

plaster. "There he is!" shouted a voice. Declan, and he wasn't alone. Fenn glanced 

back, saw the thug and several of his boys forcing their way though the crowd, waving

guns and knives with murderous intent. "After him! Twenty galmarks to the man who

drops that skag!"

"Bugger!" Fenn ran, hissing at the pain in his arm, each step sending needles of 

pain through the wound. 

Another shot ran out. He flicked, waiting for the spike of pain that marked his 

death. Someone screamed behind...a woman, some part of his mind thought idly, 

following by a spate of cursing as an old biddy poked her head out the window and 

howled imprecations at the backs of Rokko's headbreakers. 

Streets were getting crowded...he heard the sound of wagons and commerce. 

Then he burst out an alleyway into the sunlight, barely avoiding being run down by a 

laden beer cart.

"Watch where you're going!" the driver shouted as Fenn ducked back. The horse 

echoed the sentiment, snorting with contempt as he trotted on, the wheels trundling 

over the cobblestones.

Saint's Way. One of the main avenues, it ran along the southern edge of the 

Gardelaar. Setorin was across the way - Fenn had friends there, but he wouldn't bring

this trouble to their doorstep. He turned left and followed the traffic, running as best 

he could, dodging around wagons, carts, carriages, litters with their sweating bearers 

and countless numbers of walkers, strollers, street cleaners and children away from 



their mothers. If anyone saw the blood dripping from his left sleeve they had the good

sense not to say anything. He didn't look back to see if Declan and his lads were 

following, couldn't afford the time it might take. 

The avenue widened up ahead and divided. A long stone pedestal ran down the 

center, holding statues of saints looking down on the crowds with stony blessings. 

Patrons of the city and its various parts...the founders of Galadorn may have 

abandoned Orthodoxy when they first settled this world, but they kept the cult of 

saints. Seemed every street had one, every tavern and shop, half the districts bore the 

name of one canonized fellow or another. Fenn glanced up at the statue of one, some 

tall man with a short beard, his face a permanent mask of serenity. "Could use some 

help," he muttered,  moving alongside the pedestal.

The avenue ended, and he walked on wide flagstones. He looked about the wide 

square, fountains gushing water here and there, tall statues and columns reaching for 

the sky. Various houses and buildings, each sumptuous and fairly crusted with 

decoration lined the edges. The Campelor, the heart of the city, where the people 

gathered to be seen and heard. The four great avenues of Galadorn ran from their 

starting gates in the city walls and converged here. Day and night the place was alive, 

everything happening under the eyes of everyone else. 

The perfect place not to be murdered. Fenn pressed his free hand against the 

wound and walked across, stepping around a knot of finely dressed men with rapiers 

prominently handing from their hips. Young blades about the town, ready to duel at 

the slightest provocation. Not a one spared so much as a look at Fenn. He kept his 

head down, just another ragged fellow from the poorer parts of the city about the 

day's business.

There was a fountain ahead. A stone angel held a brass trumpet to his lips, from 

which dribbled a stream of water. He sat down on the edge and looked back the way 

he came. Declan and his lads were not more that fifty feet away, staring at him. 

Declan had a hand on the dagger stuffed in his belt. He glared at Fenn, then glanced 

at the young blades standing in his way. Fenn smiled mockingly, then jutted his chin 

to the left, where a pair of watchmen ambled their way through the throng, one of the 

brownspikes idly swinging his wooden whistle on its leather thong.

Go ahead, Fenn thought. Try and kill me. See what happens.

Declan could do nothing but fume. Some headbreakers might make a go of it, but 

Declan didn't get where he was by being rash. He met Fenn's gaze, grimly ran a finger



along the underside of his throat and spat off to the side. Then he and his lads left, 

disappearing back down the Saint's Way.

Safe...for now. But they'd be keeping an eye out. He needed to go to ground, 

someplace out of sight. The bastard Arpan set him up to die, the question was why...

 Fenn stood, or at least, made an effort to try. His head swam, and things turned 

pale. He dropped back down to the fountain's edge. He looked at his wounded arm.  

Blood was still dripping out, a lot of blood. Not just a flesh wound, something 

important was nicked. No wonder he was faint, there was a sizable red pool gathering 

around his boots. He stood again and fell to the cobblestones, felt surprisingly little 

pain. Have to get up, a voice shouted somewhere in the distance, but the ground felt 

so nice, he needed to rest, just for a moment...

A shadow fell over him. Somewhere very far away he heard a woman's voice. "You

poor man! Henley, help him into my litter. And bind that wound, he looks close to 

death..."



Chapter Five

Far from the Gardelaar, in an anonymous room, Arpan Hooknose paced back and

forth. Muffled sounds came through the walls from the street outside, but the only 

window was closed, a few beams of light coming in through the cracks, casting the 

place into a deep gloom that matched his mood. 

The door suddenly swung open. He spun about, hand gripping the knife thrust 

through his belt.

"Would you stab a man in his own home?" said the fellow entering the room in a 

bemused tone.

Arpan lowered his hand. "Damn your eyes, Yrek! I've killed men for less cause!"

"I'm sure. But this isn't the Gardelaar." Yrek closed the door. "Why so nervous?"

"Ogeron is looking for me. Found out about me working my own deals. Thinks 

I'm making nice with the Docksiders or some other gang, too stab him in the back..."

"Well, you are. That's reason we're in business together, right?"

"He wasn't supposed to know 'til my knife was in his spine!"

"And you thought he'd gone soft," Yrek spoke with a hard-to-place accent, and 

right now it was suffused with a spiteful humor. "Well, never mind him. Soon enough 

you'll have all the power you want. Your friends and enemies like will cut off their 

thumbs to lick your boots."

Yrek went to a table set against a wall and rapped his knuckles against the top. 

"Right, let's see it."

Arpan pulled a cloth-wrapped object from a pocket and placed it on the table, 

pulling away the fabric to reveal an amber-colored amulet set in silver. "As promised. 

Doesn't it look fine?"

Yrek picked up the piece, holding it up to the faint light coming in through the 

cracks in the shutters. He closed his eyes, lost in concentration. For a brief moment, 

the air in the room seemed charged, making the hairs on the back of Arpan's neck.

Then Yrek opened his eyes. "Is this a joke?" he asked.

"What?"

Yrek shook the amulet, his face reddening with anger. "This is a fake," he 

snapped. "It's paste! Your pet thief failed to deliver!"



"No, that's the real thing! It matches what was on the paper you gave..."

Yrek dropped the amulet to the floor and crushed it beneath his boot heel. "It's 

fake,' he repeated. "Your thief probably didn't go anywhere near Paci's house, he just 

handed this over and ran away with our money..."

"No!" Arpan shook his head. "It was stolen. I have friends in the Pillars who say it 

was so. Pedor Paci has put out a reward for the return..."

"Or you're the one holding back on us!"

Arpan darkened at the suggestion. His hand drifted back to the knife. "You'd best 

be careful with those words," he said. "Even spellslingers can be cut..."

Yrek snorted, clearly unafraid. "Don't be an idiot! Where is the real artifact?"

"Fenn must have it," Arpan said. "The scum held it back to shake us down. It has 

to be,"

"And where is Fenn?"

Arpan shrugged. "Gone to ground. There's money on his head. Ours and 

Rokko's."

"Yes, that criminal you were counting on to kill him."

"That was the plan, which I followed! Unlike the greedy bastard that you are..."

"Enough!" Yrek shook his head. "It's done and gone. And you-know-who is 

already taking steps."

"So what..."

"Leave the thief be. The second Eye will be recovered by other means. Turn your 

attention to getting the third. Have you found the people we need?"

Arpan nodded. "Aye. They'll do it. But we won't get the drop on them afterward, 

they're too clever."

"We'll see about that. Give them the time and place. And don't bother with Fenn 

Aquila, you've done enough damage there. Someone else will handle him..."

Fenn opened his eyes and was greeted with a reflection of himself on the ceiling. 

"What in hellfire..."

He sat up, pushing aside satin sheets far finer than anything that had touched his 

body before. The scent of jasmine was in the air, a light touch, just barely noticeable, 

yet present. The room was lushly appointed, the mirror above reflecting everything 

below. Two paintings hung over a cold fireplace across the room, one depicting a 

young girl in an artful state of undress sprawled across a couch, the other hunter on 



horseback chasing a fox across a meadow. The walls were painted with exquisite 

frescoes of countryside scenes; nobles in their finery riding past peasants happily 

laboring in their fields. Idyllic by any measure. Set on a corner pedestal was a statue 

of some foreign goddess, notable for the multitude of breasts hanging from her broad 

chest.

Fenn frowned. The last thing he remembered was falling to the ground in the 

Campesal...wait, there was something else. Someone else.

"Sod it," he muttered, yanking back the sheets. A fresh bandage was wrapped 

around his wounded arm and he caught the scent of some kind of expensive ointment

underneath. A boudoir like this was the last place he expected to wake – more 

rational choices included the bottom of the lake or the cellar beneath Rokko's shop, 

either of which meant only bad things for Fenn.

Which didn't mean bad things weren't waiting here. He climbed out of the bed 

and found himself standing naked. He looked around for his clothes, but only saw 

more satin sheets, velvet drapes and what looked like a tapestry hanging in a shadowy

alcove. Fenn spotted a chest of drawers against a wall and a wardrobe next to that. 

Opening the first revealed masses of frilly undergarments that could only belong to a 

woman, and a very wealthy one at that. The wardrobe was stuffed with dresses. Very 

expensive dresses, the sort that might cost an ordinary worker three years wages. The 

thief in him idly calculated what he might get from various fences and receivers for 

the whole lot...though there was the problem of getting back to the Gardelaar naked 

as a newborn. Such things were not expected in Galadorn, even amongst the scum of 

the streets.

Floorboards creaked. Shadows moved under the door. Fenn picked up an iron 

poker from the fireplace and assumed a combat stance. Not that he was expecting a 

fight, but if it did come he might get one or two swings in before going down...

The door opened. A chambermaid stepped in, holding a laden tray in both hands. 

She saw Fenn and halted, staring at the poker, then at his naked torso, then 

studiously above his neck. "Breakfast, sir?" she asked.

Fenn frowned. "Breakfast?"

"The...she thought you might be hungry..."

"How did I get here?"

"I don't know, they brought you yesterday..."

"And spend the better part of the night asleep while a physician tended that 



wound." An amused, somewhat throaty voice came from behind the chambermaid. 

"Put down that poker, sir. I know you are a rough sort, but even in the Gardelaar it is 

considered rude to attack the servant of someone who saved your life!"

Fenn lowered the poker and stepped aside. The maid bustled past, placing the 

tray on a side table and scurrying out, giving him a suspicious look. Skirts rustled in 

the hallway and the owner of the house walked in.

She wasn't tall, barely coming up to his shoulder. Honey blond hair tumbled 

down her back in artful ringlets, framing bare alabaster shoulders. The lemon yellow 

dress she wore clung to a waifish figure that moved with a dancer's grace. A delicate 

face dominated by a pair of big blue eyes looked at him with undisguised amusement, 

as if she was barely holding back a laugh. Despite her small size, Fenn had no doubt 

that in any room, in any street, even in the middle of the Campesal, she would attract 

all eyes, dominate any situation. Great lords, merchant princes, the great and mighty 

of the world would be dim lights next to her brilliant Sun. It was a rare gift, one 

possessed by only a few woman in Galadorn. 

Fenn knew where he was. And a prickle of fear gathered in the back of his mind. 

"You should eat," she said. "That wound was serious, and you need your 

strength." She paused a moment. A smile quirked her lips. "Though if your pride 

dictates otherwise..." 

Her eyes ducked down below his waist. Blushing furiously, Fenn grabbed a sheet 

off the bed and wrapped it around his waist. "Do you make a habit of bringing strange

men into your bed?"

"I do have a fondness for strays...though most never make as far as my bed. That 

is a rare privilege not easily earned."

Delicious smells wafted from the tray. Fenn gave into the demands of his belly, 

picking up a piece of buttered toast and taking a bite. "Well," he said after he 

swallowed, "this is a rare thing. Waking in the bed of a courtesan."

"Is it really that obvious?" She seemed positively delighted at his discovery.

"A blind man would see it." He finished the toast, suddenly ravenous. "You have a

name?" he asked, picking up another piece.

She made a mocking curtsey. "Serrana. At your service."

He knew the name. She was new, only been on the scene for only a couple of 

years. It wasn't her real name, of course; courtesans gave those up when they entered 

their new lives. The ignorant might deride them as nothing more that glorified 



prostitutes, but the wise knew better. Mysterious, charming and witty, they were 

sought for the delights of their minds as much as the joys of their bodies. Great 

noblemen emptied their coffers to have them grace their salons, where their beauty, 

educated wit and sophistication gave an intellectual stimulus to any gathering. 

Merchant Princes gave fortunes just to have one on their arm for a few hours, their 

mere presence raising any parvenu's status immeasurably. The carnal pleasures that 

came with it all were almost incidental. Ornaments of high society, they sat at the 

heart of the webs of intrigue running through Galadorn...and were as far from the 

likes of Fenn Aquila as an eagle was from a slug. 

"My thanks, milady," Fenn said.

"Please, call me Serrana. I insist."

"As you wish...Serrana." He reached for the plate, then thought better of it. "Why 

did you help me?"

"I saw a man lying wounded on the street. It was the charitable thing to do."

"My arm thanks you though I'm not sure how I could ever repay your kindness..."

"Yes, well...we can discuss that." Another smile curved her lips for a moment. 

Almost on cue, another maid walked in, holding an armful of carefully folded 

garments. "Your clothes were washed and mended while that arm was being tended 

to. After you're dressed, come join me in the garden. I would very much like to know 

who put that pistol ball in your arm."

"It's hardly worth mentioning..."

"Nonsense! Honest citizens being shot in broad daylight? Something must be 

done, justice demands it. We will speak of this...and other things." Her eyes met his as

she spoke the last, in a way designed to make men weak at the knees. 

Serrana smiled and retreated from the room, closing the door behind her. 

Fenn got dressed. They'd gotten the bloodstains out, and even replaced his shirt 

though the new one was a tad too large. His knives and pistol lay under the trousers, 

the latter remaining unloaded. All of them went back into the usual hiding places. He 

pulled on his battered leather shoes, glancing up again at the mirror on the wall. Suns

and Spirits knew what reflections had looked down on this bed in the past...

Fenn picked up a nearby chair and wedged it below the doorknob. He then 

opened a window and looked out onto a wide cobblestoned street. Second story, 

maybe a ten-foot drop. Someplace in the Campelor, the district surrounded the 

Campesal, he recognized one of the neighboring houses. Most courtesans lived in the 



area – there were never more that thirty in the city at any given time. For a moment, 

he considered headed down to the garden as Serrana asked. Having tea with a 

courtesan of Galadorn...most denizens of the underworld were lucky if they came 

within twenty yards of one's litter before her bodyguards knocked them down. 

Common sense told him otherwise. A woman like Serrana wouldn't break her 

stride to look at a dying man in the street like Fenn, let alone take him into her house,

bind his wounds and offer tea and biscuits afterward. On any other day he would 

curious as to why...but not now. There were enough problems nipping his heels. 

 Fenn stripped a sheet from the bed and tied it off around a table next to the 

window. There was a knock at the door. "Sir?" asked a maid on the other side. 

"Milady is waiting. Sir?" She tried to open the door and was blocked by the chair.

Fenn tossed the sheet out the window.

"Sir! Open this door!" 

Fenn heard the maid call for help. He climbed out the window, tugging the sheet 

until the table wedged against the window, then slid down. The table jerked up, 

pressing against the frame, held by his weight, then dropping back with a crash as he 

let go. He landed lightly in the street and quickly walked away, turning a corner and 

merging with other folk out and about this morning. 

As soon as he was certain no one was following him, Fenn headed back to the 

Gardelaar.

"A hundred galmarks!" The magic words cut through the usual street noise like a 

sharp knife through a rotten cloth. "Rokko Ironfinger offers a hundred galmarks to 

the man who delivers him, Fenn Aquila!"

The man bellowing on the street corner gathered a crowd around him as he 

spoke. "Fenn Aquila is a thrice-cursed son of a sow who fouls the air with every lying 

word he speaks! Any skag who calls him a friend is no friend to the Ironfinger, any 

dubfooter who hides him from vengeance rightly deserved shall share in the 

punishment. Any who bring him into the hands of Rokko shall profit! One hundred 

galmarks, yes sir! One hundred, for Fenn Aquila delivered alive..."

Fenn ducked back into an alley as the tout ambled past. He didn't recognize the 

fellow, but that hardly mattered. A hundred galmarks...more than most here saw in a 

year. Rokko was notoriously tightfisted, so this kind of bounty spoke to a real desire 

for the infliction of bodily harm.



"One hundred galmarks! If you have news of him, seek out Rokko Ironfinger or 

his man Declan at the corner of Mallet Street and Three Swan's Lane..."

Fenn tugged the hood of the cloak further over his head. He'd snatched it from a 

clothesline on the way back, as well as a length of splintery wood as a staff. He 

hunched over and coughed  as he went clearing his throat and spitting out gobs of 

phlegm as he wanted to make the point. No one gave him a second look, just another 

sick beggar. He shuffled past the tout bellowing about the reward. 

The Godhead piss on the Gelding, Fenn thought bitterly. Coming back to the 

Gardelaar looked more and more like a mistake. Half the district would murder their 

own fathers for ten silver galmarks. For twenty, they would put the knife to their 

mothers. There was no telling what they might do for a hundred....

"Five hundred galmarks, that's right you heard it here! Five hundred for the man 

who brings in Fenn Aquila alive!" 

Five hundred? Fenn almost stumbled when he heard that. He looked to his left. 

Another tout was wandering the alleyways, bellowing the news to a very interested 

crowd. 

"Five hundred, to the man who brings him in, or gives the word that helps this 

happen! If you know where he is and you want to get paid, come to the Sign of the 

Snake and Fox! Five hundred galmarks..."

Fenn leaned against a wall, suddenly lightheaded. Five hundred...for that kind of 

money he was tempted to turn himself in! Maybe Rokko upped the price, he was 

angry enough to go for it...no. A hundred galmark reward was hard enough for the 

Gelding, he'd never go for five, no matter how angry he might be...

"Arpan," Fenn muttered. Had to be. Hooknose would know by now that Fenn was

still alive. There was no one else with that kind of money and a need to see him 

dead...

 Several locals were staring at him. Fenn coughed loudly, and continued on his 

way, turning around a corner and out of sight. 

The Crescent's were out in force this day, and seemed to grow thicker the closer 

he got to the Red Cat. Jack footers sporting moon brands on their arms were on every

corner, hard eyes sweeping the streets and glaring at every face that passed by. What 

should have been a simple twenty-minute walk took the better part of an hour as 

Fenn was forced into side alleys and shadows, only moving when the way was clear. 

He looked like any other vagrant begging for spare pennets, but one look under the 



hood and he was done. 

Eventually, the familiar, welcome sight of the Red Cat appeared. He reached the 

end of a particularly odorous alleyway, stepping over a sprawled body lying in the 

muck. Only the faint drunken mumblings coming from the lips gave a sign that it 

wasn't a corpse. Sweat soaked his shirt under the cloak – it was getting oppressively 

hot and humid. He wiped his sleeve across his brow and took a step out of the 

alleyway...then stepped back in as the door to the tavern banged open and a pair of 

Crescents emerged. They looked around, wary eyes alert for any sign of danger, hands

on the pistols tucked prominently through their belts. 

Then they stepped aside. A burly fellow with a square-shaped head and a chin like

a slab of marble emerged, ducking under the door lintel. When he straightened, he 

towered over the others by at least eight inches. Ogeron the Brick, leader of the 

Crescent Lords. He was dressed conservatively in a black coat, trousers, and a white 

shirt, a small brimmed hat on his head, giving the man the appearance of an 

exceptionally large preacher. It was a far cry from his early days when he sauntered 

about the Gardelaar in a leather vest festooned with the teeth of men he'd beaten to a 

pulp, his massive fists capable of crushing skulls in a single blow. Now he lived in a 

fine house on the edge of the Gardelaar, portraying himself as an honest man of 

commerce and rarely setting foot in the district. Yet here he was...and he did not look 

happy.

More Crescents emerged from the Red Cat, forming a protective ring around the 

Brick. He growled an order and they moved on, headed down one of the streets, the 

locals scurrying out of the way at their approach. Fenn waited until the sounds of 

their footsteps faded before emerging from the alleyway.

No one was at the door. The place was almost deserted. A few of the day peaches 

lolled on the upper balcony, idly gossiping, one giving Fenn a glance then turning 

away. Red Eye was behind the bar, polishing a cup. He saw Fenn approach, not 

recognizing him under the cloak. "Unless you have the coin to spend," he said, "piss 

off! And take the gutter stink with you!"

"Can't a man get a drink without insult in this city?" 

"Fenn!" Red Eye put the up down as he approached. "Bugger me backward! What

are you doing here?"

"Is that how you greet a friend..."

"In the back. And keep your head down, there are eyes watching." Red Eye exited 



the bar and hurried to a back storeroom, opening the door and all but shoving Fenn 

through. He closed it firmly behind, saying, "I heard Rokko's lads were hunting you in

the streets."

"They did their best." Fenn shrugged off the cloak, sighing with relief as the cool 

air in the store room wafted across his skin. "Declan and Two-time couldn't catch the 

scald in a whorehouse..."

"They won't have to, with all the money on your head."

"Yeah, I heard about the bounty. Rokko put a hundred on me, and there's five 

from someone else. Probably Arpan..."

"Not Arpan." Red Eye shook his head. "Otherwise, the Brick wouldn't be here 

looking for him."

"Arpan is missing?"

 "Aye. Disappeared last night. No one's seen the Hooknose, not at his usual spot 

or anywhere else  in the city. Vanished like smoke on the wind."

Fenn thought on this. "Maybe the Docksiders got to him?"

"That's the rumor, but I don't buy it. They'd be shouting it from the rooftops if 

true, and everything from the west end of the district is quiet. And the questions 

Ogeron was asking say he doesn't think it either." Red Eye's red eye gleamed in the 

dim light of the storeroom. "Hooknose might be due for a taste of his own cooking 

once the Brick catches up with him."

"Then who put five hundred galmarks on my head?"

"Fixerman up by Saint Barelin. Goes by the name Spinning Harlan. Ever heard of 

him?"

Fenn shook his head.

"Small time, mostly smuggling in through the docks. Came into the life when the 

Docksiders were sent packing by Crekus Brin. He's a front through. No idea who the 

real backer is. Whose wife did you sleep with, Fenn?"

"None worth five hundred for me brought in alive."  Fenn sat down on a pile of 

sacks set against the wall. He was tired, monstrously tired. Two days of running 

around, avoiding Rokko and his bastards...and now there was someone else who 

wanted him. Someone willing to put serious coin on the streets of the Gardelaar, 

where men were murdered for the rags on their backs. Every skag in the Galadorn 

would be on the hunt.

"So...what are you going to do?" asked Red Eye.



Fenn looked at him, at that broad face with the red left eye, a mark from some 

past illness. A friend these last four years, ever since a penniless ex-soldier wandered 

in seeking shelter from the rain. But this was still the Gardelaar, where the wolves 

preyed on one another at the first sign of weakness. One hundred galmarks or five 

hundred...either was a fortune beyond the dreams of the desperate folk who haunted 

these alleys. Even Red Eye...

"Fenn," said Red Eye with a hurt look on his face. "If I was going to collect the 

bounty, Harald would have sapped you the moment you came in the door."

Fenn reddened with shame. "Sorry, Red."

"Put it behind. Again I ask, what's the lay?"

Fenn stood back up and began to pace. Now he had some time to think on it, to 

pull the pieces together. "I'm being played with," he said. "Like a cat with a mouse in 

its claw. Arpan hires me to get that piece of shine, then set's me up to get murdered 

by Rokko."

"Which doesn't make sense," said Red Eye. "If Arpan Hooknose wanted you dead,

he'd have just killed you. No need for going the roundabout way like he did..."

"Unless he needed to keep his hands clean. Which means my part in the lay had 

to remain dark. No one could know we were connected."

"So he sends you to Rokko with a bag of fake coins, expecting Rokko to do what 

comes natural." Red Eye shook his head. "Bit of a reach for the likes of Hooknose. 

He's a headbreaker, the man you call if someone's kneecaps need smashing. Thinking 

like this is a step beyond the path he walks."

"That occurred to me. And the job seems off as well...he sends me into Pedor 

Paci's house for some old bit of amber in silver. Pretty enough piece but nothing 

compared to the real treasures. Man like Hooknose would go for that which brings in 

real coin, jewels and the like. And he's willing to pay twenty aurins? Where did he get 

that money? Even the Brick would balk at that."

"And what does that tell you?"

Fenn rubbed his chin. "That Arpan is just a front man in this. That someone else 

is standing behind him, making these wheels turn. And I'm not the only skag to end 

up dead over this."

Red Eye thought on this a moment. "Vasco the Mouse," he said with a grim nod.

"He was sent after another amulet. Different stone, but otherwise the same as the 

one I lifted. Then he ends up dead in the Spires."



"Could be a coincidence."

"I don't buy that. The two best cracksmen - don't laugh, Red Eye! - sent after 

stones that could be twins, then being dropped after delivery of the goods...if that's a 

coincidence, it's the sort smart gamblers like to bet on."

"Vasco's dead," said Red Eye. "They have whatever it was he took. And they have 

that thing you took...wait, do they?"

Fenn grinned, despite the circumstances, or because of them.

"Very smart, my lad! Where did you stick it?"

"Better if you don't know." Fenn rubbed his hands. A plan was germinating in his 

mind. Things didn't look so out of control. He had an idea of what needed to be done. 

It may lead to failure or success...but it was a plan, and that made all the difference. "I

need your help on this, Red. It'll likely get messy. You in?"

Red Eye nodded. "What do you need?"

"Ask around. Find out who hired Vasco. It likely was through a face man like 

Arpan, but it's one step closer to the real player in this game."

"And you?"

"I'll go see this Spinning Harlan, see who's holding his leash."

"He won't likely talk."

"He won't have a choice."

"Need some muscle for backing? I'll give Harald the day off..."

Fenn shook his head. "No. Best keep some daylight between you and me, far as 

the rest of the city is concerned. Anyone asks..."

"I haven't seen you, I don't know you, I hate you." Red Eye nodded. "Best stay out 

of the Gardelaar for the time being. That bounty money is making a lot of wrong 

people interested in your comings and goings."

Fenn nodded. "I'll hole up in Setorin."

"With Joelie? I thought you two weren't speaking."

"She's a very forgiving woman."

"Way too good for the likes of you." Red Eye shook his head. "Bugger me, I'm 

getting old. Right, I'll send word to her house if I find anything."

"I'll be on my way then." Fenn headed for the door, pulling the cloak back over his

head.

"One last thing Fenn. Who wrapped your arm?" Red Eye pointed at the bandage 

over the bullet wound.



"You wouldn't believe me if I told you." Fenn yanked the hood over his head, 

picked up the staff and went back into the common room.



Chapter Six

For the second time in as many days, Fenn woke up in a woman's bed. Only this 

time it was by choice and to the most sublime of perfumes.

"Is that bacon?" he muttered, pulling off the sheets and placing bare feet on the 

floor. His shirt hung from the bed post though he was still dressed in the same 

trousers as the day before, much to his regret. Yawning, rubbing the remnants of 

drowsiness from his eyes, he walked barefoot out of the small bedroom and down a 

narrow hallway that creaked alarmingly with every step. 

"I can hear you walking," came a woman's voice. "And yes, I made enough for 

two."

"You're a saint, my love!"

"And you need to learn how to lie better."

He followed the smell into a small kitchen set in the back of the house. A woman 

stood before a fireplace, holding an iron skillet over the flames. She poked a large 

wooden spoon inside. "Hand me that plate, would you?"

Fenn did as asked and was rewarded with a few stray splashes of grease on his 

arms. He held back a curse, not wishing to jeopardize his chance for breakfast. Bacon 

slithered onto the plate, and his mouth began to water.

"Don't just stand there like a lump," Joelie Castigar said, placing the pan in a 

wooden basin filled with water. "Eat before it gets cold."

"Yes, dear." He placed the plate on a table and helped himself to several strips, 

chewing contentedly while he watched Joelie stick a slice of bread on a prong and 

hold it over the fire. "Excellent choice! I like my toast slightly burnt..."

"Then cook your own. The bread is for me."

"Cruel woman." Fenn shook his head, taking the opportunity to yet again admire 

her splendid backside. It was only one of several magnificent traits she possessed. 

Joelie Castigar was about the same age as Fenn, a pale brunette with a buxom 

figure only partially hidden under her artist's smock. Her green eyes twinkled with 

mirth or flashed with anger, depending on her mood, with the cause of both Fenn 

likely as not. Not too long ago he was the recipient of the latter though the fact that 

she was cooking him breakfast suggested her temper was starting to cool. 



She was an artist. A good one, according to those knowledgeable about such 

things. Fenn certainly thought so, and given the number of valuable pieces he'd lifted 

over the years, his opinion was as good as any. Joelie was the daughter of a 

prosperous wool merchant whose view of his only daughter's choice of career path 

was not approving, to say the least. Had she followed the path of other women of her 

class, by now she'd be married to the son of another merchant, or possibly a minor 

nobleman, with the intention of furthering her family's business interests and social 

advancement. Likely there would be an infant suckling on those magnificent breasts. 

So it went...but not for Joelie. 

Instead, she apprenticed to a master artist with connections to House Incelidar, 

proving herself an able student, until her master was forced to flee the city due to 

certain business transactions that went spectacularly wrong. She struck out on her 

own, joining the countless other young artists in Setorin hustling for commissions. 

Galadorn was prosperous, and the newly rich men of commerce along with nobles 

great and otherwise had an insatiable appetite for paintings, sculpture, buildings, 

poems, music...anything that might enhance their reputation for culture and beauty. 

Wealth by itself was nothing. What one did with it made all the difference.

Joelie's family was scandalized; girls from respectable families did not set up 

shop in Setorin with penniless scribblers and dabblers. On the other hand, her father 

did pay her rent, and for an old woman to come in twice a week to clean the place 

(and to keep an eye on his daughter.) It was more than most girls in her situation 

could expect. 

She turned away from the fireplace, pushing the slice off the prong and onto a 

plate. Fenn's arms slid around her waist, fingers feeling the soft yet firm flesh 

beneath. "It's not bread I hunger for," he whispered into her ear. He imagined that 

smock falling away, all the things he wanted to do her, that peculiar gasp she always 

made just before she summited her peak...

Joelie gently but firmly pulled his hands away. "I wish we could," she said with 

real regret, "but as I said last night, these gates are closed."

"Joelie..."

"I'm working on a new piece, Fenn. I need all my focus." She slipped away before 

his arms could rise again.

"I don't see what one has to do with the other," Fenn replied peevishly.

"An artist's greatest ally is her concentration." She picked up a couple of rashers 



and wrapped the toast around them, devouring her breakfast in three hearty bites. 

"And you are too distracting at the moment," she added after.

Before Fenn could get another word in she was off, headed down a narrow 

passageway that terminated in a tall room fronted with several large windows. Bright 

morning light poured in, illuminating a tall canvas nearly the height of a man. Joelie 

stared at it for a long moment, paying no attention as Fenn followed after. Hie found 

himself torn between admiring the beautiful artist and the beautiful painting slowly 

taking shape in her studio. About two-thirds of the canvas was covered in pigment, 

the rest only by faint charcoal outlines. It depicted a woman kneeling before a high 

altar, hands clasped in prayer, head bowed in an expression of serenity. Behind her, a 

half-open door showed an approaching squad of soldiers coming to end her life. 

"The Martyrdom of Saint Savarina," Joelie said, fussing about with various paint 

pots sitting on a table. She'd mixed them last night, blending colwood oil with various

ingredients to create a variety of colors. 

"Never heard of her."

"A minor saint. But my patron's mistress has a fondness for the tale."

Fenn examined the sketch lines forming the face and upper body. Despite the 

piety of the piece, a subtle eroticism emanated from the image, salvation, and 

temptation in one glorious setting. Likely the patron's mistress was the model for the 

saint. His mouth quirked into a smile at the thought. "And this isn't distracting?" he 

asked.

"It was the first lesson my old master imparted. We learned it alongside the rules 

of perspective and how to blend the perfect shade of blue."

"As I remember it, your old master broke his own rule with a pretty stable 

boy...who ran off with one of his masterpieces."

"Which serves as a cautionary tale about the importance of self-control. Among 

other things." She picked up a brush and palette and turned to the canvas with a look 

of pure determination on her face. "Right, off with you."

"Er...any chance you might change your mind..."

"Be off!" Joelie made a shooing motion with he brush hand, already focused on 

her work. 

Fenn sighed mournfully, contenting himself with one final look at her bosom. 

Anticipation made victory all the sweeter, or at least, that's what he told himself as he 

left the studio, headed back to the bedroom to get dressed...



There was a knock at the front door. A sound of pure aggravation came from the 

studio, followed by "Fenn, find out who that is and tell them to bugger off!"

"Do I look like a butler..."

"These gates are closed, Fenn! They might also be locked!"

Any number of responses to this filled Fenn's mind, all of which he wisely 

suppressed. "Evil woman," he grumbled, headed first to the bedroom to recover his 

shirt, then down to the front door. As he pulled it open, he suddenly remembered his 

knives and guns were on the table by the bed and there was every possibility that 

Rokko, Arpan, or any of a thousand skags out for bounty money might be on the other

side...

Red Eyes's red eye met his gaze. "Is this a bad time?" 

Fenn shook his head. "Only for the frustrated."

"She locked you out then." Red Eye chuckled, stepping through the door and 

shaking his head. "Artists are a temperamental lot."

"Who's at the door?" Joelie's voice drifted down from the studio.

"It's only me, darling!"

"Red Eye! Help yourself to some breakfast. Then take Fenn with you, so a woman 

can get some work done!"

Fenn grimaced at that. "Someone needs a firm hand on her backside..."

"Spare me the lewd details of your escapades. And get dressed." Red Eye perked 

up. "Is that bacon?"

A few minutes later the two men emerged from Joelie's front door. It was still 

early, enough so that the famously raucous streets of Setorin were quiet. They held 

back as a half-laden dung cart trundled past, followed in turn by a group of six 

miscreants sentenced to a term on the city chain gang for any number of minor 

offenses. From the smell they'd been hard at work since before dawn; the two guards 

watching them kept as far away from the stench as they could.

"Unlucky," Fenn noted as they went around the corner. 

"Happens to everyone in time. Count yourself lucky if all that results is a few days 

shoveling horse shit." Red Eye never let the sorrows of life weigh on him. A man's 

fortune could change in the blink of an eye, no matter if he walked the straight or 

crooked path. 

"Any word on the issues of the day?" Fenn asked.

"Actually, I have something for you. I found who hired Vasco the Mouse for the 



Spires job. The same fellow who put the price on your head."

"Spinning Harlan?"

"The same. Acted as the mouth for someone else's words." 

Fenn nodded, a grim look on his face. "Looks like I need a word with Harlan. See 

if he speaks those words for me..."

"Someone else wants to speak with you first." Red Eye jerked a thumb in a 

general leftwards direction. "Around the corner."

"Who is it...bloody hellfire, is it Rokko? You led them here, Red Eye..."

"Quit your grizzling, Fenn! It shames us both that you think so little of me! No, 

this is someone else, the last woman I'd expect to come sniffing on your trail." He 

paused for dramatic effect. "A courtesan."

"Oh." Fenn pinched the bridge of his nose. "Forgot about her."

"You're a man of rare parts. She tracked me down on the way here, had her 

guards halt me in the street. Serrana is her name, and it's on the hearts, lips...and 

other things of half the men in the city."

"The other half won't be far behind..."

"I'm guessing she's the one who patched up your arm. Fenn, you slick bastard, 

how did you manage to get within ten feet of a courtesan, let alone have her know 

your name? Tell us the secret, Great One, other men need to know..."

"Shut up, Red, it's not like that!"

"Oh? Then what is it?"

"It's...hard to explain. She around the corner?"

"Aye."

"I'll be headed the other way then."

Red Eye shook his head. "I'd advise against that, friend. She might be useful."

"Stay away from the likes of her. She's a complication, and I got enough of those."

"Just talk to the wench, Fenn. Gods and Demons, there isn't another man in this 

city who wouldn't jump at the chance..."

Fenn looked set to run. But Red Eye's words made sense. And he was curious why

a courtesan would want to speak with the likes of him. At that level of Galadorn's 

society, street rats like Fenn were fleas. And the only time one took note of fleas was 

to squash them...

"This a bad idea," Fenn muttered, headed down the street in the direction Red 

Eye indicated. 



He went around the corner and came face to face with a team of eight very tall 

men in matching brown and green livery, standing on either side of a luxuriously 

appointed litter, currently sitting on the sidewalk. One of them moved to block his 

path. "Be off, boyo," he said in a thick countryside accent. 

"Your mistress wants to speak with me."

"You be speakin' with me fist in a moment...."

"Ranac." An elegant hand twitched aside a curtain on the side. "Let him pass."

Ranac the bearer remained suspicious but stepped aside. Fenn went to the litter, 

kneeling down to look inside. "Milady."

Serrana looked back at him. "You are no gentlemen," she accused.

"Was it something I said?"

"Something you didn't say! Leaving without so much as a word! Even common 

beggars would show more courtesy to a woman who saved them from bleeding in the 

street."

"Many would wonder why a fine fancy lady such as yourself would even bother to 

notice them, never mind bandaging their bullet holes."

"And now you deride my acts of mercy. I save your life and you question my 

motives..."

"I'd be an idiot not too." Fenn shook his head. "This city is of full of skags dying 

on the cobblestones. People like you step over our bodies on your way to wherever. 

Yet you pick me up off the street, take me to your house, feed my belly and bind my 

arm. I have to ask why, and the answers that come up make me nervous. I got enough

troubles without being caught up in some grand horizontal's web."

Serrana reddened with outrage. "I can't recall the last time any man spoke to me 

in such a manner." 

"Yes, I'm a snake who should return to his hole. So pardon me while I slither 

off..." He stepped away, turning about to leave.

"You're right." She poked her head out of the litter. "I do have my reasons."

"And I want nothing to do with them." He took a step away.

"I know about the amulet."

He stopped. A moment passed. I'm going to regret this, he thought. "What 

amulet?" he then asked, turning back to Serrana.

"A shaped piece of amber in silver, stolen from the house of Pedor Paci two nights

ago. I know what it is."



"It's a stone like any other..."

"No, it's more." A slight smile crooked her lips. 

Hooked like a fish, Fenn realized. No matter what his instincts screamed, he 

wasn't walking away from this. "Tell me."

She pulled the curtain aside. "Ride with me as we talk."

Fenn got into the litter.

"Most men in this city would pay a fortune for this privilege." Serrana lounged at 

the back of the litter, surrounded by frilly pillows, the daylight reduced to a dim glow 

through the curtains.

"Yet here you are, giving me a free ride." Fenn shifted about uncomfortably. He 

sat cross-legged and hunched over, doing his best so his boots didn't mark up the 

furnishings. 

She chuckled. The sound made his heart race, which made his head nervous. 

Small wonder she was the toast of Galadorn society. "So," he said, forcing his mind to 

the business at hand. "You know about the amulet. Tell me."

She smiled again. The litter shook slightly as the bearers went around a corner, 

causing the curtains to sway. More light came in, making the yellow silk dress she 

wore seem to glow. He kept his eyes focused on her forehead, quite possibly the only 

part of her body that wasn't distracting to a man's eyes. Though it was a fine 

forehead...

"Do you like stories, Master Aquila?"

"Depends if they're true or not."

"Well then, you'll like this one...or hate it as you will. Long ago, when the Empire 

of Ruaad really was an empire and held most of this continent of Tyberia in its grip, 

there was a certain prince who was very appreciative of chariot races. Every time 

there was a race in the Grand Hippodrome of Ruaadnar, he would be there. And since

he was a prince of the blood, one of the teams circling the course would be his. But his

love of the sport did not extend to picking good horses or drivers; every team he 

entered lost. So he decided to give himself an advantage. He commissioned the finest 

Arcanists and Artificers of the day to create something that would help him win and 

salve his wounded pride. 

"Since he was an Imperial prince, money was not a problem. The Arcanists 

selected three stones of exquisite quality – opal, aquamarine, and amber – and placed



on them a powerful enchantment. When all three stones are hung from the bridle of a

horse, the beast will feel no pain, no exhaustion. It can run all day and all night 

without ill effect...until it drops dead from the stress placed on its body. They were 

called the Eyes of the Winter Horse – and no, I don't know why. With them, the 

prince won every race. Time passed, Ruaad's power waned. The descendants of the 

prince lost the three stones, they were sold and spread out across the world. A 

hundred years ago, the amber piece came into the possession of my great-

grandfather."

"Was he someone important?" Fenn asked.

"A minor nobleman sworn to...well, that doesn't matter. It was the days of the 

Republic and Galadorn was at war with Mirondaal and other cities on the north shore

of Balendaas for control of the lake. He took it as spoils from a man he slew honorably

in battle, returning to Galadorn covered in glory. The stone was kept as a prize – he 

learned about its peculiar history later on, but without the other two Eyes it had no 

power. Alas, my family's fortune did not last. My grandfather aligned himself with 

Dorrus Incelidar in the latter days of the Republic and was punished for it. We were 

exiled from Galadorn and our possessions seized. By the time Dorrus overthrew the 

Notables the amber Eye was lost. I thought it nothing more than an old family legend 

until word of the theft at Pedor Paci's house circulated through Nine Pillars. The old 

degenerate is quite upset. His wife, on the other hand, seems oddly cheerful."

"Women defy understanding...so, you want it for yourself. To restore the family 

honor?"

"Yes. I had another name before I became Serrana. I have not forgotten it."

"I don't have the stone."

She chuckled again. "Then why is every criminal in Galadorn looking for you? 

Those bounties on your head are quite extreme."

Fenn tried to hide his surprise. "How do you know about that?"

"The same reason I was able to find you bleeding in the square. I am a courtesan. 

We know men from all walks of life, not just noblemen or merchants with more 

money than sense."

Fenn nodded. It made sense. The lords and masters of Nine Pillars and the Gold 

Quarter seemed a Universe away from the alleys of the Gardelaar...but for some the 

distance was not that great. Many gangs provided protection to various businesses or 

establishments at the behest of people with long names and longer pedigrees. Gang 



leaders like Ogeron the Brick were derided as scum and a stain on the city's 

reputation...yet they had power, and that made them players in all sorts of games. 

When a cargo was brought in on the sly over the docks or through the gates, it was 

anyone's guess whether the goods belonged to the skags actually doing the work, or 

some rich man sitting in a fine house who would protest complete ignorance if by 

some rare chance he was accused...

The hypocrisy left a vile taste in his mouth, as always despite his best efforts. He 

lived in this world, he knew the rules. Yet it left him thinking dark thoughts...

"If you know about the money on my head," he said, "then you know the men 

paying out are not to be trifled with."

"They may trifle with you, Master Aquila. They won't with me." She looked him in

the eye "You need me."

"I need nothing but a sharp blade and a loaded gun..."

"Too proud to accept a woman's aid? You'll end up dead on the street! And next 

time I might just leave you there!" Her eyes flashed as she said this. 

Fenn was ready to tell Serrana where she could take herself. Then cold reason 

intruded. He was on his own. Red Eye would help as he could, but that wouldn't 

count for much when Declan and Two-time cornered him in an alley. He needed help.

Serrana was right in one respect – he hated to ask help of a woman. It rubbed his 

sense of pride. But she was a woman of influence. She knew people. If nothing else, it 

might get Rokko to back off until he could figure a way to square the situation. 

"I'm sorry," he said bowing his head.

"So you do have manners!"

"I could use your help in this. But..."

"But what?"

"Be aware of something, milady. We'll be headed into some dark places, parts of 

the city women like you never go. There will be threats, there may be violence. Men 

will try to kill me, and will not care if you get in the way. Are you really willing to face 

that for a bauble once owned by your grandfather?"

"If I wasn't, we wouldn't be speaking."

Fenn thought it over. At this point, he wasn't in any position to turn her down. 

"So be it. Stop the litter. "

"Why?"

"Where we're going, it will attract attention. And you'd best to change your dress 



to something with less flash."

Serrana twitched back the curtain. "Stop," she commanded. The litter swayed as 

the bearers lowered it to the ground. She pulled aside a pair of cushions and opened a

small chest hidden beneath then. "Step out, Master Aquila," she asked, pulling out a 

brown dress.

Fell exited the litter. The curtains firmly closed. A few minutes passed, the sound 

of rustling clothing coming from inside. Then the curtains opened again and she 

emerged feet first. The golden silk dress was gone in favor of a plain brown skirt and 

white blouse. Her long dark hair hung loosely in a bun at the nape of her neck, and 

she was swathed in a brown cloak that covered most of her body. The stitching was 

finer than most, the cloth of better weave, yet at first glance, she looked like any other

young woman about Galadornian streets on a day's business.

"Well?" she asked, twirling about, the skirt spread out to give a fine view of ankles

and calves. 

Fenn's heart rate increased yet again. "Fine," he said, a bit roughly. "But keep that

hood up. A pretty face gets a rough welcome where we're headed. Can they fight?" He 

jerked a thumb at the bearers, standing mute on either side.

"If there is a need. They are also my bodyguards."

Fenn nodded. "Bring two along. Have the rest wait."

Serrana did as asked, choosing two and telling the others to take the litter to a 

small plaza in Setorin. "Wait for me there," she ordered.

"By your command, milady." If the bearers had any misgivings about the 

arrangement, they kept it to themselves.

Serrana turned to Fenn. "So, where are we going, Master Aquila..."

"Call me Fenn, the 'Master' part grates on my ears. And don't take offense, 

Serrana, but so does  'milady.'"

"Of course." There was a slight tightening about the eyes as she said this. "Fenn 

and Serrana. A man and a woman out for a pleasant walk in a Galadorn summer."

"Right." Fenn tried to hide his unease at this. "We'll see how long that lasts. To 

answer your question...we're headed to the northern edge of the Gardelaar. After 

that...well, that depends."

"On what?"

"If we have to run for our lives after. He glanced at the bearers/guards. Stony-

faced as ever. "Follow me.



The boundary between the Gardelaar and Saint Barelin was considered by 

general agreement to be Hog Lane, a narrow, somewhat twisting street that ambled 

between Keelarin and Steelwater Docks. For someone unfamiliar with this part of the 

city, the differences between one side of the street and the other were not 

immediately apparent. Low-roofed, somewhat dilapidated buildings were on both 

sides. The people about their business were from the lower classes, men, and women 

who earned their daily keep through the labor of backs and hands, honest and 

otherwise. The vendors pushing barrows down the way cried out their wares of fried 

fish and potatoes or boiled lake clams to either side and sold to any with a half-pennet

to spend and an empty belly to fill. 

But spend enough time in the northwestern part of Galadorn and this narrow 

street that a child could skip across in a heartbeat would appear as it truly was; a 

border hard and inviolate, patrolled on either side by guardians as unforgiving as the 

soldiers in the service of the Prince. To the south, walls were marked with the 

symbols of the various gangs who fought and bled for control of the cobblestones; 

crescent moons marked in red paint, increasingly crossed out with a spear and three 

fish of the Docksiders, one symbol painted over the other as fortunes waxed and 

waned in the increasingly brutal war between both sides. 

To the north, fresh coats of whitewash covered walls once marked with similar 

signs. In many places a name was written; CREKUS BRIN. Everyone knew what that 

meant. And for those who chose to ignore it, roving patrols of burly fellows with blue 

rags tied about their arms would give an education with fists and boots. 

Longshoremen, for the most part, making their living unloading the lakeboats that 

sailed Balendaas. 

Fenn stood in the center of the street, feet planted on either side. He looked to the

left, where a mess of different gang symbols contested for space on a brick wall, to the

point that he couldn't tell who was on top at the moment. On the other side two men 

leaned against a wall, blue armbands prominently displayed. They cracked calloused 

knuckles, one of them giving Fenn a piercing look before turning back to his 

companion.

"Not too friendly, are they?" Serrana observed. She was limping slightly – Fenn 

took them on a roundabout route, avoiding the Gardelaar to reach Hog Lane at 

Steelwater. 



"If we came up from the south, they'd do more than stare at us." Fenn started 

walking. "There's a death mark on any Docksider who crosses back into Saint Barelin,

and Brin's boys don't always bother to check if a man is one before they start 

swinging."

"Crekus Brin." Serrana gamely ignored her aching feet. "His name is spoken of in 

many places these days."

"It should be." Fenn glanced at the patrol again. They watched him pass by but 

did nothing else. He relaxed a bit. 

There had been smuggling on Galadorn's docks for as long as anyone cared to 

remember. The gangs who controlled the trade in the past were renowned for their 

brutal natures. Any who threatened their hold on what came in and out of the 

waterfront might be found lying in various gutters come morning, hacked to pieces, 

with certain body parts stuffed into the mouths of severed heads. Nor did they limit 

themselves to the coin they earned bringing in contraband; many branched out into 

extortion, squeezing the honest working folk of the district for all the coin they could 

spare. Many a man found himself facing hungry children around his table because his

money was taken by gangsters for his life; many a woman suffered insults to her 

virtue because she couldn't afford to pay protection to swaggering jackfooters who 

preyed on their neighbors like vultures. 

Then, two years ago, a preacher named Crekus Brin appeared in Saint Barelin. No

one knew his origins or much about his past, but when he spoke the long-suffering 

longshoremen listened. It was useless to appeal to the Prince for protection, he told 

increasingly large crowds. Heaven helped those who helped themselves. There was no

greater blessing to strike down the ungodly in defense of hearth and home. The 

common folk along the dockside listened. So did the gangsters, who sent assassins to 

shut him up on more than one occasion. None of their hired knives returned with 

their lives. 

A shakedown of a dockside tavern owner went wrong, resulting in the death of a 

seven-year-old girl. Outrage swept through the district. At the funeral service, Crekus 

Brin gave an impassioned speech, calling on any man with a spine to strike back 

against their oppressors once and for all. Within hours, the docks were convulsed, as 

mobs of longshoremen battled the waterfront gangs. By the end of the week, the 

survivors fled into the Gardelaar, where they eventually coalesced into the 

Docksiders. Any who dared cross Hog Lane was found a day later floating in the 



harbor. 

There was still smuggling, of course. New groups quickly rose to replace the old 

gangs. But they'd learned from the mistakes of the predecessors and kept a low 

profile. Other visitors to the area were on best behavior once they crossed over Hog 

Lane; those who didn't remember this lesson were reminded via the fists of Brin's 

Boys and never forgot again.

Fenn stood under no one's flag, and so far as he knew had not caught the 

unwelcome eye of anyone on the waterfront. Yet he still felt a prickle of fear at the 

sight of vigilantes with their blue armbands. It was an unwelcome reminder that no 

matter how strong or quick a man thought he was, it only took one mistake for the 

odds to turn hard against him. 

They continued on. The street was not terribly crowded, but the narrowness made

it seem otherwise. Children scampered past, shrieking as they chased a leather ball 

stuffed with rags bouncing along the cobblestones. Longshoremen and fishermen 

drank in taverns, the open doors, and windows loud with laughter and talk. Women 

leaned out the windows of their houses, hanging the days washing and gossiping with 

their neighbors. 

A clam vendor pushed his cart, calling out his wares every few steps. "Clams and 

cockles!" he called out. "Fresh from the water! Fill your bellies and fill my pockets! 

Clams and cockles!"

Fenn stood aside to let him pass. The vendor glanced at him, then turned to 

Serrana's guards. "You lads hungry?" he asked.

One of the bearers looked at Serrana, who nodded slightly. "What does this get 

me?" he asked, handing the vendor a half-pennet coin. The vendor took the money 

and handed over six clams, still dripping with boiled brine. 

The cart rattled on down the street. Fenn headed the other way, followed by 

Serrana, her guards, and the sound of cracking clam shells and slurping. "Just up 

ahead,' he said, pointing at a small brick building sited on a corner where a narrow 

street cut across Hog Lane. No sign hung from above the door, yet a burly guard 

slouched before it, aimlessly twirling a leather blackjack in one hand. Several 

impressive knives were stuck in his belt. 

"Spinning Harlan."

"He put five hundred galmarks on your head."

"No, but he can tell me who did. Which will go far in explaining the last few days."



"And lead us to the amulet," Serrana added. "Don't forget about the amulet."

"Right..the amulet. That too." Fenn considered telling her about the location of 

the amber stone, then decided against it. Too many questions lay unanswered, 

despite her pretty face and honest intentions. 

"So, how do we do this?" Serrana asked, with a kind of eagerness that only 

increase his unease.

"How do we do what?"

"Talk to him? Interrogate him? Put our man to the questions."

"You've heard too many stories."

"I only ask out of curiosity."

"We do nothing. You and your lads will watch the street while I deal with the 

guard."

"You're not going to kill him, are you?"

"That would make you and yours witnesses," Fenn replied, noting the sudden 

paleness to her guards faces. "I keep to one mess per day, thank you very much. Wait 

here." 

Fenn cracked his knuckles and strode down the street. The headbreaker lolling by

the door perked up as he approached. "Be off," he said. "Mister Harlan is closed for 

the day."

The man didn't recognize him. Fenn looked about, saw no sign of Brin's Boys on 

patrol. Harlan's hole-up lay on the southern side of Hog Lane, on the edge of the 

Gardelaar. So it was technically beyond the reach of Crekus Brin, but it was better not

to tempt fate. No one would set up shop this close to Saint Barelin these days unless 

he had an arrangement with someone of note across the street. Red Eye didn't say if 

Harlan stood under someone's flag and Fenn didn't think to ask, which might cause 

him some trouble down the way...

Ah well. After two days of various men doing them best to kill him while 

questions only continued to pile up, Fenn felt like hitting someone. 

"Did you hear me?" The guard pulled one of his knives. "Shove off, else I shove 

this pig sticker down your throat 'til you shit steel...awk!"

The knife went flying. An attempt to draw another ended with the satisfying 

crunch of Fenn's fist smashing his nose. He stepped aside as the thug flung a wild 

punch, striking only air and throwing himself wildly off balance. Fenn booted him in 

the arse, sending the headbreaker on the street. "Be off with you!" he shouted after as 



the man fled, leaving two of his knives behind.

Fenn turned to the stood, shaking his arm slightly. The bullet wound was aching 

fiercely. He placed a hand on the door...then ducked as his ears caught a distinct 

clicking sound. A blunderbuss roared on the other side, tearing out a chunk wood 

where his head had been only a moment before. He heard lead shot smash into brick 

walls on the other side of the street. A voice from inside the house bellowed "Youse 

like the taste 'o that now? Hah, ha' another, ye sideways twat!"

Wooden splinters rained down on his back from the second shot. Fenn jerked his 

pistol and rose to his feet. He yanked the wrecked door off its frame – an easy task 

since the second blast ripped away the uppermost hinges  - and charged into the 

house.

A short, bow-legged fellow stood inside, holding a double-barreled blunderbuss, 

both of which were smoking. He howled a strange war cry native to some desolate 

stretch of heath far to the north and came at Fenn with the discharged weapon, 

stabbing the still-hot barrel at his face. "Youse won't be takin' me alive. Burn in th' hot

place, ya bastard Crescent scum..."

"Wait, what...ow! You shit!" He jerked back as a the hot barrel clipped his jaw, 

burning a patch of flesh. Fenn lashed out, knocking the gun aside and shoving the 

man to the floor. Before he could get up, Fenn pistol pressed between his eyes.

"You Harlan?" Fenn asked.

"Tell Ogeron to shove a brick up his arse!"

"Do I look like a fucking Crescent? Are you Spinning Harlan?" 

"Who wants to know!" the man roared back, seemingly unfazed by the gun 

pressed to his head. 

"You put five hundred silver galmarks on a man's head, and you don't know his 

face?"

Realization dawned in the man's eyes. "You be Fenn Aquila," he said.

"Ah, that I am," Fenn replied, his voice taking on Harlan's brogue in a mocking 

way. "So talk, else I end my problems with a bullet in your head."

"And you'll kill me now before your lady friend?"

The faint trace of perfume told Fenn all he needed. "I told you to wait outside."

"You told me. I chose not too." Serrana looked coolly at the fellow. "He can't tell 

us anything if you kill him."

"I don't know if he's Harlan..." The wench was unfazed by the sight of violence, 



Fenn noted in an abstract way. 

"I am Harlan, ye sodding heap of pig shite!"

"Watch your language. There's a lady present." Fenn stepped back, letting the 

fixerman regain his feet. "Now, talk."

"Piss off." Harlan spat between Fenn's boots. 

"I never laid eyes on you until now. Far as I know, I never touch a coin or piece of 

shine that had the name of Spinning Harlan on it. And I know a bottom feeder like 

you doesn't have fifty galmarks to pay for a sheep to bugger, let alone five hundred for

my head! So who are you working for?"

"Tell you what," Harlan snarled. "Why don't you bend over an' spread thy cheeks 

so's I can shove me boot up your backside, you plum boy roach!"

Fenn thumbed back the hammer of his pistol. "Who hired you?" he asked.

Harlan laughed at that. "So, big man with a little gun. You think guns scare the 

likes of Spinning Harlan? Bah! I killed me own da with these bare hands!" He held 

them up. They were large and powerful, the fingers thick and calloused. "I been shot 

seven times and still I stand."

"You won't like the eighth time."

"Pull that trigger then, little man! I'll take that piece from youse and shove it up 

your arse 'til it tickles your lungs!" Harlan ogled Serrana. "Then maybe I stick 

something else in that fancy piece o' strange!" He grabbed his privates with his right 

hand and thrust them forward, a nasty leer on his face.

Serrana looked nauseated.

"Have it your way," Fenn said. He shot Harlan in the foot.

The front of Harlan's shoe disappeared in a mess of shredded leather and blood. 

"My toe!" the man howled. "You shot me toe off, you son of a bitch...AHH!" He rolled 

over as Fenn kicked him in the backside.

"Talk Harlan! I've another pistol tucked in my coat! Or maybe I'll cut out that vile 

tongue, the ladies of the city will thank me for sparing their ears further grief!" At 

that, he pulled a knife.

Harlan looked ready to spit out another round of obscenity and insult. He slid 

back, leaving a bloody trail on the floor. "I don't know his name," he said, forcing out 

each word with supreme reluctance.

"Someone gives you five hundred silver coins and you don't ask his name?"

"That was the deal! He's some rich man from the Spires...met him through a man 



I know in the import trade..."

"A merchant?" Serrana asked, confused.

"A smuggler," Fenn translated. "And you just took the money and ran..."

"He had the right names! Knew the right people. Gave his word the deal was on 

the straight. Said he'd pay two hunnerd galmarks for you alive – minus fifty for me – 

and to the put the money on the street!"

"Two hundred..."

"I raised it to five when Rokko Ironfinger put his own coin out there. You got a 

talent for pissin' in others men's cups, Aquila! Lotta men be out there looking to put 

the knife in you!"

"I'll add you to the list. So, a man from the Spires. What did he look like?

"I dunno..."

"Try again."

"I don't. May all the Saints witness..."

"Don't add blasphemy to your list of crimes. As it is I'll cut your throat with a 

smile on my lips!"

"Met him in the Waterman's Cup, down on the docks." Harlan's face was pale 

from pain. "My bloody foot..."

"Keep talking and maybe I'll let you patch it up."

"Met him there, one of the back booths. Had the curtain closed and wore a big 

cloak, hid his face  Lit a candle in the middle of the table, dazzled me eyes..."

"Sounds like a mummer's farce. You wouldn't be lying to me, Harlan..."

"Fenn," said Serrana. "He's telling the truth."

"And how would you know that..."

"If I had a toe shot off, lying would be the last thing on my mind."

Fenn was dubious about that. In his experience, men found all sorts of reasons to 

lie, no matter the pain. It all came down to what they feared more. "What else?" he 

demanded. 

"Blast and curse you..."

"Don't make me ask again, Harlan."

"I told you! He's from the Spires...."

"How do you know he's from the Spires? Did you ask?"

Despite his condition, Harlan looked ready to murder Fenn, Serrana, and anyone 

else who got within strangling distance. "He said to contact him through a peddler 



what works the lanes about the Spires! I reached out to him when the price went up. 

Ten minutes after I gave the message he was there, cloak and all..."

"Did he say why he wanted me brought in?"

"Maybe he wants to bend you over and..."

"Harlan!" Fenn brandished the knife.

"Sodding shite...he said you stole something for him and never turned it over! 

Said you flipped on the deal and he wants his goods! That's it I know nothing more, 

you lying spawn of a pig..."

Fenn flipped the knife about and slid it back into the sheath. He turned about, to 

be greeted with Serrana's angry glare. "You lied to me," she said.

"I did not!"

"You had the amber Eye the whole time and never told me!"

"To be fair, you never asked what I did with it after the taking."

"All this time you had me thinking it was gone..."

"Your assumptions are your own business, woman..."

"Ahh, my bloody foot!" Harlan pulled himself up, keeping his weight off the 

wounded limb. "Youse best run! There will be a third bounty on your head, Fenn 

Aquila! I'll have every skag and headbreaker in Galadorn hunting you down, see if I 

don't..."

"Then maybe I should cut your throat now and save myself the trouble..."

Additional acts of murder were forestalled by a knock at the door. 

"Expecting someone?" Fenn asked. Harlan spat on the floor in response.

Fenn sighed and drew his sword. He went to the door and yanked it open, point 

out and at the ready.

A wide-eyed boy stood on the other side, holding a wooden box. "Wha...wha..." he

stammered.

"You want something?" Fenn asked, sheathing his blade. 

"P...package for Harlan!" The boy held up the box.

"Huh." Fenn stepped aside, letting the boy see the fixerman and his dripping 

bloody foot. "Harlan isn't receiving at the moment. Just leave it on the floor."

The boy nodded, putting down the box just inside the door. He didn't leave, 

though, remaining rooted, a meaningful look on his face.

"Be off with you, boy. Nothing here but a man and his wounded pride."

Serrana rolled her eyes and came forward. "Here," she said, handing the lad a 



silver coin. "Now run away and don't come back!"

The boy tugged his forelock. "Much obliged, miss!" he said before taking to his 

heels. 

She stepped back through the door. "I think we're done here," Serrana said over 

her shoulder.

"Aye." Fenn slid the box across the floor with his foot. "A gift for you Harlan. And 

pray I don't return!"

"Eat shit and drink piss, you whoreson! Run away, iff'n you're smart, oh yes! 

When I get my hands on you, I'll cut your balls off and use them as fish bait, you 

bastard sheep-spiking son of a bitch! You thieving piece of shite, I'll see you dead, 

dead..."

The stream of invective followed them down the street, even after Fenn closed the

door. "Real charmer, that one," Fenn said. 

Sullen silence was his answer.

"So now you have nothing to say?"

"You should have told me," Serrana snapped at him.

"Yes, you're right, I am sorry..."

"Good! Then take me to it."

"I'll have to think on that."

"What's to think about?"

"That piece of shine is one thing everyone wants...and I have it. Which gives me 

edge, maybe enough to keep me alive another day..."

"Fenn, one word from me and half the noble houses in the city will send men to 

protect your hide."

"Or carve strips from it, should you want it so..."

"If I wanted you dead..."

"I'd be dead, no need to repeat! But a man carries his own load, he takes his 

lumps on his feet. He doesn't hide behind a woman's skirts."

"What kind of idiocy are you spouting...what is this?" 

Both of Serrana's guards were pressed against a wall with the hands up. One of 

them sported a swelling black eye while the other flicked his gaze towards the 

Gardelaar side of Hog Lane. Fenn turned about, the sword all but leaping into his 

hand even as his heart dropped into his shoes.

Declan and Two-time emerged from an alley accompanied by four other 



headbreakers. "Found you, at last, Fenn!" Declan said with a nasty grin. "Didn't think 

you'd be dumb enough to come this close to the Gardelaar..."

"When did you start thinking, Declan?"

"Smart mouth, on you. Always hated that, I did. I might just break your jaw 

before taking you to Rokko...no, I won't. He wants to hear you scream, he does..."

"The only way he can get it hard? Seeing as he's tried everything else!"

Declan laughed. "You'll be eating those words before nightfall! When we're done, 

you'll be begging Two-time here to break your neck."

"Yeah yeah!" Two-time tittered.

Declan pointed at Serrana. "You, woman! Be off with you, this ain't your 

business."

Serrana seemed to think on this. Then she shrugged her cloak off her shoulders 

and whipped out a slender smallsword, the point sharp as a needle. "I disagree," she 

said with a grin. Both her guards stepped away from the wall and took position on 

either side.

Declan sighed. "So be it then. At them, boys!"

The headbreakers rushed in, waving clubs and coshes. Fenn met them in the 

street, knocking as a blow that would have laid him out in the street and gashing his 

assailants arm. He stepped aside as the man reeled away, howling in pain, watching 

with shock as Two-time and another man rushed at Serrana. Both guards went flying 

as Two-time laid them out with a heavy truncheon – he may have been an imbecile, 

but there was no one better in a street fight. Then he turned to Serrana, giggling 

uncontrollably. 

"Damn it!" Fenn ran to help her. Declan stepped in his path, swinging a heavy oak

club at his face, forcing him to jump back. Declan roared wordlessly, flushed with a 

need for violence. He raised it again, gripping the end of the handle with both hands 

and whipping a blow that would have crushed Fenn's head if it connected. 

Fenn raised his sword, the weapon nearly tearing from his grasp as it deflected 

the hit, knocking the head of the club into a brick wall. Red ships sprayed out, striking

Declan's face and he turned away for an instant. Fenn stepped in, aiming a stab at his 

neck. Some animal instinct caused Declan to stumble away, and instead of spiking 

him through the neck, Fenn's blade cut his cheek. 

Declan stumbled back, bellowing with pain, his features twisted with hate. Fenn 

turned to Serrana, ready to jump in...



There was no need. The small sword flicked through the air in complex patterns, 

knocking aside club strokes, finding openings into flesh. She stood in a classic fencer's

pose, sideways to present a smaller target, free hand tucked safely behind her back, 

standing with perfect balance on the balls of her feet. Every stroke was exact, every 

parry executed to a standard that would satisfy the most demanding of masters. 

Street scum like Two-time didn't know what to make of it. Instead of clubbing down a

cringing woman, he was barely holding her off. 

Her sword flashed, and the headbreaker with Two-time fell with a stab wound in 

his gut. Two-time himself then jumped back, crying out as a bloody gash opened on 

his face, barely an inch from an eye. 

Fenn raised his sword as Declan at the two remaining headbreakers came 

barreling at him. He blocked a strike, swung wildly and missed, backing away 

towards the walls on the Saint Barelin side. Serrana stood next to him, the blood-

stained smallsword before her, breathing hard. Both her guards lay on the ground, 

dead or out cold, it was hard to say...

Two-time whimpered like a beaten dog as he felt the wound on his face. Declan's 

neck was red from his own cut, matched only by the rage boiling in his eyes. "Bugger 

Rokko," he snarled. "Kill them both!"

He raised his club, ready to charge in. Four against two...trained with blades they 

both were, there was only one way this would end....

BOOM!

The explosion knocked them to the ground. Spinning Harlan's house disappeared

behind a cloud of dust, debris and smoke as the windows blew out, the door 

disintegrated into fragments and a large chunk of a wall sprayed shattered bricks into 

the street. Fell fell on his backside, losing grip of his sword. From the corner of his 

eye, he saw a burst of flame eject from what had been the doorway.

"Sun's and Spirits," he mumbled, ears ringing like temple bells. Screams came 

from the street as terrified locals fled the scene.

Declan staggered up to his feet. "Hellfire," he mumbled, swaying back and forth 

for a moment, looking at the ruined house. Then he saw Fenn and his mind returned 

to the here and now. He raised the club, somewhat unsteadily. Fenn slid back, 

reaching blindly for his sword, hand closing around the hilt.

Both men froze. Above the noise and panic, they heard the one sound guaranteed 

to halt a skag in his steps, no matter what he was doing. High-pitched whistles, sharp 



enough to be heard above the sound of a riot. The Watch was coming in force. 

Other sounds demanded their attention as well; shouts from the streets of Saint 

Barelin, the sound of heavy boots at the run echoing off the walls. Brin's Boys, drawn 

by the noise and not likely to ask questions. 

Declan spat on the ground. "Another time," he growled. He grabbed Two-time by 

the back of his shirt, hauling the idiot to his feet. "Let's go," he ordered. "Watch is 

coming! Move, you sods!"

Rokko's men stumbled back into the Gardelaar, Declan and Two-time and three 

of the headbreakers, leaving the one Serrana stabbed lying in the street, clutching his 

wound and moaning. 

Fenn sheathed his blade. "You all right?" he asked Serrana, helping her stand. 

The sword was still clutched in her fist. She raised the blade for a moment, 

staring at the red smeared six inches from the tip. "Well enough..." she said, face pale 

as a sheet. 

"Then we'd best leave." She didn't seem to hear. Fenn grabbed her free hand and 

pulled the woman away from the scene. Her guards followed behind, one of them 

limping badly, the other thumping the side of his head to deal with a persistent 

ringing in his ear. They ducked down an alleyway into Saint Barelin, leaving Hog 

Lane just as a squad of Watchmen appeared on the scene.

Serrana halted as soon as they were out of sight, placing her hand against a grimy 

wall. "If you would excuse me..."

She bent over. Fenn averted his eyes to avoid seeing one of Galadorn's famed 

courtesans vomiting in the street. When he finally turned around, a guard was 

handing her a rag to wipe her mouth, after which she wiped the blood away from her 

blade, accomplishing both tasks with her usual ethereal grace. 

The sword slid into the sheath hidden beneath her cloak. "I've never stabbed 

anyone before," she said in a voice that was shaky despite her best efforts to hide it. "I

never thought a human body would be so...soft."

"You did it well enough."

"Better than you expected."

"I didn't expect anything. Women like you don't have to fight, there are plenty of 

men to do it for them."

"My father always said, anything worth doing should be done with your own 

hands."



"Did he teach you to fight like that?"

She nodded, her composure regained. "He was a soldier in his youth. I learned 

alongside my brothers. He always said one should know how to handle a blade. Even 

a woman."

 An unlikely story. She fought with an academy style, one gained after years of 

miserable study under a certified Guild master who charged a fortune for the 

privilege. She handled her small sword with a skill that matched any young blade 

swaggering about the Campesal. Not the sort of thing one saw in a courtesan, a 

creature of silks and perfume...

Ah well, all women had secrets. Ferreting them out was half the fun. He kept his 

peace about the matter, wanting to think on it some more. "Someone blew up 

Spinning Harlan," he said.

"Yes, I noticed." She twitched the edge of her cloak. "Whoever hired him, most 

likely. Anyone with knowledge of this matter is marked for death."

"Still want to help? Seeing as I might the next on the list...anyone near me is at 

risk."

"I want my property back." She shook her head vehemently. "I will have it 

back...and the blackguard responsible at the Grand Court before a magistrate!"

An honest citizen. In Fenn's experience, they were rarer than rubies...though in 

the Gardelaar he wasn't to find either with great frequency. "This fellow in Spires 

might be the one giving the orders," Fenn said. "If only Harlan gave a name! I can't go

knocking on every door over there, asking 'are you the man trying to kill me?'"

"Let me handle that," Serrana replied. "I have friends in that district..." She 

leaned against the wall again, pale again. For a moment, it looked like she was about 

to vomit what little was left in her belly.

"Are you all right?"

"I killed a man and saw another blow up with his house." A tight smile flickered 

across her face. "All in a days work."

"So..."

"I'm going home. We should meet again tomorrow in the Campesal. Agreed?"

"Aye."

She left, her guards trailing protectively behind, hounds at their mistress's heel. 

Fenn waited until she was well out of sight, then placed a hand and bent over, 

breathing heavily through his mouth, forcing him to calm down before Joelie's 



breakfast ended up on the street as well.

Spinning Harlan was blown up, any pieces of him that remain were likely still 

spinning through the air. Men were trying to kill him...well, that wasn't unusual for 

Fenn, it was a dismal aspect of his life. But he didn't like it anymore than he did the 

first time he stepped onto a battlefield, a green boy pissing his trousers, gabbling half-

remembered prayers that he might survive. Rokko's headbreakers were looking for 

him and there was money on the street for his head, enough to draw every skag like 

flies to dung. And that wasn't the worst part...someone else was looking for him, 

someone willing to spend a small fortune to bring him in alive, willing to clean up 

loose ends by blasting the houses they lived in...

He thought about fleeing. Take what little coin he had left and head for the West 

Gate, leave Galadorn behind him along with his troubles. Plenty of other cities around

the shores of Balendaas, and an entire continent beyond it. Head for the horizon, for 

one of these places he'd only ever heard about and wanted to see. What was keeping 

him here? Galadorn wasn't his city, he never set foot here until five years ago. Why 

stay and die in these streets, bleeding out into the gutters like an animal, forgotten 

even before the final breath passed his lips...

But his feet wouldn't move, not one step towards the gates and the open road. 

And he knew there would be no flight from this city, no escape from his troubles. Not 

even if the door was opened and a clean break offered. If he fled those troubles would 

follow him – Rokko was the type to hold a grudge beyond all sense. 

Fenn knew what it was to be chased, hunted like a deer with hounds on its scent. 

Days of running with one eye always over his shoulder, sleepless nights wracked by 

fear and anxiety. He escaped, but only just. He wouldn't live like that again, he stay 

and stand on his feet, face down his enemies as a man should. And if he died...so be it.

But there was no more running for Fenn Aquila. Any hounds that snapped at his 

heels would get a swift kick in the chops. 

He placed a hand on his sword, fingers wrapping about the hilt until they hurt. 

"No running," he muttered. Forcing his fear back down into the dark place it 

belonged, he walked back onto Hog Lane.

Bucket brigades formed, dousing what remained of Spinning Harlan's house, as 

well as various embers that were lodged in surrounding rooftops. Watchmen were 

standing about and doing little else though a few were pushing back scavengers that 

already sought to pick the remains for anything valuable. No one gave him so much as



a glance. 

He walked the other way, back towards the Campesal. The sunlight was gone, 

blue sky replaced by heavy clouds, the air thick with moisture. A summer storm, he 

realized. A warm, heavy drop splashed on the back of his hand. He ducked into a 

doorway a heartbeat before the downpour. Rain fell in sheets, enough to block vision 

to no more than a few feet at best. He waited for a while, brooding, sliding on the 

edge of a deep melancholy welling up from some dismal place. 

As quickly as it began the storm ended. The streets shone wetly, the gutters near 

to overflowing. He emerged into a Campesal freshly scrubbed and glistening. The 

crowds that fled the sudden downpour were returning in droves. Many clustered 

around a tall stone column in the eastern part of the great square, on which various 

notices and announced were tacked, protected from the elements by a wide wooden 

platform which also cast a wide and welcome area of shade on the ground below. A 

pair of workmen were carefully handing up a freshly white-washed board with lines of

text carefully painted in black. The crowd below read the words, those with 

knowledge of letters speaking aloud for the benefit of those who didn't. 

Fenn pushed his way through. "Bugger me," he whispered, eyes widening at the 

news.

BY ORDER OF HIS HIGHNESS MARKUS OF HOUSE INCELIDAR, PRINCE OF 

GALADORN, IT IS DECREED THAT ON THE EVE OF THE FEAST OF SAINT 

FELINDA THE RACE OF THE NINE PENNANTS BE HELD IN THE TRACK OF 

SAINT TULLEN. 

BE IT KNOWN THAT ON THIS DAY THE PRINCE'S PEACE SHALL BE 

IMPOSED ON THIS CITY! ACTS OF DISORDER WILL NOT BE TOLERATED AND 

VIOLATIONS PROSECUTED TO THE FULLEST EXTENT!

BE IT KNOWN THAT BY THE GRACE AND GENEROSITY OF HIS HIGHNESS, 

PRINCE MARKUS OF HOUSE INCELIDAR, THE FOLLOWING TEAMS SHALL 

ENTER THE RACE WITH THESE DRIVERS HOLDING THE REINS, AND WITH 

THE BACKING OF THEIR MOST RESPECTFUL SPONSORS.

BEARING THE BLUE PENNANT, A TEAM DRIVEN BY ESPERAN HAAL, WITH

THE SPONSORSHIP OF LORD KENDRIC OF HOUSE BRANAR.

BEARING THE GREEN PENNANT, A TEAM DRIVEN BY ROZO REZANPOR, 

WITH THE SPONSORSHIP OF THE GUILD OF THE TWO MOONS.

BEARING THE ORANGE PENNANT, A TEAM DRIVEN BY MELIDO OFFALA, 



WITH THE SPONSORSHIP OF TIL HASAGI, MERCHANT OF THE GOLD 

QUARTER

BEARING THE WHITE PENNANT, A TEAM DRIVEN BY HELLIN DAANDAL, 

WITH THE SPONSORSHIP OF LORD SEVVAN OF HOUSE INCELIDAR....

Various other important names were listed below, but Fenn halted at that of Lord 

Sevvan. Markus' nephew and heir-apparent. Official Master of Whisperers in the 

Chamber of Prefects (though anyone with half a wit could see he was a front for 

someone else...) If anyone should avoid entry into the Nine Pennants it was he, for it 

was more than a mere race. Galadorn was a city of factions and feuds, where ancient 

families carried grudges down the generations like the fine wines stored in their 

cellars, where commercial interests sought to crush their competition through fair 

means and foul. Where loyalty to Guild, district, religion or livelihood led to blood in 

the streets,  young blades dueling for the honor of their patrons, hired orators 

blasting their employers opponents on the street corners. Politics suffused the very 

air of this place, even the scum of the Gardelaar were not immune to its scent. Many 

were the times when the underclass of Galadorn were induced to riot on behalf of this

party or another. 

Thus, the Nine Pennants held a meaning greater than watching teams of horses 

run around in circles. Every name on that board was someone of note. The sponsors 

placing teams in the race did so with the hope of glory that came from victory. The 

stakes couldn't be higher, especially with the Princes own nephew on the list. If he 

won, men would inevitably mutter about collusion and cheating. If he lost, it would be

a blemish on the reputation of the Prince and his House. 

Not to mention the gambling involved...

It all made sense. The thefts, the killings, and coverups. For a moment, Fenn 

reconsidered his resolution to stay. Not just a simple theft, he was caught up in the 

kind of intrigue honest thieves went ten miles out of their way to avoid. 

A sour taste was in his mouth. He walked away, leaving the crowd and growing 

excitement as news of this year's race filtered through the city streets. Fenn could 

sense it running through the cobblestones, leaping from one mind to another. The 

Nine Pennants. Glory to the victor, shame and ignominy to the rest. All in the hands 

of Fate, of course. Horses were fickle creatures, and the high-spirited, high-strung 

beasts bred for the chariot more than others. But if the Eyes of the Winter Horse were

to appear on the track, then victory was assured. Fortunes would be made by those in 



the know. And those who knew too much, like Fenn Aquila, would be crushed like 

roaches beneath a boot heel so that the true story never saw the light of day...

It all made sense. One of those names on the board was the hidden hand in this 

game, the prime mover in this plot. Who sent Vasco the Mouse after the first amulet 

and likely paid him back with an 'accidental' death. Who sent Fenn after the second 

and placed various hellhounds on his trail afterward. 

One of those names. Powerful names...he needed to speak with Serrana. She 

moved in that world, would know them personally, even intimately. She would know 

which one would gain the most or face the greatest loss. And after...well, he'd think of 

something. A hand tightened on his blade again. 

His mind was buzzing with the possibilities as he left the square, headed down 

the Avenue of Copper. Music came from open tavern doors, calling out to revelers 

looking for a night's carouse. Jugglers and fire breathers competed with poets 

declaiming their latest verse in the crossroads. One he stood aside as a herd of gilded 

youth out for a nights fun trampled past, silks and satins rustling, perfume in their 

wake, their faces hidden behind ornate masks. 

Joelie's house came into view, a sight that brought much relief. She'd be done 

with the day's work, another section of her masterpiece completed. He go there, look 

and offer fulsome compliments to her genius and they'd be truthful. She was a truly 

gifted artist...

Fenn placed a hand on the door, then halted. A sound...a crash from inside. 

Something heavy falling over to the floor, followed by a muffled scream. 

"Where is he?" a man asked, his voice carrying through the door. "Where is Fenn 

Aquila?"



Chapter Seven

"Gah!" A voice cried out in pain. "The bitch bit me!"

"Stay your hand!" said another.

"Look at this bite, damn your eyes! I'll have to burn the cut with an iron or it'll rot 

my hand..."

"She's not the one we want. Strike her and we both answer for it, you know this!"

"Damn rules...watch out, she has a mean kick!"

"Get out" That was Joelie, spitting mad and putting up a fight by the sounds of it. 

"Get out of my house you...." Then her voice was muffled, likely from a gag.

Fenn stepped away from the door. He reached for his pistol, then remembered it 

was empty. He forgot to reload after that last fight...sloppy, careless, both things 

which could get him killed. 

"They don't pay us enough for this..."

"What are you complaining about?" The second voice was slightly deeper and 

more amused. "You're sitting in a fine house. Tying up a lovely women with a fine 

bosom – by your leave, miss! - and eating some cold bacon that isn't badly cooked by 

the taste..."

So there was bacon left. The words reminded Fenn that he hadn't eaten a bite 

since the morning. This would not stand in the least. He circled around to the back of 

the house, placing the spent pistol back in his belt and pulling the dagger strapped to 

his left forearm. Like most houses in Setorin, Joelie's had a small fenced-in garden in 

the back. Most of her neighbors grew vegetables for the dinner table or kept small 

flocks of chickens and other livestock in pens. Joelie grew rose bushes, filling the air 

with sweet perfume strong enough to counter the stench of ordure and offal from the 

goats next door. 

Fenn vaulted over the low fence, stepping between the roses and biting back a 

curse as a thorn nipped the exposed flesh of his arm. The back door was locked – this 

close to the Gardelaar there were few homeowners who didn't bolt their homes at 

night – but a minute's work with the lockpick he always kept in his boot made short 

work of it. Fenn opened the door and quietly slipped inside. 

The floorboards creaked slightly under his step. He halted, waiting for a shout of 



alarm. But the intruders continued to speak...two of them from the voices, loud 

enough to mask his movements. 

"So how long are we supposed to wait?"

"Until he shows."

"And how long will that be?"

"Do you have somewhere else to be?"

"What if I did?"

"Need I remind you of who it is we work for?"

"The woman waiting for me is enough to make that seem like nothing."

"Another woman? Powers above, they will be the ruin of you, have I not said?"

"You bloody old priest!"

"How much will this one set you back?"

"And now you're insulting me! I have never paid for it in my entire life!"

A pause. "I'm bored."

"Shut up."

"I have a pair of dice in my pocket. Maybe a game of cribben, until this bastard 

shows?"

"Gambling is a sin only slightly less in severity than whoring."

"You're no bloody fun..."

They were in the kitchen. Fenn crept up to a side door and peering in through a 

crack. Two headbreakers, big fellows in dark brown tunics and trousers, the kind that 

would hide stains all too easily. The Complainer poked around the kitchen, restless, 

bored, and voicing his displeasure about both. The Moralist sat in a chair, arms 

crossed and bearing an expression of permanent resignation. From the sounds it, this

was an argument that had lasted for a long time. 

Joelie was tied to the other chair, still in her artist's smock, arms bound behind 

her back, a rag in her mouth and bloody murder in her eyes. Fenn saw a strip of cloth 

tied around one of the thugs arms, evidence of the injury suffered earlier. He grinned 

at the sight...Joelie was fearless, one of her many admirable qualities. 

They couldn't be working for Rokko...the men who took his coin were brutal even 

by Gardelaar standards. These two civilized by comparison, contenting themselves 

with trying Joelie down and avoiding further acts of cruelty. Not out on their own, 

there was mention of a superior giving orders. Fenn wanted very much to know who 

that might be.



He pulled a small half-pennet coin from his pocket, waiting until both men had 

their backs turned, then quickly tossed it out the door. The coin bounced along the 

floorboards, rattling as it went and drawing both pairs of eyes.

"Is that yours?" asked the Moralist.

"No..." The Complainer frowned, bending down to pick it up. "Maybe you have a 

hole in your pocket..."

Fenn stepped out. The Moralist barely had time to draw breath before the 

pommel of the dagger rapped smartly against his temple. He dropped, stunned, while

the Complainer stumbled back, fumbling for the pistol stuffed in his belt. Fenn picked

up a plate lying on the and smashed it over the man's head, dropping him as well. 

Joelie glared at Fen as he went behind the chair and cut her hands free. She 

yanked the gag away from her mouth. "You bastard! What have you gotten me into?"

"You're welcome, Joelie! What happened?"

"What do you think? These two..." she gave one a swift kick in the arse, "burst 

through my door at gunpoint! They were asking all kinds of questions about you..."

One of the thugs groaned and tried to rise. Joelie grabbed another plate off the 

table and bashed it over his head, adding another bump to the growing collection on 

his skull. 

"What kind of questions?"

"What you were doing, when you'd be back...and don't tell me about the former, 

Fenn Aquila! I don't know and I don't want to know..."

"Joelie! I just saved your life and honor from these two scoundrels..."

"They were looking for you, idiot!"

"Shall I tie you back up?" He shook his head. "There's a tavern on Gimber Street, 

called the Empty Bucket..."

"I know it." Many artists in the district did, especially those with only a few 

coppers to spend and an overwhelming need to drink.

"Head there and ask for a serving wench named Kirean..."

She crossed her arms. "Two men break into my house and you send me to one of 

your old peaches?"

"She just turned fifty. Not to my taste....look, find Kirean, tell her I sent you. Tell 

her to send word to Red Eye..."

"Ah, one of his peaches." 

"I'll bind these two and call the Watch. Look, stay out of sight for the next few 



days. Things are getting...strange."

Joelie would have willingly strangled him at that point. "Don't let them kill you, 

Fenn," she said with a grimace. "I want that privilege for myself."

"You're an angel, Joelie. Let no man tell you otherwise."

She did as asked, headed out the front door and down the street. Fenn watched 

her go, a seething rage barely held in check. Not from Joelie's harsh words...those 

were well deserved. He should have seen this coming. She had a right to her 

anger...and he knew it stemmed mainly from fear.

A man had to have a code. Rules, laws, order...that was the only separating men 

from animals, the  civilized and the savage. Even those who walked the shady side, 

especially them.  Skag's putting their knives into one another...well, that was part of 

the life. But going after his girl, now that was beyond the pale. Fenn wanted very 

much to hit someone, wanted to smash both headbreakers heads against a wall until 

their brains dribbled out their noses. Then he'd head out, all thought of dinner or 

sleep gone, hunt down that limp bastard Rokko and geld him in fact as well as in 

name...

Instead, Fenn bound both men with strips torn from their shirts and left them 

lying on the floor. He was guilty of any number of crimes, had killed men in battle 

and self-defense, but coldblooded murder was one line he was yet to cross. Besides, 

they seemed decent sorts. If they hadn't tied up his girl, Fenn might have enjoyed 

listening to their banter.

Fenn let the anger churn in his gut, feeding off its energy, drawing strength from 

the dark thoughts filling his mind. Grim fantasies about what he might do should 

Declan and Two-time appear within stabbing range held his attention as he walked 

out the door. Which explained why he was more distracted than he should have been 

and didn't see the cosh swinging at his head until it connected with the back of his 

skull.

For the second time in three days, Fenn woke up in a strange house. This time, 

the circumstances were considerably less pleasant. 

He was lying in the corner of a room, back to the wall, legs splayed out. His hands

and feet remained free. The back of his head felt twice the size it should have been, 

but not as bad as the ringing in his ears as if every temple in the city was relocated 

inside his skull. He opened his eyes and looked about...bare as a paupers pantry. Door



at one end, shuttered window at the other. The light seeping through the cracks 

suggested it was morning, meaning he'd spent the night in this place. 

Fenn felt the back of his head, wincing at the considerable bump raised on his 

skull. A bullet hole in his arm, various bruises along his torso, and now a small 

mountain rising from his skull...he was acquiring quite a collection of wounds over 

the last few days. And every one was throbbing at the moment. 

He had no memory of being brought here and no desire to make the owners 

acquaintance. He placed a hand on the floor and started to stand, then dropped back 

down and closed his eyes as the door opened. His chin rested on his chest, eyes bare 

slits, watching as the boots of four men entered. 

"Suns and Spirits, did you use a hammer on his head?" a raspy voice asked.

"You said to bring him quietly..."

"And alive."

"He was breathing when he came in here. Look, I just saw his chest move."

"What about his girl? You know the rules when it comes to women."

"She left with all but her sense of humor intact."

"He's lucky all he hot was a dented head!" Fenn recognized that voice. The 

Complainer...

"He got the drop on you two."

"Aye, a sneaky one." And that was the Moralist. "Should have checked the back 

door."

"Next time, be more thorough." A pause, then the raspy voice let out a sigh. 

"Right, we have  a few questions that need answering."

"He's in no condition to talk." The third voice, the one who sapped him coming 

out the door. 

"Nonsense! He's awake. Get up, Aquila! You're fooling no one."

Fenn looked up. The Moralist and Complainer stood by the door, both bruised 

and bumps on their faces and anger in their eyes. Beside them was a third man with a 

cosh swinging at his belt. But Fenn kept his eyes on the fourth, the man in charge.

He was older than the other by at least three decades, gray-haired and grizzled, 

with the broad shoulders of a longshoreman, a belly like a beer keg and sharp eyes 

that could read a man's worth from a dozen paces. And what he saw at the moment 

clearly did not impress him. 

Fenn got to his feet. The other men in the room tensed, balling hands into fists. 



He leaned against a wall, his head swimming. "I think you broke something," he said.

"Only your pride, if I had to guess."

"You took me for the bounty." Fenn spoke, more to keep them distracted than 

anything else. The window was across the room...shutters opened outwards if he hit 

them with a running start they burst open. But if he was on a second or third floor...

"They say you're smart." The old man crossed his arms. "Use those brains the 

Godhead saw fit to place in your skull. If we wanted you for the bounty, Rokko 

Ironfinger would be putting his blades into your privates by now."

Fenn hadn't considered that, actually. Still addled from the hit... "Rokko isn't the 

only one with money on my head," he said.

"No doubt. The fact that you are still alive says much about your talent. Though 

we took you easily enough."

"Not that easy." Fenn jutted his chin at the Moralist and the Complainer. They 

glared back, only the presence of their superior preventing acts of revenge. "All right, 

enough with the jaw-jaw, friend. Over the last three days, I've been stabbed at, shot at

and chased from one end of Galadorn to the other by every skag and gutter scum able 

to piss straight. Yesterday I barely escaped being chopped by Rokko's boys because a 

house blew up on the same street..."

"Spinning Harlan's." The old man smiled slightly. "He survived, in case you were 

wondering."

Fenn wasn't. "My point, friend, is that my patience is at an end. You didn't take 

me for the bounty and I've naught but dust in these pockets. So who the hell are you 

and what do you want?"

The other men tensed at the disrespectful tone but held their place at a look from 

their master. Interesting...most headbreakers would have clouted his ear at the very 

least. These fellows were under some hard discipline, the kind not found on the 

street.

"My name is Kord Holdenor," said the old man. "And what I want is the amulet 

you stole."

"What amulet?"

"You're really going to play that game?" The old man's eyes bored into him, 

rooting Fenn in his place like a mouse in a cat's gaze. "Three nights ago, you stole an 

amulet with an amber piece the size of my thumb from the house of Pedor Paci, at the

behest of certain individuals of influence in this city. You chose not to give said 



amulet to your employer, replacing it with a replica made from glass, which suggests 

a degree of intelligence or a lack of integrity...my guess is the latter. The amulet 

wasn't on you, and we looked closely. Where did you hide it?"

"I...tossed it in the lake."

"And I'm the Emperor of Ruaad."

Fenn gave a mocking bow. "Pleased to meet you, your Majesty...but I don't 

remember where I stashed that piece of shine. Why do you want it?"

"It's a valuable piece."

"You're no skag. I don't deal with your kind."

Now it was Kord's turn to look surprised. "My kind?"

"Sneaks who work for the Palace. Informers listening outside doors not their 

own." Fenn paused a moment, having to force out the final word, loaded with 

heartfelt loathing. "Spies!"

"How did he know?" said the Moralist.

"He didn't," Kord replied. "But you just confirmed it. Fetch me a chair."

The Moralist had the good grace to look embarrassed as he left the room, 

returning a moment later with a small stool. Kord sat down on it with a sign of relief. 

"Just the thing for these old bones... Now, I'll spare you the effort of explaining 

how you know we are in service to the Prince. But know this, Fenndar Aquila – yes, I 

know your full name, as well as the story behind it! Speak an ill word in my hearing 

about Markus Incelidar and I'll make you wish Rokko Ironfinger got his claws on you.

Answer my questions honestly and you will walk out of here in the same state you 

came in, on your own two feet." He said these words calmly, with barely a sign of 

emotion in his voice. "Now...where is the Eye of the Winter Horse?"

"Which one?"

"Which one...gods and demons! The one you stole!"

"I don't..."

The Complainer cracked his knuckles while the Moralist plucked a dagger from 

his belt and started cleaning his fingernails. Fenn took the point in stride. "Someplace

safe."

"Progress." Kord nodded. "Where?"

Fenn thought quickly. "The Sow's Head, on Birket Street in Setorin." The lie 

tumbled easily off his lips. "Down in the cellar with the ale barrels."

Kord smiled mirthlessly. "Well done," he said. "Now...where is it really?"



"I just told you..."

"Not that easily. You're a good liar, Aquila, but I've a lifetime of hearing worse 

from better, and I read men the way a priest reads Scripture. You wouldn't give it up 

that fast."

"Is the Prince that eager to fix a chariot race?" Fenn shot back. 

"You know what they can do." Kord smiled again, and this time, he was amused. 

"So, not just a big mouth from the gutter. No, the Prince has no desire to fix the Nine 

Pennants. If he did, he wouldn't need any enchanted jewels, merely a few words in 

the right ears. He is above such petty matters."

"Sounds like a capital fellow."

"He is my lord and master.  I would bleed out my last drop of blood to keep his 

reign strong, as would every man under my command. Others in this city are not so 

strong in their loyalties. Plots are afoot, intrigues are being spun. The Eyes of the 

Winter Horse are part of it. One of them was stolen, and the thief responsible found 

dead in the street only hours later. You took the amber piece and earned two absurdly

high prices on your head. The fact you are still breathing is a miracle for which you 

should give thanks to the Godhead and any saint who might be listening. I want the 

one behind this mess, the one pulling the strings, including yours."

"I don't know who that is. I've tried to find out as well...no luck."

"Then tell me what you do know and between the two of us, we can save your life, 

and save this city from itself." He held Fenn's gaze. "Galadorn needs you, Fenn."

"I'm not from Galadorn," Fenn shot back. 

"But you're here now. Galadorn has sheltered you, given you refuge from those 

who would kill you. I know why you fled across Balendaas. Those men still live...most 

of them at least."

"That was five years ago." Fenn hid his shock poorly. How did he know about 

that...no one knew, not even Red Eye. Before Kord could say anything more, he asked 

a question. "There are three Eyes of the Winter Horse. Two were lifted. What 

happened to the third?"

"It is safe." Kord shifted in his seat. "The third Eye is owned by a wealthy collector

on Baedle Street in Surruna, who has agreed to place it in the custody of the Prince 

until this plot is broken. Couriers from the palace should be on the way as we speak."

The Palace. The one place in Galadorn no cracksman would make a lay. Never 

steal from a man with his own army. Fenn wasn't sure if he should be relieved or 



upset. 

"So, you're holding out in this matter does no one any good," Kord said. "All three

stones need to be in place for them to have any use...."

"I'm thirsty," Fenn suddenly said. "Do you have a cup of wine?"

"Does this look like a tap room?" asked the Moralist with some outrage.

"Bring me a drink," Fenn replied, "and I'll tell you everything."

A moment passed. The Kord shrugged. "Bring him a drink."

The moralist grumbled but obeyed, leaving the room and returning a minute later

with a clay cup, which he thrust into Fenn's hand. 

Fenn took a sip. Sour and harsh, a workingman's drink. It suited his mood. He 

took in a mouthful, swirling in his mouth. 

He spat out the wine into the Moralist's face. The man cursed as his eyes stung, 

then cursed again as Fenn knocked him aside, avoiding the Complainer's attempt to 

grab him, crossing the room in three steps and throwing himself at the window. The 

shutters burst open and he fell into the open air, grabbing at something, 

anything...his hands hooked around a wooden board and he was brought up short. He

hung from the second floor of a nondescript house...looked like the Clanet from the 

Temple of the Redeemer rising over nearby rooftops. His hand was clamped vise-like 

around a narrow wooden box planted below the windows, filled with newly blooming 

flowers. The board groaned and then ripped away from the box and he dropped down

to the street, bending his knees as he landed and rolled dirt and uprooted blooms 

raining down after. 

Kord and his men appeared at the window. Fenn gave them an insolent grin and 

took to his heels, ignoring the fresh bruises and scrapes on his backside. He sprinted 

down the street and turned a corner.

"That little turd!" the Moralist cursed, wiping wine from his eyes. "I'll wring his 

neck, the next time I see him!"

Kord ignored him. He gave a hand signal, pointing in the direction Fenn had fled 

in. Two men stepped out into the street and followed after him, picking up his trail 

like hunters in a forest.

"Took him long enough," Kord muttered. "I thought he'd bolt within two minutes.

But he waited until our guard was lowered..."

"How did you know he'd flee?" asked the Complainer.

"Back any animal into a corner and he'll fight," came Kord's reply. "Leave an 



opening and he'll run, and damn the consequences. Fenn Aquila wasn't going to tell 

us anything, I knew that the moment he came in though I didn't expect the bit with 

the wine. My apologies about that."

The Moralist muttered a curse at that.

"I said I was sorry!" Kord pointed out.

"So where is he going?" asked the Moralist, blinking his eyes to rid them of the 

sting.

"My guess would be Baedle Street in Surruna. After that...well, it should be 

interesting. We'll see who he talks too..."

Fenn ran until his legs all but gave out beneath him. He stumbled to a halt before 

a fountain in a public square, grabbing the foot of a stone angel standing serenely on 

a plinth, breathing heavily, his waist encircled by a tightening ring of fire. He stood 

there for a while, not caring if the Prince's own executioner was coming up behind 

him with a noose in one hand and a death warrant in the other. 

He looked up, his eyes meeting the stone ones of the angel above, looking on the 

world with an expression of serenity that in Fenn's current mood was barely 

distinguishable from mockery. He scooped up a handful of water flowing from the 

fish-shaped spout near the top of the plinth and splashed it across his face, then took 

another as a drink.

A gaggle of women pushed past him, filling buckets with water for the days 

cooking and giving him suspicious looks. Fenn stepped aside, sat down on the edge of

the fountain and looked about, gaining his bearings. Still in the Clanet, he could just 

see the walls of the Track rising above the houses. The small square holding the 

fountain had a tavern on one side filling with working men in for the midday drink 

and houses on the other. The people about looked to be locals, and to the extent they 

noticed him at all, it was as an obvious outsider. The northern part of Clanet  was 

home to independent craftsmen, laborers and small merchants unconnected to any of

the Guilds and determined to keep in that way. Fights in the streets were not 

uncommon.

He stood, glancing at the large men lounging in front of the tavern, several of 

whom were taking an interest in his presence. If they thought he was a Guild man, 

things would get unpleasant in a hurry. He nodded at one in a non-threatening 

manner and left the nameless square, headed north towards Saint Maar. No sign he 



was being followed, though he took precautions nonetheless, ducking into side alleys 

and doubling back, keeping an eye out for any face that lingered too long in his vision.

The humble dwellings of workingmen turned into grand homes and shops owned by 

wealthy merchants. The Princes of the Gold Quarter maintained their offices here, 

while those of slightly lesser rank lived on homes opulent in their own right, working 

hard for the day when they could climb the next rung of Galadorn's social ladder and 

join the ranks of the commercial elite. Sober factors in dark black and down walked 

alongside porters, maids, clerks and others who worked in the various shops and 

offices here. Coffee shops were abundant as taverns and grog shops were in the 

Gardelaar, and the voices that came from inside spoke with the jargon of merchants 

engaged in long distance trade. 

He was passing from one world to another, from the western half of the city, 

where the poor struggled to earn a day's pay, to the eastern half where men controlled

unimaginable fortunes. For a master cracksman like Fenn, its rooftops were almost a 

second home. He crossed the Street of Nine Leaves that separated Saint Maar from 

Surruna. Here Merchant Princes were not as heavy on the ground – instead, the 

modest, orderly homes were inhabited by the maids who cleaned their homes and the

clerks who handled their correspondence. A few merchants made their homes along 

the eastern edge, those unable to secure a place in Saint Maar and not quite wealthy 

enough for the Gold Quarter. Surruna was considered an acceptable alternative. 

He reached Baedle Street, the sign post marching it freshly painted and clear in 

the noon-time sunlight. Narrow and curved, bending slightly to the northwest up 

ahead. Not like the Gardelaar, where half the streets were unnamed and those that 

did boast signs or markers would have them hidden beneath layers of graffiti and 

likely pointed the wrong way. He had no idea who Baedle was or what he had done to 

merit a street being named after him, but looking about at the lines of houses on 

either side, their bricks hidden beneath long flowering vines rooted in boxes beneath 

windows. Fenn thought it was a fine reward indeed. There were worse monuments to 

a man and his achievements than a quiet street that smelled of flowers on a warm 

summer day...

Screams cut his reverie, followed by a spate of gunfire. A mob of people came 

down the street, shouting with fear, looking back at a cloud of white smoke following 

after. Fenn ran ahead, his nose picking up the sulfur smell of gunpowder, his ears the 

cries of men in pain. He followed the curve of the street, halting when he saw the 



bodies.

Six men lay on the cobblestones. Blood dribbled from wounds on their chests and 

torsos. They all wore the dark blue livery of men in service to the Palace. The Prince's 

men...gunned down in the street. Taken completely by surprise. A black wooden box 

lay shattered on the ground with no sign of the contents.

"Mama..."

One of the bodies moved. A boy, his blue coat a size too large for his body. Barely 

fourteen years...he was curled on the ground, clutching a belly wound pumping out 

his life blood between his fingers. 

Fenn knelt down next to the boy. "What happened?" he asked quietly, oddly calm 

despite the circumstances. 

"They...shot us." The boy blinked, trying to make sense of the fact that he was 

dying in the street. He wore this morning, same as any other, washed, dressed, went 

out on an errand from the Palace...now he was dying with a bullet in his belly. It made

no sense. "Were waiting when we came out the door. They took what was in the 

box..."

The amulet. The third Eye, taken.

He shuddered, pain twisting his body. "I...I've been shot." The horrid realization. 

"I'm shot..."

Then Fenn was cradling the lad's head in his arms. No idea why he didn't know 

him. But it seemed right. "Lie still, boy..."

"I want my mama!" Tears streamed down the boy's face. He'd gone about the 

day's business a man, but now he was a child crying for his mother... "I don't want to 

die! Suns and Spirits, I don't want to die...don't want to die..."

Sobs wracked the boys body as he repeated the words. Fenn stayed there...it 

seemed an eternity, waiting until the boy stopped weeping, until the tears stopped 

flowing, the expression of pain on his face faded to nothingness. Until he was dead.

He stood, hearing the distinctive whistles of the Watch in the distance. There was 

blood on his hands from the dying boy, he'd best leave before anyone with authority 

saw him and drew the obvious conclusion. He left the boy lying in the street with the 

other dead, started to walk, then to run, heedless where he was going, running to flee 

the rage welling up in his gut, black and overwhelming. 

Not right. The words echoed in his skull. Not right...just a boy, one the Palace 

pages. Some mothers son, who likely saw her boy in his blue coat and felt only 



maternal pride. What would she feel, what would she say when they brought him, 

that blue coat now black with blood? Her darling boy, alive in the morning, a corpse 

by dusk. 

Not right. He wasn't a skag, didn't walk the shady side. Just a boy. Who knew 

what he could have become? How many were dead because of those bloody amulets? 

Not right. Not right. He stopped, leaning against a wall, fist pressing against the 

bricks as if he was trying to push his hand through it Just a boy. Didn't deserve a 

killing like that. There had to be a code, even for those who lived outside the law. And 

when that code was broken, punishment had to follow...

The rage curdled his guts. He felt nauseous, but nothing would come up. All of a 

sudden, the price on his head didn't seem all that important. He was alive, those poor 

sods weren't. 

The rage faded away, leaving a hollow place behind. He walked, stopping by 

another fountain to wash the drying blood from his hands. Headed west, into the 

Campelor. Headed to one place in particular. He realized where he was going only 

when he arrived...a stately house on a quiet side street.

 His hand knocked the door, greeted by the familiar face of the maid. "You!"

"Is she in?"

"She isn't receiving visitors..." The maid gasped as he thrust past her, entering the

house, dimly aware of the maid telling him to stop, threatening to call the Watch and 

have him locked up...

"What's this noise?" Serrana came out a door, a frown on her face, holding a pen 

in one hand. "Fenn? What are you doing here?"

"He just barged in, Madam..." The maid was red-faced with outrage.

"It's all right, Mala. He's a friend."

"A friend." Mala sniffed at that. She glared at Fenn one last time before walking 

away.

Serrana took note of his ragged condition. "You're hurt," she said. "Do I need to 

summon the physician again?"

Fenn had to force the words out. "They got the third amulet."

She frowned, faint lines forming on her exquisite forehead. "Perhaps you should 

sit down."

She led him to a parlor, firmly closing the door behind. He sat down on a couch, 

aware of his grimy appearance compared to the sumptuous surroundings. He was 



suddenly exhausted, wanted nothing more to lie down and sleep yet afraid of the 

dreams that would surely come. She sat down next to him.

"What happened?"

Fenn took a deep breath and let out a sigh, carrying with it the care's piling up 

these last few days. "They killed the boy," he began. He described what happened in 

terse words. "Shot them down in the street. Left for dead. Took the amulet."

"The Prince's men." She touched her lips in shock. "Who would do such a thing?"

"I don't know, I don't..." His head bowed, and for a moment looked set to weep. 

"I've been chased like a dog through these streets. People are dying for this, my 

friends are threatened. I..." He couldn't say any more. 

Serrana's arms were about his shoulder. Next, he knew, she was pulling him in 

close. "Rest," she whispered. "Rest your head. You are safe here."

"I...I can't..."

"Rest, Fenn." 

He looked up, met her gaze. His hand slid up her back, pulled her closer. Their 

lips met. He lay her down on the couch, their clothes disappearing under their 

fingers, and for a period of time that lasted forever and not long enough, there was no

fear.



Chapter Eight

They woke in Serrana's bed. Fenn didn't remember how they ended up there. 

Though in truth he didn't remember much beyond the kiss and what followed.

Serrana was in his arms, still asleep. Her hair was mussed, there was still a faint 

sheen of sweat on her breasts...yet she remained exquisite in appearance. Such was 

the power of a courtesan. Living embodiments of beauty...among other things.

He felt...better. Most men would after such a night, but at the moment, Fenn 

thought he could face anything, an army of demons from hell barehanded with a 

smile and a laugh. He lay there for a while, enjoying the sensation of Serrana lying in 

his arms. She shifted slightly, murmuring something in her sleep. He slid free, 

climbing out of the bed and walking towards a window. The curtains were closed. 

From the light, it was early on the morning. There was a mirror nearby, and he caught

a glimpse of himself. Lean body, from a strenuous life, combined with a lack of food 

more often than he cared to remember. Scars...far more than a man of his age should 

have possessed. Some faint from the passage of time, others of more recent vintage. 

Each with a story...all scars had stories in his line of work...

"What's that mark on your shoulder?" Serrana sat up, wrapping a sheet around 

her torso and yawning.

 Fenn looked back. He knew what she meant...a large discolored patch of skin on 

his left shoulder, ridged and knobby to the touch even after five years. Traces of dark 

ink could be seen if one looked closely, the remnants of a tattoo once borne with 

pride. "A badge of honor, once," he said.  "Now a death mark for any man north of the

lake."

"A tattoo?"

He nodded. "We all had one, officers and men alike. The mark of my regiment. I 

burned it away with a hot iron when I came here." He could still recall the stench of 

burning flesh, the way Red Eye vomited afterward, calling him a madman and nearly 

ending their nascent friendship before it began...

"What's the story behind it?"

"Nothing you'd care to here."

"Oh, but I do. I love stories. And every scar has one."



Fenn thought on it. He'd never told this tale, his tale, in full. Not to Joelie, and 

even Red Eye only heard a shortened version. It wasn't something he was willing to 

talk about.

"It was a falcon," he said, "bearing three thunderbolts over a crossed key and 

sword. The mark of House Aquila of Haelinder."

"I've heard that name," Serrana smiled as she considered the implications. "Are 

you of that house? A former nobleman reduced to the life of a thief...if an uncommon 

skillful one?"

"My mother was a barmaid," Fenn said, chuckling at the conceit. Him, a 

nobleman... "My father could one of a hundred men she was friendly with." 

She edged forward, swinging her legs over the edge of the bed. "Go on," she said. 

"Tell the story."

"Well..."

"Fenn," she said firmly, cutting off any hope of protest. "I am your hostess. It's 

only common courtesy, knowing the man who shared my bed. And I do want to 

know."

He nodded slowly. "All right. I was born in Haelinder. It's a city to the north, near

the Empire."

"I know it."

"Yes, I suppose you would. Not much of a city compared to Galadorn, but it 

seemed big enough back then. My mother...I don't remember much about her. 

Flashes, once in a while. They say she was pretty. Plenty of men thought so."

"She was a prostitute?"

"Might have been." He'd never really wanted to know, truth be told. "When I was 

five she took up with a mercenary soldier passing through the city. He went off to 

fight in some war to the east and she went with him. On the way out they left me at 

Mother Maggot's. She ran a home of sorts for children like me, left by mothers who 

didn't want them anymore."

"She sounds a saint. How did she get the name Maggot?"

"She was not a saint, not by any stretch!" Even now he still felt a twinge of fear at 

the memory...that pinched face, the hard knobby hand holding a switch she used at 

the slightest pretext, bringing it down until the welts leaked blood... "It was an 

orphanage of sorts, you could say. She'd feed us...more or less, find clothes to wear, 

keep us alive under her roof until we were old enough to find our way on the streets. 



Then she'd shove us out the door and tell us to come back with something worth the 

gruel in our bellies and the rags on our backs. Money or something she could 

sell...those who did bought their way back in for another night. Those who didn't 

spent the night on the street." He paused a moment, remembering. Old 

memories...ones he kept in a dark place rarely visited. "I was eight when she put me 

out. There were five of us that first night. Two were let back in."

"The others?"

"They took their chances outside."

Mother Maggot loomed over them like an ogre. Every pockmark in her face 

deep as a hell pit, her breath the stench of pure damnation. "Give it to me," she 

hissed, grabbing a handful of tarnished coins from a boy's palm. Is this it, you little 

weasel? All you bloody got?"

"I'm sorry, Mother Maggot..." 

A grimy paw fell like divine judgment Fenn fell to the floor, cringing like a dog, 

his cheek burning from the blow.

"Sorry?" she thundered from on high. "Sorry, is it? You'll be sorry tomorrow if 

you don't come back with double this in your hand! Thank any god who might be 

listening that Mother Maggot is feeling merciful! Get your arse inside and stay 

away from the stew pot! Only those who earn get to eat!"

Fenn stumbled through the door into the fetid house, holding back his sobs. He 

huddled in a corner, trying not to listen as the bitch turned to the next unfortunate 

who came in with less than what was expected.

"What's this?"

"An..apple..."

"An apple? Can I spend an apple? Will it put ale in my cup, you little slut?"

The little girl wept under the verbal onslaught, tears cutting trenches through 

the grime on her face. "I...I..."

"Shut up! You spend the night outside!"

"Please, let me in..." The blubbering was cut short by the sound of her fist 

striking flesh. 

"Sleep in the street," came the voice of doom. "And if you come back tomorrow 

without a coin in that palm, then I'll sell you to the whoremongers on Cat Street!"

The girl wept and pleaded, her voice cut off as the door to the hovel slammed 

shut...



"That's horrible!" Serrana's eyes were wide at the tale. "How could she..."

"Get away with it? By placing the right bribes in the right hands. The city guards 

got a taste of her earnings." Fenn shrugged, more to hide the old sense of fear mixed 

with anger that came with the memories. The oldest demons were the hardest to 

exorcise. "But she was getting old, Mother Maggot, and her memory started to slip. 

One day she didn't make a payment and the guards paid a visit."

"Liberating you and the other children?"

"I was out on the street," Fenn said, shaking his head. "Nicked a silver piece from 

some drunks pocket, felt right proud of myself. I came up the street, just as the guards

were kicking in her door. They dragged the old bat out by her hair. I later heard she 

pissed herself on the gallows. I legged it, found a place to hide for the night. The next 

morning I went into business for myself."

He smiled, those youthful escapades on the street given a golden patina for a 

moment...putting aside the hungry nights and hardscrabble existence, never knowing 

if he'd go to sleep with a full belly...

"You survived, by the looks of it."

"Aye. Made it through the winter well enough. Ran with other street rats, taking 

what we could, living one mouthful at a time. Spring came, then summer. I was in the 

market square, took a sack of turnips from a stall when the merchant wasn't looking. 

Then my luck turned."

"For the worse?"

"That...is hard to say..."

Fenn ran, bare feet skidding on the cobblestones. "Stop, you little shit!" howled a

man's voice behind him, accompanied by the clumping of heavy boots and a steady 

stream of curses. 

He rounded a corner, off the wide avenue and down a narrow alleyway, 

leaping over a dozing beggar, who woke with a snort. The man turned about, 

blocking the path of the two guardsmen coming after. Fenn glanced back, saw one 

trip over the wretch, the other jumping past and continuing after.

"I'll have your balls for a bracelet, you bastard!" the guardsman shouted, 

waving a truncheon  over his head. Fenn turned about, feet skipping lightly along 

the street as he tossed the turnip bag at the guardsman's feet. He laughed as the 

man tripped over it, his truncheon clattering away as he fell face-first into a mud 

patch.



Fenn picked up the pace, jumping over an abandoned crate and rounding a 

corner. Losing the turnips was a wrench – food for a week – but he was free. No 

chains on him, no time in a damp cell under the Eadelin Fort, no searing pain as a 

thieves brand was pressed into his flesh, marking him as a felon in the eyes of all 

decent folk...

Then the breath knocked from his body as a heavy hand darted out from a 

passing street corner, grabbing the scruff of his shirt and hoisting him high. Fenn 

cursed with a facility far greater than a boy of eleven summers should have 

possessed, kicking at the burly guardsman holding him like a kitten. "Let go, you 

motherless dog's cock..."

"Little shit!" The other two guardsmen came down the alley, one of them wiping

mud and worse from his face and shirt. "It'll take the wife a week to get this muck 

out, and she'll give me the sharp end of her tongue every day of it! I'll break his skull

for this!" The truncheon raised high. Fenn tensed himself for the blows about to fall.

"Leave off," said the man holding him.

"Look at my face! A good bell ringing will do the snot some good..."

"Leave off!" And the grin vanished from his face. "Don't make me ask again."

The muddy guard looked ready to dispute the issue. Then he lowered the 

club."Aye," he growled.

The lead guardsman lowered Fenn to the ground and grabbed his arm before 

the lad could run. "Hear me well, sonny! You so much as spit and I'll let my friend 

here crack your head like an egg! It's the fort for you."

"Aye," said the muddy guard with an evil grin. "Get ready to fry, piglet!"

"I didn't see a brand on you," Serrana said. "Unless it was in a place a woman 

wouldn't look..."

"No thief mark on me, and I aim to keep it that way." Fenn found himself rubbing

his bare palm, where by rights a damning symbol should have been burned into his 

flesh. "They took me to the Eadalin Fort – that's the jail in Haelinder. Tossed me in a 

cell with other sweepings from the streets. Not a good place for a boy to be. Lucky for 

me most were still drunk or dazed from the guards knocking them about. Before they 

woke the turnkey came for me, barely had time to settle in. They took me to another 

cell, where a man waited."

Serrana frowned. "Wait, he didn't..."

"No...though the thought did cross my mind. He wasn't a guard...too clean. Spoke



with a noble accent, one of the highborn's from the Grand Duke's court. Didn't make 

me less fearful, I'd heard stories about those fops and their habits. But this fellow said

he was a physician, and looked at me like I was a horse at the market. Felt my arms 

and legs for  muscle, had a look at my teeth and the insides of my ears. Asked me how 

old I was, when I ate last, if I had trouble pissing or shitting..."

"Seriously?"

"Among other things. Whatever he saw must have been what he wanted, 'cause 

when he was done they took me to another cell in the place. Full of men, street scum 

picked up by the guards by and large, but not like the drunks in the other cell. They 

were young and fit, in good health, strong bodies and sharp minds. There was a red 

line painted down the center. Hanging on the walls on either side of it was a wooden 

sword and hangman's noose.

"The door opened and a man came in. He was noble born, a few years past thirty I

later learned. A guard put a box on the red line before the wall and he stepped on it 

and spoke..."

"I am Lord Herris of House Aquila." He met their sullen gazes without flinching.

There were no guards in the cell; he'd ordered them out. He didn't seem to regret 

this decision, and none of the prisoners made a move. "And I've come to offer you 

men a choice. Hear my words and think well what path you take!"

He paused for dramatic effect. The thieves and pickpockets gathered here 

weren't impressed. But they were listening. "Know this; the Empire of Ruuad turns 

it's eyes eastwards again. Once they ruled this land with an iron fist, holding the 

people as slaves. Centuries ago, our ancestors won their freedom with steel and 

stout hearts. But the Emperor has not forgotten, and would place Haelinder and all 

other free cities of Oscana under the Imperial yoke! His Grace the Grand Duke 

declines to be a slave to the Crystal Throne and raises an army to defend our liberty

and those of our allies!"

His voice rang out with the practiced ease of a man who had made this speech a 

dozen times. To common citizens in the street, it may have had an effect. To these 

fellows, not so much. He waited a moment, then smiled and laughed. "Of course, 

none of you bastards give a sow's kiss one way or the other."

Chuckles at that, and a few grins in return. 

"Right," said Lord Aquila, abandoning the rhetoric and speaking plainly. 

"Here's how it is. The Grand Duke needs men. I have been given the honor of raising



a regiment to defend this city, and you lot are to be given the chance to do your duty

as citizens. Join up, and gain honor as soldiers. Food in your bellies, clothes on your 

backs and coins in your pockets. Or you can take your chances with the 

magistrates." He jerked a thumb at the noose. 

He stepped off the box. "I'm going for some air," he declared. "Any man who 

would stand under the colors, stand before the sword. Those who prefer the gallows 

can choose the noose. Decide before I get back." And with that, he left the cell.

"It wasn't a hard choice, I take it?" Serrana sat up in the bed. A sheet fell away to 

expose a perfect breast, distracting Fenn for a moment. 

"Not really," he answered. "The men in that room were the best of the worst. Any 

man who said no would swing before sunset. Lord Aquila made his case well."

"You say his name with affection...and bear it as your own."

"Aye, why not?" A tinge of emotion entered Fenn's voice. "The world is full of 

cheats and scoundrels. He was neither. He took us from the city to a camp outside the

walls...first time I'd ever been outside of them. There we learned the trade of arms, 

the meaning of discipline, to stand our ground and follow the colors. Every man 

learned to load and shoot a musket...three rounds a minute. Those who obeyed were 

praised, those who failed felt the lash on their backs. 

"I was faster than most, had more in the way of brains, so they made me a scout. I

learned to make my way through the woods without breaking a branch, to track by 

sound alone. To fight with a sword and knife as well as the gun. They taught me my 

letters as well since a scout must write reports on what he finds. We were there for a 

year, training. And Lord Aquila was there every day, every hour, teaching us with his 

own hands, setting a fine example. He learned our names, our habits, our strengths, 

and weaknesses. When we broke the rules he punished us, and when we repented 

forgave a man to his face and raised up with his hand. He was a father to his men. We 

came to the colors under duress, but in the end, every man would have died for him."

"I heard of that war," Serrana said. "Word of it came south. Terrible battles along 

the western borders."

"We were in the thick of it." Fenn was silent for a moment, remembering. "Just 

turned twelve when I saw my first battle...killed my first man."

"Only twelve? Precocious!"

"It's no laughing matter!" Fenn's retort was sharper than he expected. "A man's 

death is nothing to jest over."



Serrana bowed her head in contrition. "I...my apologies...."

"No...I'm sorry." Fenn shook his head, suddenly disgusted with his lack of self-

control. What did it matter, it was ten years and more, done and gone. "That was 

unkind on my part..."

Another uncomfortable silence. Fenn spoke, more to fill it than anything else. 

"So...three years passed. We fought across Western Oscana. All the cities were in this 

Grand Alliance, pledging to stand firm until the Emperor was sent back to Ruaadnar 

like a whipped cur...or words to that effect. But as time went on, those fine promises 

proved flimsy as rotten cloth. One by one they found ways to make their own separate

peace with the Emperor. The Grand Duke of Haelinder was no different. He came 

before us, all the gathered regiments, and made some fine speeches. We cheered 

ourselves hoarse, even as he met with Ruuadian envoys in secret. Wars are expensive,

and the Grand Duke was just about out of money. He couldn't afford to fight, and had

lost the taste for it anyway. We were sent back to camp while he called in Lord Aquila 

and the other commanders. Lord Aquila mustered us before the colors the next 

morning and gave us the news."

"The war was over," Serrana said.

Fenn nodded, "The Grand Duke made his peace with the Emperor. He would 

marry his son to a Ruuadian princess. And those fine regiments, who bled and died so

his city would remain free, were to be disbanded. We were ordered to stack our arms 

and disperse. Those who wanted to return home would find a cold welcome...the city 

didn't want several thousand former soldiers wandering its streets, causing trouble. 

By the end, Lord Aquila was weeping. And then he made us an offer."

"I have been with you every day." Lord Aquila's voice carried through the camp,

made raw with sorrow and shame. "When you bled, I bled with you. I starved with 

you. I stood in the mud and faced death with you. I sacrificed my fortune for my 

regiment, for my city. And I will not let any man, be he Emperor or Grand Duke, tell

me it was for naught! Without honor, a man is not a man. What they ask is to throw

our honor onto the bonfire and let it burn. I will not do it! His Grace says I must 

send you men, my sons, into the wind. I will not do it! We have fought for the city, 

and now it spits on us. So we shall fight for ourselves!"

Further words were drowned out by the cheers from the regiment. Only when 

they died down did he make his offer. "Any man who would take his chances back 

home, leave the camp by dawn. Those who would follow the regiment as a Free 



Company, stay! Stay or go...choose by dawn."

They were dismissed, each man given the rest of the day to think it over. Night 

passed, dawn came. The camp was struck and they marched to the south, away 

from the battle front to seek their own destiny. Not a man fled in the night, and the 

only thing they left behind was the banner of Haelinder, now nothing to them but a 

rag blowing in the wind. 

Soldiers they had been. Now they were mercenaries. 

"By our lights, it was an honorable choice," Fenn explained. "Starve on the streets

of a city we hadn't seen in three years, or make our own way. Four years went by and 

we prospered, taking contracts across eastern Tyberia. Most Free Companies are little

more than rabble, brigands following banners. But Lord Aquila's Men were 

disciplined veterans and were paid accordingly. There are worse places to grow to 

manhood."

"But you are here." Serrana pointed out. 

"Through no fault of my own." Fenn felt the old anger rise. Five years and it was 

still raw, an open wound he wouldn't let heal. "We were hired by some petty lord in 

Ubriam. He was squabbling with a consortium of merchants who ruled the 

neighboring city...not sure of the details and it didn't really matter. The money was 

good, which is all we cared about that point. The regiment was different now. We'd 

lost men in battle, others mustered out or were crippled by wounds. New men came 

in, who didn't have the same discipline, the same loyalty. Honor was just a word to 

them. 

"A man from the other side arrived in the night and met with Lord Aquila and his 

lieutenants. The merchants offered us three times the amount promised if we broke 

our contract and joined their side. It was a lot of money, and many of the men wanted

to go for it. But Lord Aquila refused. He'd given his word, without it, he was nothing. 

One fellow, named Chemnit, was not happy. He was new, been with the regiment for 

a year, and was the kind of man who'd toss his own grandmother on a fire to stay 

warm. He told Lord Aquila he was a fool...next he knew, our lord knocked him to the 

ground and had a sword at his throat. Told him to be gone before dawn came.

"But Chemnit had friends of his own and plans well laid. Most of the new boys 

were keen on the deal, and not a few of the veterans as well. Maybe they forgot what it

meant to be soldiers. Maybe four years of our lord's command was enough for them. 

Later that night there was a mutiny. Half the company turned on the other, 



murdering their brothers in their beds. Chemnit and two others surprised Lord 

Aquila in his tent, cut him down before he could raise a hand to fight. A father to his 

men...killed by his own sons. 

"I was out of the camp that night, on picket duty with my squad. We heard the 

noise and thought there was an ambush, went back and saw the killing. Chemnit and 

his boys had complete surprise, it was over soon as it began. He was the commander 

now. None of us had any desire to serve under that backstabbing scum, so we fled in 

the night. A day later we saw signs of pursuit. Men on horseback...we hid in some 

woods and ambushed them. Kill three took one prisoner. He talked easily enough, 

said Chemnit took what was left of the company to the other side. They wanted us 

hunted down so that word of the betrayal wouldn't spread – other Free Companies 

might avoid them in the future, no commander will run the risk of having his men 

bought behind his back. There were prices on all our heads."

"How many got away?" asked Serrana, all humor gone from her voice.

"There were seven men in my squad. We ran south, headed for Balendaas, and 

chased every step of the way. Two were killed when bounty hunters caught us on the 

road. Two more went off on their own, never heard what happened to them. The three

of who stayed made into the woods north of the lake when they found us again. Osly –

he was the sergeant – took a bullet in his lungs. He couldn't go on, so Jekky and I 

gave him our pistols and propped him against a tree. We ran, heard him firing at the 

bastards. If there's any justice, he took a few of them down before he passed. They 

had our trail, so Jekky and I split up. I never saw him again, hope he made it safe. I 

ran for a full day until I saw the lake. Stumbled into a fishing village, bought passage 

on the first lakeboat that would take me, didn't matter where they were headed. 

Which turned out to be Galadorn. I stepped onto the Saint Barelin dock a week 

later...and never looked back."

Fenn climbed out of the bed, suddenly restless. "So...that's my story. I took Lord 

Aquila's name in his honor. The best man I ever knew."

"He smiles on you from Heaven." Serrana reached over and yanked a bell pull. A 

minute later one of the maids entered, averting her gaze as Fenn hurriedly wrapped a 

sheet around his waist.

"Some breakfast, Carla," Serrana ordered.

"As you wish, Mistress."

Since this was the house of a courtesan, the staff were used to gentlemen callers 



spending the night and requiring nourishment in the morning. The most delicious 

smells wafted up from downstairs even before Fenn finished pulling his trousers on. 

Carla laid out a magnificent spread of eggs, cheese, and bread, which Fenn tucked 

into with relish. 

"Hungry?" Serrana asked, watching him from across the table and contenting 

herself with pair of boiled eggs.

"This is the first decent meal I've had in three days."

"Do they have decent meals in the Gardelaar?"

Fenn glanced at her, wondering if this was meant as an insult. Then he saw the 

slight smile on her face. "Sure," he answered. "Roast rat and spoiled ale are a fine way

to break your fast."

"I've read that in certain lands far to the south, rat is considered a delicacy. In 

fact, the locals raise them for the table, like fatted calves."

"Remind me to avoid such lands." He picked up the last few crumbs on his plate 

with regret.

Carla entered the room, whispering something in her mistress's ear and placing a 

folded piece of paper on the table. "A letter for you," Serrana said, sliding towards 

Fenn. "Carla says a rather grubby street urchin brought it to the front door."

Fenn opened the scrap of paper. From Red Eye, he noted with some relief. 

Joelie safe. Not happy with you. Bring flowers. 

So, Red Eye had Joelie stashed somewhere safe. He felt relief at that, followed by 

a nagging sense of guilt at the events of last night. Joelie Castigar, promising artist 

and someone bedmate of Fenn's, forced into hiding while he enjoyed the embraces of 

the finest courtesan in the city, something the richest men in Galadorn emptied their 

vaults to attain. It was a strange feeling, the sensation of guilt since as far as he knew 

there was nothing to be guilty about. Joelie wasn't his wife, and in the artistic circles, 

she ran in what was considered shameful by respectable folk barely raised an eye.

"Good news or bad?" Serrana cut off his reverie just as it threatened to cross the 

line into maudlin. 

"Good enough," he replied, slipping the note into a pocket.

"Well then, let me add my own contribution to your happiness. There is a man in 

the Spires who is knowledgeable about artifacts like the Eyes of the Winter Horse."

"A wizard?" Fenn asked, frowning at the thought.

"A bit of advice, my friend and lover. Never use that word around any man or 



woman whose talents run towards the Aethyric, it is considered an insult."

"So what do I call this fellow?"

"The proper term is 'Arcanist.' A wizard is a mountebank squatting in hedgerows, 

selling love potions to farmers daughters." She stood, indicating Fenn should do the 

same. Carla and another maid closed in to clear the table. 

"I'll keep that in mind," Fenn said. 

When a woman of Serrana's rank and standing wished to brave Galadorn's 

streets, it required a bit more preparation than a housewife stepping out her door 

with a basket for a day in the market square. Fenn was placed in a parlor, where he 

waited for about an hour while Serrana and her maids went through what to his eyes 

was a ridiculously complicated procedure in order to make herself presentable for 

public appearance. Suitable clothes had to be pulled from one of several voluminous 

closets or chests while her body was washed in rose-scented water and dried with the 

softest towels. Her hair was carefully pinned up while touches of cosmetics were 

applied to her face though in Serrana's case the goal was only to accent her natural 

beauty rather than cover up the lack of it. By the time she descended the stairs in a 

cloud of perfume and lace, Fenn was ready to dig a hole through the walls from sheer 

impatience. Another patience was required as her team of bearers readied her litter, 

Serrana only exiting the door when they pulled up in front.

"Half the morning was wasted," Fenn complained as they headed in a southerly 

direction towards the Spires. He declined to ride in the litter this time, walking 

alongside and conversing with her though a screen. "I could have walked there and 

back twice in the time it took!" 

"I am a courtesan of Galadorn," came the reply. "Certain standards have to be 

met."

Fenn had little desire for an argument. "Tell me of this Arcanist," he said.

"His is called Yrek Sneeth..."

"Come off it!"

"That is his name!" Serrana retorted, glaring at him through the screen. 

"What kind of name is 'Yrek Sneeth?' Sounds like a character from a poppet 

show."

"He's not from Galadorn...or this world of Eduri for that matter. He hails from 

some moon on the far side of the system."

"An offworlder?" Fenn was intrigued. Galadorn was a large city and ships 



descending from the Aethyr were not unknown here, but for the most part the word 

'foreigner' denoted people from other parts of the continent. Offworlders were rare 

creatures, much like those exotic birds from the southern jungles brought in by long 

distance traders to grace the homes of the wealthy. 

"Yes, though he's been here nearly twenty years. Soon after arriving in Galadorn, 

he helped foil a plot against the life of Prince Markus. For this, the Prince granted him

his friendship, and he has prospered since as the preferred Arcanist for the elite of the

city."

"Selling love potions to noble daughters who should know better?"

"Something like that. In truth Master Sneeth's talent with the Aethyr is moderate 

at best – I can think of at least two others whose skill is greater – but he has the trust 

of the Prince and connections with the highest levels of society. And he has earned a 

reputation as a scholar of note when it comes to magical artifacts like the Eyes."

"And how will this help us find them?"

"Artifacts like the Eyes don't release their secrets to anyone holding them. There 

are certain things that have to happen, words that need to be spoken, rituals 

performed and so on, before their power is released. Such knowledge is closely kept, 

and once lost requires considerable time and effort to rediscover, along with the 

services of someone who knows of such things."

"Like this Sneeth fellow." Fenn nodded. "You're hoping the villains of the story 

might have spoken with him."

"Something like that."

They made a good time, crossing Surruna and entering the Spires, so named for 

the tall steeples, pillars and peaked roofs which seemed to sprout from every other 

roof, giving the place the appearance of a very compact mountain range. This part of 

the city was long the haunt of Arcanists, Alchemists and others who worked in areas 

considered eldritch by honest citizens and thus considered both objects of fear and 

fascination. Magic was viewed with a degree of suspicion by the Galadornian's, which 

at various points in the past turned to outright persecution. Practitioners acquired the

habit of keeping a low profile, confining themselves to this district and abstaining 

from open involvement in the affairs of the city. (lurid rumors about what they got up 

to behind closed doors were a perennial favorite of barroom entertainment.)

Under the rule of the Princes, many of these restrictions had weakened. The 

growth of the city in wealth and influence drew sages and scholars here along with 



others seeking their fortune. The Spires reputation as a place friendly to learning 

caused many to settle here, founding numerous independent academies to which the 

children of the commercial elite, and increasingly the aristocracy, came to be 

educated. Students were common here as beggars in the Gardelaar, packing study 

rooms during the day and the taverns at night. 

Fenn spotted several of them about the streets this morning, many bearing traces 

from the previous nights debauches, staggering from lodgings to lessons. Several 

whistled or catcalled as the litter passed by, though their moderated their tone at the 

sight of Fenn, who glared angrily, keenly aware that it was some days since he shaved 

and looked more thuggish than usual.

Their destination lay the end of a small alleyway opening into a small court. 

Water bubbled from a fountain shaped like a pair of twining serpents. A single house 

curled about the area, large and expensive by all appearances. The roof tiles were 

glazed green and red rising up at the eastern end was a tall stone tower half-covered 

in ivy with a conical roof. There was an open window on one end, through which a 

large brass telescope poked. Even on the ground, Fenn could tell the fine 

workmanship, and idly calculated what he might get from any number of fences, 

should the opportunity arise...

Something too look forward to. He pulled himself back to the here and now. The 

litter halted before the front door, which opened even before the bearers lowered it to 

the ground. An elegantly dressed butler emerged, bowing at the waist as Serrana 

emerged from the cab, followed by a suspicious glance at Fenn.

"Lady Serrana! You grace this house with your presence."

"I would have words with your master."

"Of course. Follow me." His gaze shifted back to Fenn. "Your man may wait 

outside."

"Her man?" Fenn asked with a derisive snort.

"Your bodyguard," said the butler, now confused. "Unless he is..."

"He is with me," Serrana explained, glaring at Fenn.

"But of course." Whatever thoughts the butler may have had on the subject, he 

kept them to himself. 

The interior of the house was much as one might expect of an Arcanist of note. 

Finely painted frescoes on the walls depicted men and women engaged in any 

number of eldritch practices. Strange, ancient devices stood in niches, bronze 



contractions that appeared to be clusters of gears bound together in ways that made 

the eye ache after staring for a moment. Sconces above one set of doors held a pair of 

torches, burning with an eerie blue fire that gave off no heat. 

"That's a sight," Fenn said, watching the flames dance, casting odd shadows on 

the walls. 

"Good for business," Serrana observed. She'd been here before, and the sights no 

longer amazed her. "People have certain expectations when they walk into the house 

of a man schooled in the Aethyr, much as they would walking into the shop of a 

master tailor. The latter will display his finest coats or trousers for the eyes of his 

customers. That," she waved a hand at the torches, "is really no different."

The butler left them in a parlor, returning a moment later with two glasses of 

wine on a silver tray. "The Master will be with you momentarily," he said.

 Fenn took the wine, his nose catching a sniff of some vintage far greater in 

quality than the swill he usually drowned his sorrows in. His eyes flicked to the far 

side of the room, where the stone skeleton of some ancient beast stood on a marble 

plinth, still half-encased in the rock in which it was found. An impossibly long neck 

curled back, a long-snouted skull filled with far too many teeth opened in an eternal 

death scream. 

Fenn was about to walk over and tap on the stony beak of the creature, in hopes 

that it might somehow come to life when the door swung open again. In walked a 

short, rail-thin fellow with a complexion so pale it verged on the albino. The sparse 

hair clinging to his scalp held only the barest hints of yellow in its coloring. Instead of 

the long starry robe one might expect from a man intimate with the secrets of the 

Aethyr (a common sight in theaters when magic formed part of the plot) he wore a 

tunic cut in the latest fashion and tight trousers tucked into boots, which 

unfortunately displayed a skinny pair of legs. 

"Serrana!" he purred, spreading his arms and bowing extravagantly

The courtesan rose gracefully. "Master Sneeth, it has been too long." 

She held out her hand. The Arcanist brushed his lips across the top of her gloved 

hand. "The greatest of spells, the purest fires of the Elements are but a gutter candle 

compared to your beauty," he responded. Fenn caught a hint of an accent in his voice.

Had he run into the man in the street, he would have figured him for a native of the 

far north, where such coloring was common and not from a distant moon. 

"Your skill with flattery is equal to your knowledge of the mystical arts," she 



demurred.

"Nonsense!" Sneeth exclaimed with mock outrage. "My admiration for you is 

genuine and not a mere play of words! You grace this house with your radiance, and I 

shall weep for hours upon your departure from it...."

Matters went on in this vein for some time. Fenn receded into the background, 

not any different from the petrified lizard against the wall. He settled down in a chair 

to wait. Sneeth's eyes took note of him now again, yet he said nothing, his expression 

hard to read. 

Finally, when his patience was reaching its furthest limit and he was ready to 

knock both highborn heads together in the hope that they might finally get to the 

point...Serrana got to the point.

"Master Sneeth, I do beg your indulgence for dropping in unannounced, but there

is a matter of some urgency that requires your expertise."

"The party? I assure you now as I did a week ago, the entertainment will be the 

talk of the city for a generation..."

"Party?" Fenn asked before he could catch himself.

Sneeth glared at his interruption. Serrana spoke before the man said anything 

unfortunate for all present. "I am hosting a gathering at the Hall of Two Sparrows a 

month hence. Master Sneeth has been contracted to provide entertainments of 

an...arcane nature. Master Aquila here is my partner in another matter, master 

Arcanist, of which I would speak with you this day."

"Your partner." Sneeth took note of Fenn's generally rough appearance "As you 

say." He sat down in a chair, crossing one skinny leg over the other. "So, what is this 

matter your speak of, my lady?"

"The Eyes of the Winter Horse," Fenn said. "Have you heard of them?

"Sir, do you know who I am?" Sneeth seemed insulted at the question. 

"A wiz..an Arcanist, or so Serrana tells me."

"An Arcanist." Now Sneeth didn't bother to hide the sneer from his voice. "Clearly

you have not heard of Yrek Sneeth! I have been in this city for almost twenty years, I 

am a friend and confident of Prince Markus himself! Yet I suppose this knowledge 

has yet to penetrate...where are you from again? What district?"

"That doesn't matter," Serrana said, and this time, there was an edge to her voice.

Sneeth bowed his head. "But of course. The Eyes of the Winter Horse...yes, I have 

heard of them! I've made it my business to know of every Artifact of note on this 



world of Eduri, and it would not be a boast on my part to state that no other scholar 

on this continent has a greater understanding of this subject than your humble 

servant."

He stood, went to a bookcase built into the wall next to the door of the parlor, and

after a moments search plucked out a slender volume. Placing it on the table, he 

flipped several pages until reaching the desired spot. "Come. Have a look."

Fenn and Serrana went to the table, following Sneeth's pointing finger. The book 

was old, with pages made from vellum, inlaid with gold foil and fading ink on the 

margins. Drawn in the center were three amulets of a familiar shape, surrounded by 

an angular script in green ink. 

"What language is that?" Fenn asked.

"Ruuadian." The contempt was barely hidden under the thinnest veneer of 

civility. "To be precise, an ancient dialect spoken amongst members of that Empires 

aristocracy during the Golden Age. Commoners could barely make sense of it, which 

was the whole point."

"And you can read it...never mind, I know what the answer is."

Sneeth held back additional cutting remarks. He placed a finger on the page, 

tapping the image of each amulet. "Opal, aquamarine, amber. Three stones that, 

while valuable in their own right, possess unique qualities those attuned to the Aethyr

can make use of. Opal...aligned with the Green Fire, the element of Life. Aquamarine, 

child of the Constant Wind, the element of Change. And amber...in its depths are 

trapped insects of ages past, remnants of a time when men were but a thought in the 

mind of the Godhead. Such is a servant of the Solid Earth, the embodiment of 

stability. In these did the Arcanists of Ruuadnar lay three enchantments. Opal, to give

increased strength and vitality, aquamarine to create movement, amber to ground 

both and give them direction. Such castings are difficult, involving great expense and 

no small amount of personal risk to the ones laying the enchantment..."

"Seems a bit much, just so a man can win a horse race." Fenn knew he was being 

rude, but couldn't help himself; the mix of pedantry and snobbishness grated. 

Sneeth blinked, reddened at the interruption, and by the looks of it barely held 

back from lambasting him with invective. "The Ruaadian's were  - and still are – an 

extravagant people, especially those of rank and quality."

"And we thank you for the gift of your knowledge," Serrana interjected, glaring at 

Fenn, silently telling him that he was dancing perilously close to the edge of a tall 



cliff. "Pray, how does it work...assuming one was to get their hands on all three 

amulets?"

The Arcanist closed the book, a momentary look of confusion crossing his face. 

"Well, that is complicated and the records are somewhat obscure..."

"Humor us," Fenn said.

Sneeth picked up the book and carried it back to the shelf. "As you might guess, 

certain safeguards were placed on the Eyes, to prevent anyone other than their owner 

from making use their gifts. First, all three stones have to be present. If used for a 

team of horses instead of a single beast, all the beasts must be linked together 

physically in some way. All must possess pure white coats, like fresh winter snow, 

without even the smallest blemish. A special nine-word phrase must be spoken in 

three sections, holding each amulet one by one in a certain sequence."

"And then?"

"Then the horses shall run without feeling the slightest exhaustion, and will keep 

running until they are a reined in or their hearts fail from the stress."

Fenn considered this. The bit about the white horses...that did catch his eye. 

Eldritch creations they might have been, made with the skilled hands of long-dead 

Ruuadian Arcanists for the whim of Princes...but here and now, in Galadorn, there 

was only one possible use for them. "Do you number charioteers among your circle of 

friends?" he asked Serrana.

Sneeth's eyes widened in shock. "You...how dare you ask such a thing..."

"What did I say?" Fenn didn't care about Sneeth's reaction...but the angry look on

Serrana's face was another matter. "I meant no insult."

"My lady, I have shown your...companion here considerable patience but I will 

not stand by as he insults a woman of your standing under my roof!"

"Peace, Master Sneeth." Serrana regained her composure, if only barely. "Do you 

have the plans for my entertainment? Can you bring them to me?"

"My lady, I insist..."

"I insist you bring me those plans. I would know what my money is being spent 

on. Go now, and take your time."

It took a moment for Sneeth to catch on. "Ah...right. The plans. I will need a few 

minutes..."

"Take as long as you need."

Sneeth bowed, shot Fenn a venomous look, and scuttled out of the parlor. 



As soon as the door closed, Serrana whirled on him. "If any other man said such a

thing, I would place a knife deep in his guts and slash downwards!"

"What did I say?"

"You called me a common whore!"

"I did not..." He bumped into something, a chair it felt like. 

"Do you know the standing a common charioteer has in society?"

"I'm guessing it's not that high..."

"I am a courtesan of Galadorn. Men spend fortunes on gifts to win my favor. A 

night in my company is considered a glimpse of what awaits the good when they 

reach Heaven..."

"Yes, I know, though I am not all that good, now that you mention it..."

"I choose the men. Noble born or common, aristocrat or merchant. Sometimes I 

even take an interest in fellows like you. But some men are beyond the pale even for 

one as open-minded as I. Actors, mummers, mimes...and charioteers."

"Seriously?"

"If society is a ladder, then the men holding the reins in the Track cling to the 

bottom rung. Lower than the nightsoil men...lower than you! Only the most common 

of prostitutes will spend the night in their company."

"So...asking if you know one of them..."

"Is an insult." She turned away abruptly, skirts swishing about her legs. "Be glad 

Yrek Sneeth is not one of the young blades sauntering about the Campesal. He would 

be honor-bound to challenge you to a duel."

And die quickly, Fenn thought silently. But he didn't say this aloud. "I am sorry," 

he said.

"It's not your fault." The anger was gone from her voice though a hard iciness 

remained that promised retribution to come. "You did not know. I should have 

remembered."

"Right." He quickly changed the subject. "So...we need to find out whose racing a 

team of white horses in an upcoming race. "

"Indeed." The ice thawed ever so slightly.

"Hence my earlier question. These chariots are owned by rich men, and rich men 

like to boast about their horses. Perhaps you can ask around, see if any of them was in

the market for pale racers. Chances are they're the villains of this tale."

"I will make a few discreet inquiries." 



"Be careful, mind. These amulets leave a trail of bodies in their path. I'm the only 

man still breathing who set eyes on them."

"Yes, I heard about those couriers being gunned down. Not to mention the two 

thieves who died getting that first piece in Nine Pillars."

Fenn frowned. "There was only one thief. Vasco the Mouse went in alone."

"Right...he did." Serrana shook her head. "I forgot."

Fenn didn't buy that. "Are you holding something back?"

"Of course not! I just forgot it's been a very trying day, in case you haven't 

noticed!" The ice was back in her voice, rapidly transmuting to fire.

Fenn opened his mouth, ready to ask another question, or apologize...

BANG!

The sound carried through the house, only slightly muffled by the walls, 

unmistakably a gunshot. A moment later a woman screamed. 

"Stay here!" Fenn said, running to the door and pulling it open. He went down 

the hallway, headed towards the general sounds of fear and panic, his nostrils 

catching the distinctive smell of gunpowder.  

He went round a corner and nearly tripped over the body. Yrek Sneeth lay face 

down on the floor. A large smoking hole was in his back and the cloth of his shirt 

surrounding it was scorched, suggesting whoever pulled the trigger had gotten very 

close. He screaming came from a maidservant standing nearby, clutching her chest 

and going into hysterics.

"Who did this?" he asked. The woman continued to scream

"Hey!" he snapped, cutting through the noise. "Enough of that! What did you 

see?"

"Nothing!" she stammered, moments away from fainting. "He...dark cloak, only 

saw him for a moment, went that way!" She pointed towards the front door of the 

house.

Fenn drew his pistol. He went down the hallway. The door was open, a bright 

square of light against the dim gloom of the front hall. Fenn went towards it, 

thumbing back the hammer.

A man suddenly appeared in the doorway, outlined darkly against the light. 

"Don't shoot!" he said, raising both hands at the sight of the gun.

Fenn uncocked the gun. It was one of Serrana's bearers. "Did you see him?"

"Ran right past me."



Fenn went outside, the bearer stepping aside to let him pass. "You didn't stop 

him?"

"He had a gun."

"Right." Fenn holstered his weapon. The other bearers stood by the litter, asking 

questions he didn't hear. One of them was missing, he noted. He looked down the 

narrow street, saw the mass of people beyond it, locals only just realizing something 

was happening in the house of a prominent neighbor.

He saw something, lying by a wall a few feet away. A glove, left in the street. He 

picked it up and smell the gun smoke on it. 

The missing bearer reappeared, trotting up the street. "I lost him," he said. 

"Vanished into the crowd. Left this behind." He raised a ragged dark cloak.

"Did you get a look at his face?" Fenn asked

The bearer shook his head. "No, he was a ghost. Went round a corner, dropped 

the cloak and vanished fast as you can blink."

"A ghost." Fenn tucked the glove into a pocket. "Right."

The Watch showed up. Fenn made himself scarce since he had little coin and less 

inclination to pay bribes. He waited down the street, buying an apple from a passing 

vendor and watching events from a distance. They went much as expected.

Dead bodies were not unheard of in Galadorn, but a prominent man with close 

ties to the Prince being gunned down in his own home in the middle of the day (and 

an Arcanist no less!) was something else. Enough for the entire watch squad for the 

Spires to show up at the house of the late Yrek Sneeth, filling the courtyard before the 

door, drawing the neighbors to the windows and a crowd of curious onlookers down 

the street.

The corpse was taken out of the house and laid on the street. Watchmen milled 

about, some of them nudging it with their boots every so often. Others went inside, 

ostensibly to look for clues. The fact that their pockets were noticeably fuller when 

they left was deemed unworthy of comment. Order was restored with the arrival of an

official (so noted from the heavy chain of office hanging about his neck) who 

immediately unleashed a tirade at the Watchmen, pointing at the exposed body, then 

at the house. From the way they snapped to attention, Fenn guessed he was the 

district governor, some local worthy appointed to the post by the Prince and 

understandably incensed at the way they treated the remains of a man known to be 



friendly to House Incelidar.

Two men ducked inside, returning a moment later with a white bed sheet. They 

covered the body, then flinched as the governor screamed at them again. Fenn was 

too far away to make out individual words, but he guessed they were orders to move 

the body back indoors, followed some variation of, "you idiots." He wondered how 

many of those brownspikes would still be earning city coin come the sunrise...though 

in his experience Watchmen were very good at taking care of their own. 

The governor took over the questioning. The bearers were interrogated. The 

house servants were marched out and asked what they saw, a scribe jotting down 

every word in a waste book. The doors of neighboring houses were knocked. Finally, 

Serrana herself deigned to emerge. The watchmen did their best not to stare as the 

governor bowed deeply, almost to the point of prostrating himself. From the way 

Serrana bantered with him, they had met before, in more intimate surroundings. 

There was no screaming from the governor though he did blush at one point. 

The Watchmen eventually left. The governor issues instructions to the household 

staff. Sneeth's heirs would have to be contacted, though given his offworld origins 

that would be problematic. A priest came from a nearby temple to pray for the soul of 

the departed. 

It was late in the afternoon when Serrana's bearers brought her down the street. 

"Did you wait here the whole time?" she asked Fenn upon catching sight of him.

He shrugged. "I had nowhere else to be. Did the Watch strip the place bare?"

"Fortunately, the governor arrived before they took more than a few baubles." 

The bearers set the litter on the ground. She twitched the curtain aside, looking up at 

Fenn. "I said nothing about your presence and asked the servants to do the same."

"Did they keep their mouth's shut?"

She nodded. "Aye. It might hold for a day."

"I don't expect to be coming back around here anytime soon." Fenn forced his 

head to be clear, pushing down the thoughts bouncing about his skill Now was the 

time for caution. "Did they give a guess as to who might have done the killing?"

"I don't know." A tinge of despair entered her voice, and for a moment, Fenn had 

to hold back the urge to pull her from the litter, hold her tight and proclaim 

everything would be all right, like some stock character from a badly written play. 

"Who would kill Yrek Sneeth? He was...well, not well liked but..."

"A friend of Prince. He should be untouchable." Fenn shook his head. "Unless the 



one who did the killing has no fear of the Prince."

"A mad man?"

"Maybe. Plenty of folk have a fear of those who traffic in the Aethyr. Unless he 

knew something he wasn't telling us. Maybe he was involved. A bit of an oddity, 

wouldn't you say, that a man guns him down in his home the same day he tells us 

about the Eyes and how they work."

"He was a scholar of artifacts like the Eyes. It doesn't mean he had a hand in 

stealing them."

"As you say, a scholar. We asked him about those stones. It's likely those who 

stole them came to him with the same questions a while back."

"He said nothing about that."

"A man like Sneeth gets paid twice, in my experience. Once for his skills, twice to 

forget he ever used them. But it may be those who did the asking the first time around

didn't put faith in his moral fiber. He didn't strike me as the most sharp-eyed, never 

mind his fancy house."

"Two of the stones are gone," Serrana said. "You have the only remaining one. 

Tell me where it is."

Fenn shook his head. "I can't."

"Why not?" she demanded, anger in her words.

"Because these bloody things leave nothing in their path but dead bodies." He 

grabbed the side of the litter, knuckles turning white. "Every man whose come close 

to them ends up dead in the street."

"Except you."

He smiled without mirth. "Every headbreaker in the city is looking for me. I show 

my face in the Gardelaar and half the skags will put their knives in one another for the

chance to stab me. That bloody rock is the reason why. If words gets out that you 

know where it is, then they will come after your, courtesan or no. I..." He paused, 

looking away for a moment, as if caught in a great emotion he could not show, not 

even admit too. "I couldn't let that happen."

"Fenn..." Serrana's eyes softened, and she turned away as well. "I can protect 

myself. I am not without resources."

"So was Sneeth. So were those palace boys bringing in the second Eye. Look how 

they ended up." He stepped away from the litter, forcing the disquiet down. "I won't 

let it happen to you."



Serrana couldn't meet his gaze. "I...understand."

"I will see you tomorrow. We both need a night's rest."

Serrana didn't answer. She let the curtain fall and thumped the roof of the litter. 

Fenn stepped aside as the bearers took hold of the poles and went on their way. He 

watched them head down the street, holding his position as they went around a 

corner.

Then the mask fell away. He placed a hand against the wall, letting the lid off his 

emotions. Fear, anger, above all confusion. A dangerous notion played in the back of 

his mind, which he couldn't find the courage to face. Let me be wrong, he prayed to 

any god, spirit or saint that might be listening. Please, let me be wrong...

His feet moved of their own accord. Dusk was approaching the streets filled with 

people headed to their home for dinner or to taverns for a drink. In the Spires, the 

latter was likely to be rowdy students out for a riot, and he passed by more than one 

mob of such staggering along, loud voices carrying through the air. Things quieted 

down when he crossed the Silvery Way into Turin's walk, home to sturdy workers 

beholden to the weavers guild, and then into the northern part of the Clanet, where 

the locals spat on the street at the mere mention of the Guilds. 

He let his thoughts roll along as he went, a full picture forming in his head, one 

that he didn't have the will to look at just yet. Across Bendalla Street and he was in 

the northern part of the Clanet. A glance to the left saw the hulking wall of the Track, 

rising over the low-pitched foots like a mountain. Inside a small army of workers 

would be laboring in preparation for the upcoming Nine Pennants. Fresh sand laid 

down on the ground, seats and aisles scrubbed. Grooms tending the horses in the 

underground stables. In the gambling parlors clustering surrounding alleys 

bookmakers were taking in a  constant river of money in bets for the coming race, and

would continue to do so until the moment before the lead horse took his first step.

He crossed the Avenue of Copper and turned to the south, away from the 

Gardelaar. Any cracksman who'd walked the shady long enough learned the 

importance of having a place to hole up until trouble passed on by. A year ago, after a 

housebreaking that went spectacularly wrong led to Fenn being chased through the 

streets by a mob from a neighboring tavern – they took exception to his climbing into 

the window of their much-beloved barman (who doubled in pay as an informant for 

several prominent thief-takers.) He'd ended up in Steenshal, running past the homes 

of middling merchants and tradesmen interspersed with tall warehouses filled with 



valuable goods from the shipfield, brought from across the world and beyond. Down a

small alleyway and there he spotted it...a hole in an ancient brick wall, just large 

enough for a man to crawl through. On the other side was a dusty cellar beneath a 

warehouse. Rickety wooden stairs led to a doorway that by the looks of it was bricked 

up when Fenn's father (whoever he was) wasn't even a glint in the eyes of his 

progenitor.

In other words, the perfect bolt hole. Only a few knew of it...Red Eye among 

them. Once that particular spate of trouble passed, Fenn took steps to make sure no 

one else found out about the place. During one particularly wet winter night, he 

blocked off the entrance with several large crates filled with gravel. He came by every 

couple of weeks, making sure no one else was squatting inside.

It was getting dark when he arrived. Fenn glanced over his shoulder, hand on a 

knife hilt, pushing aside a crate that was somewhat lighter than the others, revealing 

the hole. He crawled inside, pulling on a rope wrapped around an iron bollard bolted 

on the side facing the hole and closing it up behind in. He stumbled about in the dark,

pulling out a small tinder box and flipping the striker until the sparks lit the swatch of

lint inside. He lit a candle and sat down on a box that doubled as the chair. A battered

straw mattress law against the wall, and a battered leather pack filled with enough 

hard tack to keep him alive for a while. 

A home away from home. Given some of the places he'd dossed in over the years, 

this was practically a ducal palace. He sat down on the box, slumping over, the damp 

musty air sour with the smell of dust and old sweat. His eyes started to close, and for 

once images of dead and dying men did not greet him on the way to slumber. If 

Heaven was kind, tonight's dreams would be free of the same...

The box blocking the hole yanked back. Fenn drew his pistol, pointed directly at 

the face of the man on the other side.

Hands shot up in the air. "Don't shoot!"

It took Fenn a moment to recognize the man standing there. "Wait, I know 

you...one of Serrana's bearers."

"Aye." The man nodded vigorously, hands still up. "I need to speak with you!"

"About what? I told her I'd be back tomorrow..."

"They've taken her!"

Fenn lowered the gun. "Clear the hole."

The bearer stepped aside, letting Fenn pass. It was almost nighttime, the only 



trace of the day being a slight glow to the west peeking over the rooftops He went into

the alleyway, seeing no one else waiting. The man had come alone. He's also seen 

some trouble; one of his eyes was all but invisible due to the large bruise swelling 

around it. "What happened? Leave nothing out!"

The bearer nodded, still shaken from the gun. "They ambushed us just outside 

her house..."

"Who?"

"I don't know! Men with guns...five, maybe six..."

"And you did nothing?"

"They had guns! We had our fists." The bearer looked close to tears, "Before we 

knew it they had us facing a wall. Her ladyship was bundled into a cart and hauled 

away. They tied up the others, but me they took aside. One of them put a gun to my 

head, said to go find you..."

"And how did you find me?"

"They said where to look, said you had a bolt hole in Steenshal! Said to tell you 

that they want the last Eye of the Winter Horse, that you've caused them enough 

trouble. Said to bring the stone to a peach house in Keelarin. Said she would suffer if 

you didn't."

Fenn felt dizzy...from lack of sleep, from stress, fear, or a combination of all these 

and more besides. The bearer yammered on, saying, "They said it didn't matter she 

was a courtsean. Said when they was done, no man would want her, said they would 

put her head on a spike in the Campesal with your name cut on her forehead..."

"Enough!"

"You gotta help! They're gonna kill her."

Fenn felt physically ill. Just when he thought things couldn't get any worse... 

"Where did they say I should go?"

The bearer looked relieved. "A fancy house called the Petal Queen, on Slipper 

Road beyond the low wall."

"I heard of it." Fenn slid the pistol back into his belt. "No rest for the weary, I 

suppose." He pushed the box towards the wall, covering the hole again though at this 

point it hardly mattered. They (whoever 'they' were) knew his bolt hole. Which meant

others would as well. 

"So...you got the stone on you?" the bearer asked.

"No."



"But...they said to bring it with you..."

"How did you get that shiner?" Fenn pointed at the man's swelling eye.

"One of the takers belted me, said he'd do worse if I didn't find you."

"Best see someone about that. I knew a man who took a fist to his eye, ended up 

losing it." He walked down the alley. 

"What about the stone?" the man called after him.

"It's safe!"

"But they said..."

"Friend, I know what they want better than you do." And with that, he turned 

northwards.



Chapter Nine

One hundred and fifty years ago, when Galadorn was ruled by the Republic of 

Notables, a period of intense social and political turbulence resulted in a religious 

group known as the Almarinites seizing power. Later generations of would remember 

them primarily for their hatred of anything that even hinted of physical pleasure, and 

the puritanical zeal they displayed in ridding the city of anything that so much as 

hinted of vice (which by their lights covered anything that distracted from a life of 

stern self-denial.) Taverns were closed, poets exiled, the Campesaal became the scene 

of almost daily bonfires in which everything from musical instruments to ale mugs 

was incinerated while wild-eyed preachers gave sermons that might last for five hours

or more. Prostitution was among the many things banned. Whores were told to 

repent of their ways, and publicly shamed when they backslid. 

To no one's surprise, none of these laws cleaned up the city, indeed they seemed 

to make the problems worse. More pragmatic members amongst the zealots proposed

a new solution; since men were predisposed to vice, the city should provide a quarter 

where it could still be provided. As a bonus, any man seen going in there would be 

known as a sinner in dire need of re-education and could be pegged on his way out. 

And so it was that the district of Keelarin (in those days a rundown area avoided by 

honest citizens) was declared the official Pleasure Quarter and the only place 

prostitutes could ply their trade and tapsters sell their wares.

The Almarinite Ascendancy didn't last for very long. Within two years they were 

gone, weakened by infighting within their ranks and then pushed out by an 

insurrection among artisans and Guild workers mightily displeased at the prohibition

of strong drink. The new laws were quickly overturned, to the relief of the 

citizenry...save one. While taverns reopened throughout the city to any with the coin 

to pay, the rules restricting whoring to Keelarin remained on the books. Petitions 

from wives and mothers fell like autumn leaves on the ruling Oligarchs, demanding 

that this relic of the previous regime be kept out of concern for the faithfulness of 

husbands and the moral education of sons. More discretely, the owners of the 

brothels, joyhouses and shake huts in the district pushed back against any attempt to 

ease the restrictions as a threat to the monopoly on vice they had quickly established. 



So it was that Keelarin remained as it was, the only place where a woman of ill-repute 

could practice her trade without fear of prosecution.

Anyone spending more than a day within the city walls learned that this law was 

obeyed more in the breach. Prostitutes in other districts were easily found by those 

taking the time to look. Discreet houses in the Gold Quarter provided companionship 

for those wealthy merchants unable or unwilling to maintain a mistress. Barmaids in 

certain taverns along the docks and the Gardelaar served up more than ale and sour 

wine to their customers. The warrens of tightly packed houses to the west of the Track

were notorious for their assorted bawdy houses. However, because they were illegal 

in the eyes of the law, those who owned and operated such establishments faced the 

daily threat of closure by the authorities, paying a fortune in bribes to the Watch and 

other city officials to protect themselves (another faction in Galadorn favoring the 

status quo.) Discretion was the order of the day in those places, hiding their activities 

behind unmarked doors or legitimate businesses. And even then they still might be 

caught up in the occasional sweep by district governors looking to make a name for 

themselves as guardians of public morals...

But in Keelarin it was different. What was hidden elsewhere was openly displayed

here. Brothels, joyhouses and all manner of businesses related to the flesh trade stood

on every corner. Streetwalkers lurked before alleyways, calling out to passersby 

looking for a quick spike up against a wall. Here the Watch couldn't roust a walking 

peach for violation of the city's morals. Everything was for sale, every pleasure that 

could had for those with the coin to pay. What happened within the walls of the 

district was legendary across the continent and beyond, the subject of ribald legend 

and dark mutterings, a kingdom of delights or a pit of depravity, depending on one's 

perspective. 

Fenn hated the place. Approaching from the south, he joined a steady stream of 

men making their way towards a low brick wall covered in crumbling plaster. It 

surrounded Keelarin, connecting to the city walls north and west and sealing the 

place off from the rest of Galadorn both literally and figuratively. Set in the middle 

was a single entrance, called the Low Gate for its height. The thick wooden door in it 

was always open. Broadsheets were pasted on either side, advertisements for the 

various establishments within along with exhortations from various religious groups 

calling on potential patrons to repent of their sins. A number of preachers were there 

in person, waving scriptures over their heads as they proclaimed the Word of the 



Prophets, calling men to walk the Righteous Path and avoid the hell fires that so 

eagerly awaited their souls.

"Turn back sinners!" one iron-lunged fellow roared, glaring at the punters 

strolling past for a nights debauch. "Know that for every sin thou shall commit in this 

life, nine-fold punishments await in the next! For the Godhead created man and 

woman so they might walk together in love and righteousness! You men, who spend 

coin to buy the bodies of women, defy his plan as you defile the flesh of those fallen 

creatures beyond the walls! Repent your sins, for you do not damn only yourselves 

but them as well!"

It was a sentiment Fenn privately agreed with, something that would have 

surprised his friends had they been made aware of it. Being a former soldier (if an 

uncommonly young one) he was not unfamiliar with the company of prostitutes, and 

upon arriving in Galadorn visited Keelarin in full expectation of a long night of low 

pleasure. He left consumed with self-disgust for setting foot in the place, and an 

opinion of the Oldest Known Profession that gained little sympathy among his 

neighbors in the Gardelaar. 

He paused before the wall, the roar of the preachers mixing with the sounds 

coming through the entrance to form a dull hum in his head. He sighed, squared his 

shoulders and ducked though the entrance, nearly tripping over the body of a drunk 

lying sprawled on the other side. The smell of stale wine, cheap perfume, and other 

odors hit him as he stepped into the open air, a harsh musk that warmed the blood, 

honey for flies. He stood on the edge of a small plaza. An ancient fountain shaped like

a rearing stag dribbled a stream of water from its stone mouth. Lining the edges were 

four large buildings, luxuriously appointed, their doors open in the summer night, 

music from within mingling with the noise of the street. Each possessed a long second

story balcony on which women wearing very little posed provocatively, calling down 

to men below. 

"You! Big fellow in the coat!" 

Fenn looked up despite his best intentions, meeting the gaze of a young peach 

leaning over the railing. Having caught his eye she tugged down the top of her flimsy 

dress, exposing a breast. "Have a taste of this, good sir," she said.

Fenn said nothing. She looked barely out of childhood, but the glint in her eyes 

and the mask on her face belonged to a woman decades older and harder. He turned 

away, flinching slightly at her rejoinder. "Be off then! Find a boy, why don't you!"



He went down one of several narrow streets radiating out from the square. Even 

had been so inclined, Fenn knew he couldn't afford five minutes in one of the Low 

Gate peach houses – spots near the entrance to the district were the most valuable, 

charged the highest prices and catered to the wealthiest patrons, willing to pay a 

premium for pleasurable company. He wondered who the girl was, who her mother 

was...some farmer's daughter perhaps, come into the big city on the promise of work 

as a servant in a fine house, only to find herself here. It was a common enough scam 

though the men who engaged in it tended to be discreet, as they were despised by 

other skags.

 Fenn could tell the story of her life the deeper he went into the district. Soon 

enough she would be replaced by a new face, making her way northward to other 

dens of descending inequity, until she was too worn out for even the grimiest peach 

house and found herself on the street. He saw her future in the faces of the 

streetwalkers calling out to passersby, the desperation in their eyes mixed with a 

bitter acceptance of their fate. 

Nothing was more conducive to the quelling of desire, at least from Fenn's point 

of view. It was not something widely shared by the rest of the city – he mentioned it 

to Red Eye once, who laughed, pointed out the various peaches who earned their daily

bread in the Red Cat. You're too sentimental, the man said, and perhaps he was right. 

Why else was he here?

Keelarin grew more raucous the further one went in. Theaters and bawdy houses 

clustered next to taverns and smoke dens. He stepped aside as a mob of rowdy 

apprentices staggered past, leaving ale fumes in their wake. One of them had a purse 

hanging from his belt, half open to show the glint of silver. Fenn's fingers twitched at 

the sight, but he knew better than to pick up spare change. Despite its reputation, 

Keelarin was remarkably free from street crime. The coalition of brothel owners, 

tavern keepers, and flesh peddlers who ran the place frowned on anything that might 

cause a halt in their profits and didn't wait on the Watch when some skag with more 

greed than sense came here looking for easy marks. Rumors of protection money paid

to an especially vicious gang floated about as well and were likely true.

He turned a corner and halted again. The street split apart, curving around a 

large building gaily painted in red and pink. A pair of half-dressed stone nymphs 

flanked an open door, one holding a crown, the other a basket of petals. Painted 

above the lintel was the name of the place - THE PETAL QUEEN.



Last chance to walk away. Nothing was forcing him to continue. Fenn knew he 

could turn around, head back the way he came. What was the life of Serrana, of any 

woman really, compared to his own? He put one foot forward, then the other. The 

door came closer, looking much like the mouth of Hell despite the cheery decor. In he

went, wrinkling his nose at the rosewater scent pervading the air. 

The entrance hall featured red velvet drapes, paintings of exotic women wearing 

little more than jewels and a few strips of strategically placed cloth, and real women 

dressed much the same reclining on couches and chairs. An upscale place by the looks

of it, and the appearance of the men being led upstairs by their companions of the 

moment. His view of the place was then blocked by an old woman dressed in severe 

black stepping in his path. "Who are you?" she snapped, her accent surprisingly 

refined. "This is not a crib house!"

Fenn knew his appearance was considerably rougher than most men who came 

into the place, explaining the house mother's welcome. "I'm here for Serrana," he 

said.

"Oh." The woman's face softened slightly. "You're him. Do you have it?" 

"It?"

"Don't play games, young man! You know what is at stake."

He nodded.

"Follow me." She turned about and walked through a nearby door. 

Fenn followed after, saying nothing. Not resisting a pair of strong hands grabbing

his arms as he walked through, twisting them behind his back. Saying nothing as a 

burlap sack dropped over his head, even as his pistol was plucked from his belt and 

the various knives hidden on his person removed.

"Bring him along," the woman said.

He was half led, half dragged down a corridor, then through a door and down a 

set of stairs, stumbling his way below ground. The men holding him cursed as he 

tripped one time to often and lifted him up, holding his high as easily as they might a 

kitten. His nostrils were filled with the scent of old burlap, and the smell of mildew. 

One door opened, then another. Then he was seated down on a chair. His arms were 

forced back behind it and a loop of rope went around them. At the very last moment, 

he tensed the muscles in his arms, holding fast as they firmly tied him down. 

"Not very welcoming," he said. No one bothered to answer. Footsteps echoed off 

stone walls, and a door slammed shut. He remained still, not trying to break free. The 



last thing he wanted at the moment. Answers would be coming soon, he would finally 

have a look at one pulling the strings. Whether he survived the meeting was another 

matter entirely....

The door slammed opened again. He heard the clink of chains, accompanied by 

whimpering. "Sit down!" a man snarled, followed by the sound of a body falling to the

floor. "You two have much to talk about!"

The bag was whipped off his head. Fenn cursed, closing his eyes at the sudden 

light. He was in a small room underground. There were damp spots in the corners, 

signs of mold. Crates were piled against a wall, suggesting it was used as a storeroom. 

The man glaring at him was a big, beefy headbreaker that had 'bouncer' written all 

over him. "Best get talking," he said, walking out the room and slamming the door 

shut.

Fenn turned his head to the left. Serrana lay huddled in a corner, still wearing the

same dress as the last time they met though now it was torn and filthy. She'd been 

worked over recently, the left side of her face swollen, her left eye blackened. Her 

bands were bound with chains behind her back. "Serrana."

"Fenn." She laughed weakly. "I must look a fright."

"What happened?"

She shifted about, pushing her back up the wall. "They rushed me outside my 

front door. Shoved guns in my bearers faces, ordered me out into the street. One of 

my men tried to stop it and they knocked him down. A bag went over my head...next 

thing I knew, I was here."

"And your face?" Fenn asked. 

Terror filled his eyes. "The old woman. She had me brought here, wanted the last 

stone. I said didn't know. She called me a liar. I told her who I was, what would 

happen when word of my abduction spread. She laughed! Said I was just another 

whore. Then one of her men came in and he...he..."

"I can guess."

A tear dribbled down her face. "I wish I never heard of the Eyes," she said, almost 

in a whisper. "I should have stayed away, left it be. So what if grandfather lost the 

bloody things..."

"What does she want with them?"

"I heard her say something about a chariot race. They have the other stones and 

will do anything to get the third. I...I gave them your name Fenn. They beat me until I



blacked out, then beat me again. I said nothing. So that old bitch had her men tear my

dress, said that if I didn't give her what she wanted, she'd give them what they 

wanted. And when they were done, she'd let every other man in Keelarin have the 

same, then throw my body in the lake."

"So you broke." Fenn's voice lacked any hint of sympathy.

"You would have done the same!" Now she looked desperate. "Fenn, tell them 

where the third stone is! Tell them or we both die!"

"We're dead anyway," Fenn pointed out. "Soon as I give them the spot, yonder 

headbreaker will twist my neck and yours as well."

"They promised to let us live. The old woman promised..."

"The same old woman who said she let her boys violate you one after another?"

Now she looked set to weep. "Damn you, Fenn Aquila! You're a good man, I know

you are! I didn't want this, I just wanted to restore my family's honor! I don't want to 

die, please! I don't want to die! I do anything, I'll give you all the gold I have, I'll be 

your whore, your wife, anything! Please, tell them, please! I don't want to die..." She 

started blubbering, her beautiful face twisted by fear of death. "I don't to die..."

Fenn was moved by the sight, despite his best efforts. If it was anyone else, 

anywhere else, he'd be tempted. It was just a bloody stone. Supposed to be magical, 

but what was that to him? Worth a lot of coin, but money was nothing to a dead man. 

Why not give it away, be free of this mess?

He remembered the boy in his arms. A palace page in his livery, dying before his 

time, wondering why they shot him down in the street. Dying for nothing. Silent 

voices, crying to Heaven for vengeance... He heard that line once in a playhouse, a 

quotation from scripture. About how every sin would be remembered, every crime 

punished, every wrongdoer brought to judgment. 

Time to end this farce. There was only much hypocrisy he could stomach. "You're 

good, Serrana," he said.

She was confused. "What?"

"They want to know where the stone is. I won't be telling them. I'll only tell it to 

the woman in charge, and I don't mean that old bawd waiting outside."

"Fenn, what are talking about..."

"I know who you are, Serrana, so drop the act. It's an insult to us both."

A moment passed. Serrana stared at him, seemingly in shock. Then a slow smile 

curved her lips. She stood, letting the chains slip off her wrists to the floor. "Well," she



said. "You're smarter than you look."

"Many have said."

"I should have known better. But there was always a chance."

"Not much of one." 

"Indeed. What a shame." Serrana turned to the door."Arpan!" she snapped.

The door opened and in he came. Arpan Hooknose, glowering at Fenn. "It didn't 

work!" he snarled.

"Obviously."

"I told you, he's smart. We should have done what I said..."

"You may get your chance. Now be quiet."

"He didn't say anything! Let me have five minutes, I'll get him to talk..."

"I said, be quiet!" She didn't raise her voice, didn't even look at him. But Arpan 

Hooknose, one of the most feared skags on the streets of Galadorn, shut his mouth. 

He glared at her, then looked away, obedient as a dog.

More men came in, followed by the old house mother, who handed Serrana a rag. 

She wiped away the black soot painted around her eye, the old woman holding a 

mirror. The swelling on her face remained, though, much to Fenn's surprise. 

"An old whore's trick," Serrana said by way of explanation. "Find a mark with a 

heavy purse, feed him a spiked drink until he passes out. This," she pointed at her 

puffy cheek, "is made from some combination of spices cooked up by a friendly 

alchemist. Put it on your face it and it swells up until it looks you were knocked about.

It goes away in a few hours..long enough for the mark to wake and pay extra for 

damages."

"Did you learn that trick here?" Fenn asked sardonically.

"Yes," she replied, ignoring the insult. She removed the last bits of soot and faced 

Fenn, hands at her side and a slight smile on face. Still beautiful, though now it was 

the beauty of a snake, a viper waiting to strike. 

"So tell me," she said, "How did you know?"

"It was easy enough. Heaven damn my eyes, I should have seen it sooner."

"Yet here you sit. You walked in here, knowing it was a trap? I don't believe it."

"Well, I'll admit not all the pieces fit until I walked in here and saw you tied up on

the floor. Courtesans are high rank. Street scum like Arpan here," he glanced at 

Hooknose, who glowered back, "wouldn't dare breathe on the likes of you, let alone 

snatch one off the street and give her the back of his hand. Not if he wanted to live 



long enough to see his hanging day. There are too many men of rank with an interest 

in your welfare. Be like stealing a wolf's cub."

"Hah!" She was delighted at the revelation. "You are a treasure, Fenn Aquila, a 

real find. Tell me more."

"You want to know more?"

"Yes." She met his gaze without flinching. "Tell me a story. How did you learn my 

deep dark secret?" 

The mocking tone in voice was annoying in the extreme. Fenn controlled his 

anger with some effort, forcing his mind to be clear. He needed all his wits here. 

"Other things," he said, "which didn't fit right. By themselves they meant nothing, but

put them together..."

"Such as?"

He ignored the interruption. "Put them together and it makes for a picture of 

fakery. To begin with, the way you appeared on that street, helping a skag from the 

Gardelaar gutters, with a bullet in his arm and headbreakers on his trail looking for a 

killing. A guardian angel in silk you were, picking up, taking me to your house, 

patching my wounds. That doesn't happen outside children's stories. A woman like 

you, seeing a man like me lying in the street, would step past the body and be on her 

way. But you show up, almost as if you knew where I would be. Which makes 

sense...Rokko Ironfinger stands under the Crescent's banner, and Arpan there is 

second in the gang.  Getting one of Rokko's lads to clue him into my whereabouts 

wouldn't be a moments work."

"It was a risk," she agreed with nod. "But letting you die on the street wasn't an 

option, you were the only one who knew where the bloody stone was."

"Second," he continued doggedly, "when Rokko's lads cornered us at Spinning 

Harlan's....you fought."

"Why does that surprise you?" she asked. "Even a mouse will fight when backed 

into a corner."

"You aren't a mouse," he said. "And women like you don't fight. They don't train 

with blades...too much of a risk, they might slip and leave a scar. Not a good thing for 

a woman who trades on her beauty. And there's no need, they have plenty of men 

around them to handle any rough business if it comes up. But you fought, and fought 

well. I learned my blade work in an army camp and I learned how to kill on a 

battlefield. But you've had formal training, the kind given out in fancy academies with



defensing masters, teaching young aristocrats how to spike each other with 

smallswords. A courtesan wouldn't know such things..but a noblewoman with an 

indulgent father might."

"He was very indulgent," Serrana said. "My mother did not approve, but he 

always had his way in the end."

"Then there was the glove."

"What glove?"

"The one left behind at Sneeth's. Stank of gun smoke..and it was the same color as

the ones worn by your bearers. My guess is, he took the wizard by surprise, gunned 

him down before he could do so much as blink, then ran off, tossed the glove and put 

on a spare. Which makes sense...he knew too much. Like you said, anyone in the city 

who need to learn how those amulets worked would have come to him sooner or later.

I'm surprised he kept his mouth shut when you showed up with me in tow."

"Sneeth would have been a success as an actor," Serrana said with scorn. "He had 

little talent as an Arcanist, did you know this...of course, you wouldn't. But he was 

friends with the Prince and in the eyes of the city that made up for all his other 

deficiencies."

"Then why did he join with you?"

"Greed. It was his greatest failing. Markus showered him with wealth and 

station...a foreigner and an offworlder no less! But it was never enough. I promised 

more than the Prince could ever give him. But even that wasn't enough."

Fenn pondered this. "Vasco," he said. "He killed Vasco."

"Sneeth was Vasco's contact – they had dealings in the past through middlemen. 

He was supposed to pay Vasco a bag of gold aurins..."

"But he was greedy," Fenn said, interrupting her in mid-sentence.

"The thief was sweet on a girl working in this house," Serrana continued, not 

losing a beat. "He would have come here to celebrate, drunk a glass of wine laced with

aconite, then dropped in the lake. No one would have missed him. Instead, they find 

him lying in a public square. Sneeth said he didn't want to waste the money. Thirty 

aurins...it's too much, he told me! The miserly bastard."

Thirty aurins was enough to feed a family for a year. Fenn marveled at her casual 

dismissal of Sneeth's all too understandable reluctance to part with such a fortune. 

"So you killed him."

"His greed would have caused other problems. I couldn't take the risk. Truth be 



told, I should have planned it better...gunning him down while you were in the same 

house proved a mistake."

"Unless you got caught," he pointed out. "Then you could have blamed it on me."

"Quick as always...so what else is there?"

"Connec." 

Serrana frowned. "What?"

"You knew about Connec. He was with Vasco the Mouse when they hit that house 

in Nine Pillars. He was the one who was shot. Except no one outside that house knew 

about it! Vasco likely hid the body afterward, because Connec's brother is a Watch 

Captain who promised their Ma he'd keep the little shit on the straight path. I didn't 

know about it, no one on the shady side knew about it. But you did..which means you 

have a connection inside that house, knew who was involved. Which means you were 

involved."

Serrana had no witty remark for that. "What else?" she asked.

"Well, since you asked so politely..." He jerked his hands against the ropes. "The 

interest you showed in those stones. You're a courtesan. In and out of every great 

house in this city. It wouldn't be that hard for you to find out who owned the Eyes and

get your hands on them, as a gift maybe, or just buy 'em outright. Plenty of men in 

this city with more money than sense, who'll turn over a magic jewel for a smile from 

the likes of you...but you couldn't do that. The Prince's men, they also know about the 

Eyes. And someone making a move to collect them all, with the Nine Pennants so 

close, it would raise all kinds of questions. And seeing as you're planning to fix said 

race..."

"Why would I care about the Nine Pennants?" she retorted. "Assuming I had any 

interest in controlling the outcome of any race? There are plenty of other events at the

Track throughout the year, any one would suit."

"Because you don't care about the money," Fenn answered. "You want to bring 

down the Prince."

And there it was, the cold truth. Serrana was very still while the other men

In the room placed their hands on their knife hilts, waiting for the order to end 

his life. 

"It's just a race," she said. "One among many. Princes do not fall because of 

them."

"This race, this year, is different. Every faction sponsoring a team hates all the 



others. And the Prince's own nephew has a team on the list. The whole city will be 

watching. From what I hear, Lord Sevvan's isn't favored to win, he has a bad team 

and worse driver. But if it turns out different, if his team is the first to cross the line, 

then the mob will think the Prince fixed the race as a favor for his nephew. All the 

other factions that have a stake will be outraged. There will be a riot within an hour. 

The Prince will look weak. Your partners among the Forty Families will get the 

opening they've been waiting for to bring him down."

"What partners could a mere courtesan have among the Forty Families?" she 

asked, a slight smile on her lips. 

"Many are likely your relatives," Fenn answered. "You lot are all related to one 

another, like peasants in a small mountain village." He looked her in the eye. "Serrana

isn't your real name. What did your mother call you, the day you came into this 

world?"

And then Serrana smiled openly, delighted at being found out. "My name," she 

said, "is Vannai of House Majaani."

"Majaani..." Fenn frowned. The name was familiar. "That's not one of the Forty, 

far as I know..."

"It was a generation ago." And now the smile was gone. "When Galadorn was a 

free city and the Incelidar's just family among many. My father was one of the brave 

few to strike against Dorrus the Usurper, the last attempt to restore Galadorn's 

ancient liberties. But he failed, and for that we were exiled, our property seized, our 

name damned to the memory. I was born in a distant city, years after the event and 

all my life my father told me stories of my homeland, who we were and what we lost. I

have carried the dishonor with me from the moment I was old to understand what it 

meant."

And now the mask was gone. The sensuality, the softness, the radiance that was a 

courtesan's stock in trade, replaced by a cold fury that was the animating force in her 

life. "My father died a broken man," she said. "Buried in a strange land, far from the 

bones of his ancestors. I swore by fair means or foul, I would restore our family's 

honor. I would bring down Markus and all the other snakes of House Incelidar! I 

would have revenge!"





Chapter Ten

The swelling on Serrana's face was disappearing. There was an interlude of a few 

minutes as she left the room. When she returned the torn dress was gone, replaced by

a silk gown studded with lake pearls, her face freshly scrubbed, looking much like a 

temple acolyte, if an expensively dressed one. 

The old madam was there as well, and from the way Serrana - Fenn couldn't 

make himself think of her as Vannai Majaani - acted so courteously, he guessed there 

was more between them than mere mistress and servant. 

"A former employer?" he asked, jutted his chin at the crone.

Arpan stepped in, raising a meaty fist, halting at a glance from Serrana. "A low 

blow," she said reprovingly. "If you wish to call me a whore, then do so directly. Don't 

drag an old woman into your insult."

"How is calling her a house mother an insult? That is what she is."

"And she is a very good one." Serrana bent over to the women and whispered a 

few words. The crone nodded and smiled, amused by what her mistress said. 

"Laani was a servant to my family," Serrana said. "As was her mother, and her 

mother before her. Three generations in service to House Majaani trusted and 

honored for their loyalty. Until the day we were exiled. Our properties were seized, 

our wealth stolen, and those servants who didn't flee with us were turned out into the 

street to starve. Laani knew no other way of living than as a lady's maid, but after our 

disgrace, no house would take her in. She turned to prostitution to survive. When my 

family reestablished itself in our new home, she contacted us. We sent her what 

money we could, at first to aid her and other former servants in need, then to set up 

this...." She waved her hand towards the ceiling.

"A whorehouse?"

"Frequented by many officials in the palace and low-level servants and aides of 

any number of noble families and Merchant Princes. The kind of men who are 

invisible to their masters, who hear everything that happens. And when they come 

here, you'd be surprised how easily they spill their secrets. For thirty years, Laani's 

business has kept us informed of the everything that happens in this city, everything 

worth knowing. How do you think I learned about the Eyes of the Winter Horse?



"When I was fourteen, I came to Galadorn in secret, the oath to my father still 

burning in my memory. Laani took me in, kept me hidden from the world even as she 

taught me lessons that needed learning if I was to gain my vengeance. How to 

pleasure a man with words and my body..."

"She taught you well." Fenn couldn't help but compliment her.

"I was a quick student. She taught me about this city, the things my father's 

stories left out. About the Prince and how he kept hold of his power. Above all, she 

taught me the value of patience. After two years of waiting, I made my debut as a 

courtesan, establishing my name and presence in the highest levels of society. 

Spending days and nights in the presence of men whose families were allies of ours 

once. Some had made their peace with the Incelidar's. But others remembered the old

days, what was lost...and however much they bowed to Markus, they yearned for 

restoration. To regain what was lost. And then the opportunity came."

"The Nine Pennants."

"A rare blunder on his part, allowing that idiot nephew to enter his own team! I 

can't imagine what he was thinking. There is no way Lord Sevvan can be allowed to 

win, no one would believe it was done fairly. I don't have an army at my command, 

and none of the Houses, Guilds or Merchant Princes will rebel against the Prince on 

my account. But if the city is convulsed by a riot caused by his own nephew, then he 

will look weak. He will make enemies of his chief supporters. Those who fear him will 

find their courage and rise up."

"All from a single chariot race."

"History is not always made by wars, armies or the men who command them. 

Sometimes a single act, in the right place at the right time, can have more effect than 

ten battles. Markus is vulnerable and doesn't know it. That is why I need the Eyes. 

And why you are going to tell me where the last one is."

"I don't have it," Fenn said. "I sold it for a mug of cheap beer."

"Come now! Surely you can think of a better lie than that?" Serrana walked 

around behind him. Fenn heard the heels of her shoes tapping softly on the floor, the 

swish of her skirts. 

She knelt down behind him, her lips inches from his right ear. "I don't have the 

time to banter words. Arpan wants to torture you. But in my experience, a man with a

knife in his gut will say anything to have it pulled out. So I'll make this simple: tell me 

where the amulet is and I'll let you walk out of here with your life and all the body 



parts you came in with. I'll let you guess what will happen if you don't."

Fenn turned his head, looking her in the eye. "Go to Hell."

Now Serrana was angry. She stood and walked away, delicate hands clenching 

into fists. 

"You should know," Fenn continued, "that before I came here, I wrote down 

everything I know about this matter, including my suspicions about you. I left the 

testimony with a close friend. If he doesn't see me by dawn, he'll take it to the Palace. 

The Prince will know, and you'll be the one with the price on her head."

"Friends?" Arpan snorted. "Do you mean Red Eye and that tasty artist you've 

been spiking? My boys are watching them both as we speak."

"Balls!"

"Red Eye has her hidden in a small house in Saint Barelin," said Serrana. "So I'll 

make this plain. Tell me what I want to know, or it won't be you who suffers. It will be

them."

The mask was gone. All sweetness, all beauty, replaced by an iron determination, 

fueled by a rage Fenn couldn't begin to fathom. "I'll have them both brought here,' 

she said. "I'll make you watch as I cut your bartender's throat. I'll stand by and laugh 

as Arpan's men have Joelie, one by one. And then I'll open the doors to this house and

let every beggar and deviant from Galadorn's gutters stagger in here and take their 

pleasure as many times as they want. If she's alive when it's done, I'll kill her myself. 

And I'll make sure to remind her every few minutes that it's all your fault."

She wasn't bluffing. This was no idle threat. Fenn held her gaze for a moment 

longer then looked away. He couldn't take the risk. "You win," he muttered.

"I always do."

"There's a wall behind my lodgings. You'll find it there." He told them where to 

look, what stone the amber piece was hidden behind. He slumped in the chair when it

was done, too numb to weep.

"See?" said Serrana mockingly. "That wasn't so hard." And without another word,

she left the room. The house mother followed after, giving Fenn a withering look as 

she went.

Arpan Hooknose remained behind. "It's a terrible thing," he said, "seeing a man 

bested by a slip of a girl."

"Is that what she did to you?" Fenn muttered, looking up.

Arpan laughed. He reached into his coat and pulled our an iron butchers hook, its



tip sharpened to a needle point. "Arpan Hooknose kneels before no wench," he said. 

"They kneel before me if they know what's right!"

"Is that how she got you? Or she spread her legs as well?"

"I was tempted to make that part of the payment...but no. I kenned what she is 

the moment we met, rather take a viper to bed than jump down her rabbit hole! 

Nah...we're partners!"

"Partners...right."

Arpan reddened at his mocking tone. "Seven years I been standing in Ogeron the 

Brick's shadow. Keeping our jack footers in line, putting the knife to the Docksiders, 

doing all the real work while he plays the gentleman in his fine house. She makes an 

offer, says when her friends take over the city, the next head on a spike after the 

Prince's will the Brick's. I'll be the boss of the Gardelaar. With their help, I'll run the 

Docksiders back into the lake. Every gang in the city will stand under my flag."

"Or she'll cut your throat the moment she takes over."

"Or maybe I cut hers." Arpan tested the tip of the hook with his thumb. "Do you 

know why they call me Hooknose? Want to find out?"

"Not really..."

Arpan approached, grabbed the back of his head with one hand, and placed the 

tip of the hook in Fenn's left nostril. "It's all an act, see?" Arpan spoke softly, his eyes 

displaying a dreadful concentration. "Killing a man is nothing. Give someone a knife 

or a gun and corpses will follow. But killing a man with style, now that is something 

else. People remember you, they tell their friends about it."

The hook pressed upward. Fenn gritted his teeth, trying to ignore the first drop of

blood dribbling down his lips and chin. "She said I could leave if I talked," he 

protested, the words coming out strained.

"Aye, she did. But Arpan Hooknose made no such promise." Arpan pressed the 

hook upwards, the point digging in. "Fast or slow, fast or slow...fast, this goes up into 

your brain, but it might take an eye out along the way. Slow I get there with half the 

mess...but you feel it all the more. Scream, Fenn my lad! These walls are thick and no 

one will hear you..."

There was a knock at the door. "Boss!" said one of the guards.

"Busy!" Arpan said.

The door opened. The guards didn't seem the least bit surprised at the sight of the

hook embedded in Fenn's nostril. "She wants you."



"I said I'm busy."

"Jossy's here."

"What...now? He ain't due for another hour!"

"Came early. Maybe he wanted an early run at the girls. Anyway, he's upstairs, 

and the lady wants you there when they talk."

Arpan thought it over. He sighed and yanked the hook out of Fenn's nose. "What 

a waste," he muttered, standing up and slamming the hook into a nearby beam. "And 

we were just getting to know each other."

They left the room, closing the door behind. Blood dribbled from Fenn's nose, 

aching and itching at the same time. He waited until the sound of footsteps faded 

away from the other side of the door, then went to work. His wrists relaxed until they 

were limp, creating some slack. Very little, but enough to work with. He moved his 

arms back and forth, hissing through his teeth at the pain. Losing some skin was a 

small price to pay under the circumstances...he gasped as one hand popped free, 

leaving a bloody scrape along the side. The other followed a moment later. 

He stood and went to the door. Movement on the other side...footsteps. "Arpan 

says to cut his throat, then toss the body in the lake." One of the headbreakers, 

speaking on the other side.

"Why do I gotta do it?"

"Arpan tells me, so I tell you. Chain of command, see?"

"Chain of my arse! You be no bigger than me, boyo!"

"Fine, have it your way..." Coins rattled together for a moment. "Call it."

"Er...heads!" 

A thumbnail struck silver, followed a moment later by a curse. "Tails, bugger all."

"Get it done."

"Best two outta three?"

"I ain't listening." The winner stomped back up the stairs.

"Bastard!" the loser called out. 

Fenn pressed back against the wall next to the door hinge. It swung inward, the 

guard coming in and pulling a knife. "Sorry about this, lad. Nothing personal...what 

the hell?" He saw the empty chair. "Bugger all..."

Fenn shoved the door closed and moved in, wrapping his arms about the 

headbreakers throat. The man choked, stabbing back at him with the knife, Fenn 

angling his head away to avoid being cut. The guard stumbled back, slamming Fenn 



against the wall and knocking the breath from him, but he still hung on in a choke 

hold. The guard slammed him back again, then fell to one knee. The knife slipped 

from his fingers. He toppled over, his struggle growing weaker as his face turned blue.

Fenn held on grimly, waiting until the man stopped moving before letting go. 

He picked up the knife. The headbreaker didn't move...dead or blacked out, made

no difference at this point. Fenn opened the door slightly and peeked out. The 

corridor beyond was empty. At one end was a wooden stairway head upwards. Next to

it was a small wooden hatch set in the wall. 

He went to the stairs. A closed door was at the top. From what he remembered, 

that opened into the ground floor of the brothel, which was likely crawling with 

Arpan's men. Fenn opened the hatch. A chute was on the other side, headed upwards 

towards the roof. Near the top, he spotted a small lift, currently suspended at the 

uppermost floor. He'd heard of these, mainly in the homes of the rich. The master of 

the house usually lived on an upper floor, while the kitchens were on the ground. A 

small service elevator like this running between floors meant breakfast could be 

delivered without the servants having to climb any number of stairs and the food 

growing cold along the way. Not surprising a whorehouse would have the same setup 

– after a gentleman was done with his lady of the evening, he might order a glass of 

wine to refresh himself. Efficient...and it was his way out.

Fenn climbed into the chute. The wooden sides were smooth and without 

handholds. He pressed his back against the wall, his knees on the other side. He 

pushed downwards, sliding his back up the side of the chute, then pulling knees after.

It made more noise than he liked, and he waited for someone above to open and 

hatch and look down. But no one did...there was a band of musicians playing, and he 

heard the muffled sound of laughter mingled with the song. The saints knew what 

kind of orgy was being hosted above.

He made it to the first floor before his legs started cramping. Fenn looked around 

desperately. There was a small ledge in front of the hatch. He pushed himself up a bit 

and place one foot on the ledge, sighed with some relief as the muscles started to 

relax. He looked up at the elevator. Still stationary. 

The music died down. Voices came through the first-floor hatch. His ears perked 

as he caught Serrana's among them. 

"You're early," she said. "We weren't expecting you for another hour."

"A man has his needs. And your house looks to be set to satisfy them." The man 



spoke with a lilting accent common to the cities on the northern side of Balendaas.

"The house caters to all desires, Master Jossy. You may make use of for the night, 

free of charge...assuming you brought what was promised."

"Aye. I have it...and 'twill be yours, soon as you hold up your end."

"Indeed." Fenn caught the hint of weary irritation in her voice."Show him."

Footsteps. There was a narrow crack between the edge of the hatch and the 

surrounding wall. Through it Fenn caught a glimpse of Arpan for an instant, holding 

a small leather pouch. He passed from sight. 

A moment later Jossy whistled with appreciation. "Looks pure." Another pause. 

"Tastes pure as well. This deal be sharp-eyed so far...assumin' the rest arrives."

"Tomorrow, just after midnight, at Dog Head Pier." Arpan spoke now. "The name 

of the lakeboat is Happy Nancey. Your cargo is on board."

"Fifty pounds of Maiden's Tears," Serrana said. "And not easy to come by."

"I earned every bit of it, I did."

"Yes...about that. Your methods were quite excessive."

"You said to get that stone. You didn't say how it was done, only that it get done. 

Now you complain?"

"You gunned down half a dozen Palace men," Arpan said. "Why not set fire to the 

neighborhood as well?"

"Maybe I should have!"

"Enough!" Serrana cut off the argument before it began. "What's done is done. 

Show me the stone."

Fenn squinted, and for a brief moment he saw it, the amulet taken from the 

Palace servants gunned down two days before, the aquamarine glinting momentarily 

in the light before passing from sight. 

"Thank you," Serrana said. "Enjoy your stay here. The ladies are waiting."

"Don't mind if I do..."

Fenn heard them leave the room. He leaned back against the wall, shocked at the 

price paid. Maiden's Tears was the name given for an extract of certain herbs found in

the forests of the far north. A single pinch mixed with wine would send a man into a 

state of euphoria that might last for a day or more; when smoked through a pipe the 

effect was said to be even stronger. He'd seen it sold in back alleys of the Gardelaar, in

drug dens and smokehouses frequented by the most desperate sort of addict...but that

product was always highly adulterated, diluted with other powders or even sawdust in



some cases. Fifty pounds of the pure stuff...that was enough to keep every 

smokechaser in Galadorn floating on air for at least two years. A fortune...

More voices came from the other side of the hatch. Men and women. Laughing 

and drinking wine. No sign of Serrana or Arpan...punters and their whores by the 

sounds of it. Then he heard a scraping above. 

The elevator was dropping down, bumping against the side of the chute. "Bugger 

me backward," he muttered. He couldn't go back down, so the only way left was 

ahead.

Fenn braced his hands against the sides of the chute and kicked the hatch. It 

burst open, the small copper hook locking it shut flying away. He exited feet first, 

landing ankle deep in a lush carpet, the air thick with the smell of lilac and jasmine. 

The walls were painted a pale red, and several portraits of young women in states of 

undress hung from the walls. 

Two of the house peaches sat on couches, their bare arms wrapped around a pair 

of punters old enough to be Fenn's grandfather. He stared at them, they stared back, 

their faces plastered with layers of powder and rouge. One of them held a half-full 

glass of wine.

"My apologies for the interruption," Fenn said.

One of the girls screamed, followed a moment later by the other.

Fenn picked up a nearby chair. Both men rise, spilling the girls off their lap and 

the wine onto the floor. "I say..." one of them protested, red-faced and confused, the 

buttons of his shirt half open.

Fenn turned around and hurled the chair through a window, shattered glass 

falling into the street beyond. He had one foot on the sill when a pistol barked, and he

felt the ball whizz past his ear. One of Arpan's men stood in the doorway, with 

another running past him. Arpan himself followed on their heels. "Kill that bastard!" 

he shouted.

Fenn jumped out the window. It was on the ground floor, so he only dropped six 

feet before landing on the cobblestones, rolling to his feet. More thugs crowded the 

window, taking aim with their guns. He took to his heels, bolting down the narrow 

street, hearing bullets strike the street behind him or chip nearby brick walls. Not 

good shots...most headbreakers weren't. Just the men you wanted to crack a kneecap,

but they couldn't hit the broadside of an ox from more than ten paces away...

"Idiots!" Arpan knocked one of his men aside and raised his gun, just as Fenn 



disappeared around a corner. He lowered the weapon and spat out the window. "Get 

there and find him!" he snarled. 

"Hold that thought." Serrana entered the room, frowning at the damage. She 

glanced at the punters. The peaches took the hint and escorted the old men out, one 

of them babbling questions and demanding answers. 

"He knows," Arpan said. "If he talks..."

"To who?" Serrana asked. "He's street scum, a common thief. No one in authority 

will believe a word he says."

"He should die, just to make certain..."

"Too many have died already! The race is two days away and we still have work to

do. More dead bodies will raise questions from the wrong people, and I don't have 

time to come up with answers." 

"You're just going to let him walk?" Arpan shook his head. "I didn't think you 

were that soft..."

A moment's silence. He met her steady gaze, the barest hint of anger in them. It 

was enough to make the hardened skag, the terror of Galadorn, turn away. 

"Remember your place," she said.

"Sorry."

"Leave him be. Let him run to the Palace babbling about a plot by a courtesan to 

overthrow the price by fixing a horse race with some magic stones. They'll lock him 

up as a lunatic. When it's done, you can hunt him down at your leisure. But we are too

close. And in two days it won't matter."



Chapter Eleven

Red Eye dumped the bucket out the back door of the Cat. He watched rivulets of 

pale pink water dribbled down the grimy cobbles, seeing in them a metaphor for life 

in general, at least as he understood it. 

"You done in there, Harald?" he asked, hearing the bouncers heavy tread behind.

"Almost, boss." Harald stepped past him, holding another bucket, the contents 

considerably redder than the last. He tossed it down a narrow alleyway and turned 

back. "This was a bad one."

"Five-way knife fight. What did you expect?" Red Eye shook his head. "How's 

Marri doing?"

"Still shook up, the poor dear."

"Tell her to take tomorrow off. I'll pay her for the day." 

Harald nodded and went back inside. Red Eye remained there a moment longer, 

glancing up at the moon and wondering when the life of a simple tavern keeper 

became so bloody complicated.

"Psst! Red! Over here!"

Red Eye looked over. A hooded figure detached from a nearby alley. "Fenn?"

"No, so loud!"

"Suns and Spirits, what are you doing here?" He looked around. "Did anyone see 

you?"

"Under this?" Fenn tugged the hood of the cloak. Grimy as everything else in the 

Gardelaar, he'd filched it off some random drunk asleep in the gutter. The smell was 

an added bonus in making people keep their distance. "We need to talk."

"Aye, we do." Red Eye stepped aside, letting Fenn into the Cat and closing the 

door behind him. They went down a side passage into a store room, well out of sight.

Fenn removed the reeking cloak though the smell clung to his clothes. "I saw 

Harald with the bucket. Busy night?"

"Black Smile Sam came in with two of his boys, looking for Jemm the Cricket. 

Something about Jemm carrying on with his woman behind his back."

"Did he do it?"

"Probably. Jemm was too drunk to run and Sam too mad to think. They pulled 



knives, one of Jemm's skags came in to help, Marri caught a face full of red when Sam

had his throat cut open."

"A real mess."

"Methinks you're in a bigger one. Where have you been, Fenn?"

"That is a story..."

"Better be a good one. Arpan's men are watching Joelie." Red Eye waited for Fenn

to explode. "But you already know that."

"How did they find her?"

"This is Galadorn. Someone always knows."

"Are they still watching?"

"Not no more. I had her stashed in Saint Barelin. Put the word out to Brin's Boys 

that a couple of unsavory types were lurking, they gave the jack footers a quick exit. 

She's safe, I found another place. Now, forgive my rudeness, but what the bloody Hell

is going on?"

"Well, I went up to Keelarin..."

Fenn told him everything, starting with the message from Serrana, his trip to the 

brothel, his suspicions being confirmed...everything, up to his escape.

"She's the one," he said, sitting down on a sack of turnips, exhaustion leaving 

dark shadows on his face. "It was her from the beginning, pulling the strings, making 

me dance..."

Red Eye cleared his throat, stopping Fenn before he fell into deep melancholy, an 

unaffordable luxury under the circumstances. "We shouldn't talk here. Do you know 

the Three Fish and Harp, on the docks?"

"I passed by on occasion."

"I'll close up early. Meet me there in an hour."

The Three Fish and Harp was much like any other waterfront dive along the 

docks. Weather stone walls and narrow windows suggested the building was old, if 

well-maintained, Saint Barelin being one of the older parts of the city. The faded sign 

above the low door featured three lake fish surrounded a harp. There were, at least, 

four other establishments of similar size and type within eyeshot of the street corner 

Fenn stood on, all filling with dockworkers coming for a late night tipple before they 

went for home. 

Fenn knew better that show his face in any of them – the locals would mark him 



for a Gardelaar man in a heartbeat and he'd be lucky to get away with just a beating. 

The Three Fish and Harp was a somewhat safer proposition, being the preferred 

watering hole of smugglers and their ilk, so Fenn ducked his head under the lintel 

with the hopeful expectation that he would leave at some point with all his bones 

unbroken.

It was dim. The air was thick with smoke, sweat and old wine. In the corner, a 

fiddler tuned his instrument, the notes cutting through the general sound of 

conversation.

"You lost, son?" A bouncer stirred himself from a corner, cracked his knuckles 

and ambling over. 

"Just here for a drink," Fenn replied, his earlier hope vanishing like smoke in the 

wind.

"Plenty of places on your side of Hog Lane."

"I'm looking for Red Eye. Know him?"

"Never heard of the name..."

Red Eye poked his head out from a curtained booth. "Fenn!" he called out, waving

a hand, his red eye glinting in the lamplight.

"Never mind." The bouncer ambled back to his stool.

Fenn went to the booth, pulled aside the curtain and was greeted with a slap to 

his face.

"Bastard!" Joelie said, glared at him from within. Then she grabbed the front of 

his shirt and dragged him inside, planting a hungry kiss on his lips, before slapping 

him again. "And that's for my painting!"

"Suns and Spirits...make up your damn mind!"

"Are you finished, children?" Red Eye looked across from the other side of the 

booth, twiddling a cup of sour wine in his hand.

Fenn slid inside and twitched the curtain closed. "I am sorry ten thousand times 

over for the trouble I've put you through," he said to Joelie, his cheek stinging.

"That's what you get for fornicating with common tarts!"

"Common? She's a courtesan."

"Like I said...common. And a traitor, if what Red Eye says is true."

"From the beginning, lad," Red Eye said. "Leave nothing out.

So Fenn did as asked, repeating the entire sorry tale from the start. Neither said 

anything though the growing shock on their faces said more than enough. At some 



point, a cup of watery ale was procured, which he ignored. 

"I'm done with it," he said at the end. "The last few days I've been chased through 

the streets, knocked about, had my friends threatened, had a damned butchers hook 

shoved up my nose..."

"Don't forget being shot." Joelie tapped his arm.

"Right...that." Now the aching throb in his arm caught his attention. Whatever 

ointment Serrana's physician put in it kept the wound from rotting, but did nothing 

for the pain. He stoically ignored it, along with the various bruises, scrapes and aches 

picked up since. 

"I've had my fill of people pulling my strings. Time to start pulling my own." He 

looked at them both. "I need your help."

A long uncomfortable pause. Then Joelie nodded. "Of course. If it gets me home 

and back to my brushes."

Fenn pulled out a folded scrap of paper and slid it down the table. "There's a 

house in Seven Coins. Give this to the men there. Tell them it's for Kord Holdenor, 

from Fenn Aquila."

She hesitated, the picked up the scrap. "Don't tell me anymore," she said. "I'm 

sure I don't want to know."

"Take Harald with you," Red Eye added. "He'll watch your back."

She nodded. Fenn slid out of the booth to let her pass, watching as she left the 

tavern with Harald in tow. He went back in and closed the curtain.

"Can you get a message to Rokko Ironfinger?" he asked Red Eye. 

"Aye. What shall I say?"

"Tell him I want to meet tomorrow at noon in the Campesal, that I want to square

things."

"He won't buy that."

"He will if you vouch for me."

Red Eye considered this. It was a heavy request, putting his on reputation on the 

line. "All right," he agreed, somewhat reluctantly. 

"Then I need you to find...what's the name of Connec's brother? He's in the 

Watch."

"Hmm..." Red Eye thought on it. "Albec," he said. "Captain Albec. Runs the Saint 

Barelin squad."

"Tell him you know who killed his brother, that the fellows who did the deed will 



be on Dog Head Pier tomorrow just after midnight. They'll be picking up contraband 

off a lake boat called the Happy Nancey."

Red Eye smiled at that. "Very clever."

"With luck, I'll kill two rats with the same trap."

Red Eye nodded, then pulled a cloth bundle from under the table. Fenn took it 

and unwrapped the burlap, taking out a pair of loaded pistols and a shortsword. 

"My thanks!"

"What are friends for? Seeing as you're light on the kit at the moment..." Red 

Eye's voice trailed off. 

"What is it?" Fenn asked.

"Tell me why," Red Eye said. 

"What do you mean? Why what?"

"All this...the plotting, the killing, all for these stones that are just pieces of shine 

as far as you and I are concerned. So this bitch of a courtesan wants to overthrow the 

Prince. Why do you care?"

"Why shouldn't I? She played me like a fiddle..."

"A man's pride heals a lot faster than a dagger in the back." Red Eye's red eye 

bored into Fenn. "You and I are not of Galadorn. You're from the north, I'm...from 

somewhere else. We landed on Saint Barelin docks and trickled down to the 

Gardelaar with the rest of the trash, and far as the rest of the city is concerned that's 

where we belong. It makes no difference whose arse warms that fancy chair in the 

Palace while the high and mighty wait their turn to kiss it. Our lives won't change a 

whit."

"Never mind the fact that Serrana sent Arpan's men after Joelie with knives in 

their hands, that she threatened to murder you before my eyes, among other things 

that don't bear repeating. That she made a fool out of me. There's also the matter of 

the boy."

"What boy?"

"The one she had gunned down not two days past, who was bringing the third 

stone to the Palace and died in my arms crying for his mother. Shot down like a dog 

without knowing why. You're right, I'm nothing but a gutter skag who couldn't give a 

peach's kiss who runs this midden of a city. But that boy had a mother who's weeping 

for him. That can't be left to stand, else there's no justice this side of the grave. I'll let 

everything else slide without a second thought...but not that. A line has to be drawn 



somewhere."

"Sentimental." Red Eye sighed. "That was always your problem, Fenn. Don't 

know when to turn your head away.  One day you'll be dead 'cause of it."

"Then hoist a drink in my memory. Are you going to help?"

"I said I would. What are you going to do?"

"Find a place to doss for the night."

"Talk to the barkeep. He owes me a favor, they have a cot in the back. What are 

you going say to Rokko tomorrow?"

Fenn smiled. "Well...I'll think of something."

Noon in the Campesal. The sky was clear to the horizon, and the heat rose 

accordingly, as did tempers. Men gathered in various patches of shade cast by statues 

and buildings, mopping their foreheads while they conducted their business. The 

preachers, poets and other public proclaimers usually infesting the place were 

markedly absent, as were the strutting young blades looking for an excuse to defend 

their honor. Midday at the height of a Galadornian summer was a force that couldn't 

be resisted.

Fenn sat on the edge of a large fountain, shifting every so often to keep himself in 

the shadow cast by the tall statue of some ancient notable rising up from the center. 

He'd bought a handful of honey-fried nuts on his way in from a vendor and popped 

them into his mouth one by one, keeping a sharp eye on in the western end of the 

square. A squad of palace guards crossed his eye line faces flushed in the heat, the 

crimson and blue uniforms weighting them down. When they passed, he saw Rokko 

entering the square, flanked on either side by Declan and Two-Time. 

"Took you long enough," Fenn muttered. He remained seated on the fountain, 

eating the last honeyed nut and washing his hands on the water. 

"Still alive, are you?" Rokko said, all but radiating anger as he approached. "Well, 

that'll change soon enough!"

"And good day to you, Rokko. Glad you showed."

"Piss and shit on you, Fenn Aquila! I've had nothing but grief since we met. If I 

had any sense, Declan and Two-time here would be pounding your bones to dust."

"Yeah, yeah!" Two-time growled. Declan said nothing, crossing his large arms and

looking on with hate.

"And yet here I sit," Fenn said. 



"Red Eye vouched for this face to face, else I wouldn't waste the time."

"Should kill him anyway," Declan said. "Hold his head under that water until he 

drowns."

"Those lads might have something to say about that." Fenn jutted his chin at the 

Palace guards.

"I'll take my chances," Declan shot back.

"Quiet!" Red Eye ordered, shutting both his headbreakers. "All right, Fenn, talk. 

What do you have to say that'll keep you breathing for another day?"

Fenn stood. Declan and Two-time stepped ahead, in case he was planning to 

strike. "Relax boys, I'm not for killing. Instead...I apologize. You were right, Rokko. I 

did try to put one over you."

"Progress," Rokko said. "Go on."

"I needed those aurins for something else. An offer came my way, the kind you 

don't turn down. A man I knew down on the docks, he has another friend who knows 

someone...well the details don't matter, he has a connection on the north side of the 

lake looking to sell fifty pounds of pure Maiden's Tears."

"Balls!" Rokko said. "Fifty pounds out of my arse! You need a better lie, Fenn."

"It's the truth, may the Godhead witness!" Fenn met Rokko's gaze, making 

himself sell the story. "My friend had the connection, but didn't have the cash, so he 

came to me. I supply the coin and make it back a hundred times after delivery. I 

couldn't turn away from that...so I found an Arcanist willing to magick up some sand 

to look like your payment. The damned thing was supposed to keep its shape for at 

least three days, after which I'd come to you with the real money, plus some extra for 

your troubles."

"And yet here you sit, a hunted man with empty pockets."

"When you put that bounty on my head," Fenn said, "my friend got spooked. Said 

he'd rather jump into the mouth of Hell than tangle with the likes of Rokko 

Ironfinger. Said the deal was off and ran for the city gates. Last I heard he was on a 

horse riding for the border, pissing himself at the thought you were on his tail."

"Is that right?" Rokko said, obviously flattered.

"It's the truth, I swear on my mother and the seven or eight men who might be 

my father."

 "He's lying, boss," Declan snarled. "Let's take him back to the house and bleed 

him dry."



"Yeah yeah!" Two-time added. "Cut cut!"

But Rokko thought it over. "Fifty pounds of the pure stuff is worth a lot more than

twenty aurins," he said.

"The seller was looking to unload it in a hurry. Had some trouble of his own and 

gave us a discount."

Fenn could see the wheels turning in Rokko's head. The bastard didn't want to 

believe him, wanted so very much to cut him down where he stood. But against this, 

the prospect of unimaginable fortune...

"How do I know this is sharp-eyed?" he asked at last. "Might be just a story."

"Red Eye vouches for me," Fenn answered. "That should be enough. The 

shipment comes in tonight. I'll tell you where and when and send word you're the one

making the pickup. Once we have it, we're square."

Rokko thought on it some more than made his decision. "All right. If I have the 

goods come morning, your debt is clear. Now where is it?"

Fenn offered a silent prayer of thanksgiving to any spirit that might be listening. 

"Midnight on Dog Head Pier. The name of the boat is Happy Nancey. I'll pass the 

word you're coming."

"Let's go, boys." Rokko turned away, then halted. "If this is a play on your part, if 

I come home empty, then I will hunt you down no matter where you run. You'll die 

slow and mean, and they'll find pieces of you in every district of Galadorn. We clear 

on that, Fenn Aquila?"

"Like the sky." Fenn answered. "Think you could find it in your heart to pull the 

bounty off my head?"

"Soon as I take delivery," Rokko answered. "Until then, stay out sight."

Rokko walked away. Declan held back a moment, glaring at Fenn, a hand 

caressing the hilt of the knife thrust through his belt. "Be seeing you, Fenn,' he said 

with a nasty smile.

"Look forward to it," Fenn answered. 

He sat back down on the fountains edge, waiting until the three men exited the 

square, and waited some more until his nerves had settled. He stood and went south, 

crossing the Campesal in short order and exiting via the Avenue of Copper. Before 

long the high walls of the Track of Saint Tullen loomed over rooftops, indicating he 

headed along the edge of the Clanet. 

He kept that in his side, going down narrow side streets until at last he emerged 



in the large plaza surrounding the track. One day to go until the Nine Pennants race, 

and already folk were camping outside the walls. Men from various factions glared at 

each other from under the shelter of make-shift lean-to's protected them from the 

sun. A Watch patrol passed by every so often, but real order was kept by squads of 

strongarms hired by the Master of the Track, who kept an eye on things with heavy 

coshes in hand. 

Fenn held back for a while, taking stock of the situation. He needed to get inside 

the damnable place. Scaling the walls wasn't an option, and he was fairly certain the 

gate attendants would be immune to any bluff or sob story he might come up with, 

given that every other racing enthusiast n the city would have tried the same. 

He walked around the track, its ancient stone walls turning almost white in the 

bright sunlight. A wide door at the north end was open, letting a steady procession of 

carts in and out. Supplies for the race, he guessed. More were parked nearby, their 

drivers escaping the heat in a nearby tavern. 

Fenn smiled. This was almost too easy. He went over to the carts, the horses 

giving him suspicious glances as they chewed down oats in their nosebags. No sign of 

guards, who more concerned with preventing a riot before the race even began. He 

went to the back of a wagon, lifted the tarpaulin covering sacks of hay and climbed in.

He wedged himself between two of the bags, doing his best to ignore the heat, and 

waited. Time passed, and there was a burst of conversation as the drivers exited the 

tavern, Someone climbed onto the headboard of the wagon, a moment later it moved. 

Fenn peeked out from under the tarpaulin, watching as the cart went in through the 

wide doors of the Track, the sunlight replaced by gloom. 

He waited until the cart jerked to a halt. The driver hopped off, calling out to 

someone else. "Where do I put this hay?"

Fenn crawled out from the back of the wagon and dropped silently to the floor. 

The were underneath the Track, somewhere in the warren of tunnels and storage 

chambers. The driver was dickering with two clerks up ahead. He moved down a side 

passage, looking for a place to hide. It was still quiet down here though things would 

pick up coming the morning. 

He found a small room filled with old horse tack, the amount of dust covering 

everything suggested it was, at least, a decade before anyone bothered to look in here.

Fenn pushed aside some crates and settled down in a corner. The race would begin at 

the stroke of noon on the morrow, which meant he had nearly a day to wait. Fenn 



settled back and closed his eyes for a nap when a stray thought crossed his mind.

Damn...forgot to bring anything to eat.



Chapter Twelve

The dawn came with heavy expectations. Even before the first rays of light crept 

down into the alleys and byways of Galadorn people could sense it, that tension in the

air, the collective nerve of the city stretched until it was tight as a viol string. Race 

Day, but not just any race. The Nine Pennants. 

The forces of law and order were out in force, patrols of the Watch accompanied 

by squads of soldiers from the city regiments, on the look out for any sign of disorder, 

even as boisterous mobs of supporters from various factions made their way towards 

the track. Taverns were open soon as the sun cleared the horizon and by noon the 

streets filled with men well on their way to getting drunk. A few of the more hard-

headed employers did their best to keep their workers to the tasks at hand, but most 

bowed to the inevitable and kept their doors closed.

The official start of the event began at the Temple of the Nine Saints, the most 

ancient of Galadorn's houses of worship. According to legend, the cornerstone was 

brought from the ancient homeworld of the Dissident divines who founded the place 

over a thousand years ago, brought down directly from the ship bearing them across 

the boundless Empyrean and planted in the virgin soil of this new world. Those 

ancient sects had long since passed into history, replaced by new sects arisen from the

bones of the old, along with other cults brought in from other parts of the continent 

by waves of immigrants. Possession of the Temple shifted accordingly and was 

currently help by a group known as the Medalians, named after a long dead founder 

known for his extreme puritanical ways though these days it had devolved into little 

more than a holy social club for the city elite. The High Priest of the place spent more 

time at banquets than he did preaching sermons, it was said, the dwindling of his 

congregation seemingly not a concern. But on this day, the pews were packed. The 

sponsors of the nine teams racing sat in the front rows, their drivers in the second, 

and everyone else who bought, bribed or finagled a place behind them. Service was 

short, the priest giving a most perfunctory homily before blessing each driver and 

beseeching the Godhead to favor none but the best. 

When the doors were finally flung open, the streets outside were packed with 



supporters who hurled praise and abuse in equal measure. By custom the drivers, 

their sponsors and the rest of the city elite walked towards the Track less than a 

quarter mile away, its gray walls festooned with decorative bunting, accompanied by 

the sound of horns and trumpets to scare away any evil spirits and in the process 

hopefully drowning out the sound of the mob. It was not unknown for those 

participating in the Track procession to arrive at their destination partially deaf on 

the day of the Nine Pennants, yet none dared absent themselves lest it be taken as a 

sign of weakness. 

The Track of Saint Tullen was capable of holding about twenty-five thousand 

spectators, though upwards of thirty were packed in there today. Thousands more 

were turned away at the gate, the guards on hand to prevent any disturbances from 

spreading. Bands struck up a merry tune, letting those fortunate enough to find their 

way inside that the main event was not far away. In the meantime, the spectators 

were entertained by troupes of clowns and tumblers capering across the sands, by 

actors staging scenes from famous plays, bellowing their lines across the cavernous  

spaces, comedians and mimes satirizing the events of the day to thunderous clouds of

laughter.

Of course, there were those amongst the city's elite who had no need or desire for 

public adulation. Whose position was unassailable, whose name alone was enough to 

garner respect. Not for them the parade before the eyes of the mob. Instead, per long-

standing custom and arrangement, a private entrance on the northern side of the 

Track was long established, a wrought iron gate protected by a squad of guards, 

surrounded in turn by a growing battalion of footmen, valets and escorts, tending the 

long lines of carriages, litters and other means of aristocratic conveyance, parked well

away from the swelling crowds on the other side of the place. The occupants were 

greeted by name at the gate by the Master of the Track, who prided himself on his 

ability to match faces to names, needing the help of the assistant by his side only 

twice. 

In they went, scions of the noble houses of the Forty Families, Merchant Princes 

whose wealth went beyond the merely excessive, accompanied by wives (in some 

cases) by mistresses (more often) and in one notable instance by the most desirable 

courtesan to grace Galadorn in recent years. 

Trumpets sounded the start of yet another interminable opening ceremony. The 



sun shone brilliantly, and by now the relative cool of the morning was burning away. 

In the common seats, the spectators would soon be broiling in their own juices, kept 

hale only by the tireless efforts of wine vendors selling jugs at a half-pennet a piece. In

the section reserved for the city elite at the western end of the track, wide awnings 

kept the worst of the sun off, yet men and women alike fanned themselves and sipped

from glasses of fine wine expensively chilled with ice left over from the winter and 

brought out for the occasion.Lord Pondril mopped his face with a cloth, a servant 

whisking it away afterward, replacing it with a fresh swatch of embroidered linen. 

"Curse this heat," he muttered. "A wiser man would have kept himself indoors."

"The spectacle you are about to witness is surely compensation enough." Serrana 

sat to his left and just behind, idly waving a fan across her face, a wide brimmed hand 

on her head protecting her pale skin from the sun. 

"Spectacle. Is that what you are calling it?"

"Well, I suppose the other word would be more accurate. Rhymes with 'season,' I 

believe."

"Accurate...and dangerous." Pondril glanced to his right. The high podium where 

the Prince witnessed the event was empty. Markus would be the last to arrive and 

only then would the race commence. "Open ears are listening."

"They will hear nothing. They have heard nothing for the last three months." 

Serrana favored him with a smile. "Enjoy this day, my lord. I certainly will."

Pondril had nothing to say in response. The sense of unease carried in his guts 

these last few weeks did not lessen in the slightest. Only minutes, perhaps, from final 

victory...and he was wound tight as a virgin on her wedding night. 

Lord Restivan Pondril was an old man now; he'd been a young man on that 

fateful night, so many decades ago, woken from his bed and met at his door by an 

even younger Hastan Majaani. "The Incelidar's are too powerful," the firebrand 

proclaimed. "Soon Dorrus will overshadow us all! What will happen to our ancient 

liberties? Shall Galadorn be ruled by a tyrant and the low mob he has bewitched? Join

us, my lord! The city needs you!"

The Pondril's were a cautious family, yet that night he was sorely tempted...until 

he saw the presence of Aldo Branar amongst the conspirators, whose families had 

feuded with his own for generations. He would rather see the city burn to the ground 

than piss in the same hole as one of that rotten lot. Pondril declined.

What happened next was written into history; the plotters gathered their forces, 



ready to storm the Incelidar's mansion, placing Dorrus under arrest and detaining 

young Markus and their chief supporters. But word of the plot leaked, and House 

Incelidar struck first. For a night, the streets of the city were a battlefield. Dorrus 

called upon his supporters amongst the commons, and mobs turned out in response. 

Come the dawn half the conspirators were dead in the gutters, the remainder in 

chains or fleeing for their lives. The Republic of Notables was abolished a day later, 

with the Incelidar's now Galadorn's ruling Princes.

Hastan Majaani fled along with his pregnant wife, defiant until the end and 

vowing to one day see his city free. The leaders of the conspiracy were tried, the most 

recalcitrant hanged, the rest heavily fined and exiled. Those among their followers 

who appealed to the Prince for mercy received it, for with his victory assured Dorrus 

wished to appear magnanimous. Aldo Branar was wounded in the fighting, yet he still

managed to hobble to Dorrus' throne, kiss his ring and proclaim undying loyalty. 

The years passed. Dorrus died and Markus became Prince. Restivan Pondril grew 

older, keeping his secrets, lying abed at night wondering why he felt shame. Until one 

day a new courtesan appeared on the social scene, a young flower of a girl, playing 

Galadorn society like a skilled musician. She sought him out. One night, as they 

shared a glass of wine in private, she shared her secret and with it a chance for 

Pondril to undo a past mistake. 

Yet he was still cautious. 

"The last time a Majaani asked me to trust him," he said quietly, "he spent the 

rest of his days in exile. I am too old to leave these walls."

"And you will not, my lord." She met his gaze again, and this time, there was no 

smile on her face. "One way or another, we are committed. The thing will be seen to 

its end."

"Indeed." Pondril turned his gaze back to the track. The last batch of priests was 

escorted off the field, leaving behind thick clouds of incense, purifying the place of 

any lingering malicious spirits who might spook the horses or cloud the judgment of 

their drivers. He made a sign of protection, a silent prayer echoing in his head.

Then the trumpets sounded again, a regal tune carrying across the track and 

cutting through the sound of thirty thousand spectators. An iron-lunged herald 

bellowed through a speaking trumpet , "Arise, O Galadorn! All honor and respect to 

his His Grace! Hail Markus of House Incelidar, Prince of Galadorn! Arise!"

Markus emerged on the pedestal, wearing a plain white robe embroidered on the 



edges with gold. A bag-like cap was on his head, hanging off the left side, the right 

decorated in the band with three tall red feathers. In his right hand was the symbol of 

his office, a small ivory baton topped on one end with a small spearhead, on the other 

with an open hand, symbolizing his power of justice and mercy. 

The section housing the city elite rose to its feet, the men bowing at the waist, the 

women curtseying. The commons rose as well, the heralds subsequent words 

drowned out by an ocean of noise as they cheered their Prince. House Incelidar, 

friend of the common man. Markus's father was long a friend to the lower classes, a 

stern champion of their interests, and that goodwill carried over into the reign of his 

son. Markus waved his free hand before sitting on the heavy wooden throne placed 

under an awning. His nephew followed a moment later, standing to his right and 

looked just short of miserable. 

The Prince gave an order. Lord Sevvan went to the edge of the podium, raised a 

silver horn to his lips and gave wobbly blast that was quickly drowned by the roar of 

the crowd. "Drivers, take the field!" the herald roared.

He ran across a field of green glass, wearing a coat woven from pure silver, 

faster than lightning, faster that thought, reaching out for a tree in the distance, a 

tree that never seemed to get any closer. He lengthened his stride, each step as long 

as continent. The tree came closer, its green leaves turning brown and dropping 

down, the wooden limbs turning to flesh, bark too long feathery hair, a woman with

bright blue eyes and a smile like the sun.

He embraced her, the silver coat disappearing in a cloud of butterflies. Her lips 

brushed his ear, whispered sibilant words, "Drivers, take the field!"

He heard the sound of scales slithering against each other. He stepped away, 

looking into the malicious, hateful eyes of a serpent. It struck, biting his neck, filling 

his body with venom...

"Gaah!" Fenn sat up quickly, grabbing his neck. He still felt the fangs, where was 

it...

A dream. He shook his head, standing up quick and forcing away the last 

remnants of sleep. Nightmares...not a good sign. A man's future might be read in his 

dreams it was common knowledge, everyone said so...

Then he remembered where he was. "Bugger!" The roar of the crowd came 

through the thick stone walls, along with drums, cymbals, trumpets and various other



implements whose sole purpose at this moment was to make as much noise as 

possible. The race was about to begin...and he'd slept through it! No chance of 

stealing those blasted amulets before they got on the field, the damned horses were 

already making their entry procession around the track.

"You bloody fool!" he snarled, slapping the side of his head. Too late for the easy 

way. He opened the storeroom door and looked out, The corridor was empty...not 

surprising, every man jack on the staff would be watching the race. He stepped out, 

following the noise. One turn, another, and then he was in a low chamber whose floor 

was peppered with lumps of horse dung, the sand scored with wheel marks. Grooms 

clustered around a wide gate opening to the track floor, as a line of chariots slowly 

circled about the track, proceeded by a pair of pace riders holding banners, one the 

standard of the city, the other that of the Prince.

The thought of giving up and walking away didn't occur to Fenn. He'd come this 

far, it wouldn't be sporting to not go further. He needed to get out there...he spotted 

Lord Sevvan's team as it rounded the southern turn, and for a brief moment caught a 

glint of light reflected one of the jewels.

Some of the grooms were turned away, among them an overseer. Fenn grabbed a 

broom from a nearby rack and started sweeping up the horse turds. Plenty of extra 

hands hired on for the day...the overseer walked past without giving him a second 

look. "Make sure you get them all," he said in passing. "Damn beasts...they shite on 

everything!"

"Aye, boss!" Fenn called back, keeping his head down and waiting for his chance.

Nine teams for the Nine Pennants. It had a nice ring to it but made for a crowded 

course. Four or five teams were the norm for a Galadorn race, leaving plenty of room 

for drivers amid their teams. With nine, it was impossible to line them up in a single 

row, so the drivers made their circuit in two lines; five in front, four in back, the 

placement chosen by lot only hours before in front of witnesses from all factions and 

the Prince to forestall any claims of fixing. To no one's surprise, the team of four grays

entered by Lord Sevvan Incelidar ended up in the second rank, a sign that the Prince 

was leaning hard on his nephew. Those who still harbored doubts only had to look at 

the man standing in the light racing chariot behind the horses, holding the reins and 

half a heart beat away from pissing himself before the entire city.

Hellin Daandal was widely regarded as the worst man to set foot in a racing 



chariot for at least a hundred years. More than a mere bungler, his incompetence at 

this most demanding of sports reached the point where man considered it almost 

legendary as if blessed by Heaven in reverse. A team whose reins he held could not 

only be counted on to come in dead last, but might not even come in at all, lost in one 

of the many crashes on the sands which he had caused by misjudging turns, wrecks 

instigated when a wrong pull on the reins caused a lead horse to panic, sending the 

rest into a wild gallop that would inevitably end when his chariot collided with 

another, resulting in a cloud of splinters, broken legs and tangled traces from which 

he would inevitably walk away without a scratch. Such a man, many assumed, would 

have no future in the sport after just one such incident, would indeed be banned from

the Track or any job involving the handling of horses. But Galadorn was a city that 

found a use for any man, and a fellow with Hellin Daandal's talent for catastrophe 

was useful for those with a need to change the odds of an upcoming event. Many was 

the gambler who came to the Track with an inside tip about who would win the next 

race, only to learn that Hellin Daandal was coming in as a last-minute replacement, 

causing conniptions among the gambling set and smiles among those who found it 

useful to ruin their day. 

As a result, Hellin Daandal was the wealthiest charioteer in the city, his notoriety 

giving him a measure of respect his more successful compatriots were always denied. 

He was good at his chosen profession but secretly prayed to any Saint who might be 

listening that once, just once, he might win a race fairly. That his team would be the 

one to make the final turn, that his name would be shouted by the stadium. That for 

one brief moment he might stand just one step away from the Divine...

"Hey, Daandal!" The driver in the rig to the left called over. "What's that hanging 

on your bridle?"

Three shiny jewels hung from the traces of the lead horse, swinging back as forth 

as the trotted. "Something from his lordship," Daandal replied. "One of the grooms 

hung it. Said it be good luck."

"Luck...right." The other driver sniggered. 

Daandal didn't bother to reply. The line of chariots rounded the second turn and 

came to a halt. The pace riders trotted away, headed to the floor gate. A silver trumpet

sounded above, once then twice. The drivers tensed, gripped the reins, the tension 

communicating to the horses. When the trumpet sounded the third time, the race 

would begin.



Just once...let me win just one time...

The pace riders trotted in through the gate, past the cluster of grooms watching 

the track. "Not long now," one said, ignoring his duties for reasons any right thinking 

man would recognize as more important.

Both riders were ignored as they dismounted, one of them coughing loudly as 

waving his reins about, only to have them snatched from his hand. "Let me handle 

that sir," said Fenn, tugging his forelock as though the man was a noble lord and he a 

squire.

"Er...right...who are you?"

"Just in for the day sir. Extra help and the like. I'll take 'em into the back now, 

shall I?"

"Right...as you say."

The second rider yielded his reins without comment, and both joined the crowd 

at the gate, waiting in anticipation. A moment later the trumpet sounded for the third

time, and as one they leaned back, shielding their eyes from a  cloud of dust as sand 

as the chariots thundered past, the crowd screaming themselves hoarse. 

"Bugger me!" said one. "Did you see who was in front?"

"Did you?"

"That's why I was asking."

"Suns and Spirits, I got money on this! Ten to one on Jaacob Hada coming in first

or second."

"Ten to one? Whose arse did you lick for them odds..."

Then the men dove out of the way as Fenn galloped through the gate, mounted on

one of the pace horses.

Fenn hated horses. Lord Aquila's men taught him to ride, as they did all the 

scouts for reasons that were obvious, and being on a swift horse saved his life more 

than once in his mercenary days. But he'd never acquired the comfort in the saddle 

that came so easily to other men. For him, a horse, any horse, was an unpredictable 

mountain of flesh and muscle forced by time and circumstance into doing something 

completely unnatural – letting a man ride on its back. He could only imagine how his 

thighs and arse would feel in the coming morning...assuming he lived that long.

He didn't see the chariots, they were on the other side of the high stone divider, 



about to make the first turn. He urged hose on, sawing on the reins as he rounded the 

top turn and causing the horse's head to jerk up, costing him precious seconds. 

"Move, you dogs meat!" he howled, someone getting the beast to run again, down the 

sandy stretch scored with wheel marks. 

A trumpet sounded. A red flag went up one of the nine flagpoles standing on the 

divider. The chariots made the first turn. Eight more to go. He heard shouting in the 

stands, cries of outrage and confusion, but didn't dare look up. He was committed 

now, one way or another...

The moment the horses ran, Hellin Daandal sensed something here was different.

The quad team pulling the chariot practically vibrated with pent up energy, their eyes 

unnaturally bright. The moment the third trumpet sounded they seized the initiative, 

breaking into a gallop even before Daandal could so much as raise the reins, Sand 

sprayed from under the wheels of the chariots, blocking the sight of those drivers in 

the back. He turned his head slightly, unable to see anything, weaving his team back 

and forth as they picked up speed, wheels bumping against those on either side. 

The pack spread out as they surged down the track, rounding the first turn. His 

team drifted out to the right, towards the edge of the track and away from the divide, 

forcing his team into a wider turn than they should have made. He fell behind...but 

not to dead last. The horses were running like mad, and he settled into seven position,

leaving Melido Offala and the fellow driving the Guild of the Two Moons team – 

never did get his name – in his literal dust. Down the straight, and if anything the 

horses were picking up speed. Fifth place..fourth...second...he passed by Esperan 

Haal, driving House Branar's entry and placing his team in the lead.

The lead. The shock ran through the stadium. Hellin Daandal, the worst driver in 

the history of the sport, was in the lead. Lord Sevvan Incelidar's team was leaving the 

others in their wake. Such a thing could not be. Only on explanation would suffice. 

The booing began even before he completed the first circuit...

"He's in the lead," Prince Markus said. "Explain this, nephew."

"Uncle, I..." 

"Did I not tell you what had to happen?"

"Yes, but..."

Sevvan's attempt at an explanation was cut short by the angry roar from the 



crowd as his team made the first turn five lengths ahead of the next chariot. It was not

a comforting sound.

"Did you not tell your driver what had to happen?"

"There was no need..."

"No need?"

"It's Hellin Daandal, Uncle! He's only given the reins when a team has to lose! 

He's bungler!"

Markus pointed at the track, his expression stony. "He seems to have gained 

some skill."

"I swear, uncle, I had no idea...wait, who is that?"

Both men watched as a lone rider galloped out of the track gate in hot pursuit of 

the chariots. 

"Did you order this, Sevvan?"

"Did you?" Sevvan answered, utterly confused.

"Gods and demons, what is going on down there? Who is that idiot on the track?"

Fenn galloped past the rear chariot, caught a glimpse of the very surprised driver, 

followed by a muffled shout of, "What the hell?" Angling out slightly, he passed by the

eighth, and the seventh chariot  before the entire mass rounded the southern turn. He

glanced up at the divider and saw a third flag rise up. Six more to go. Running out of 

time.

He passed one chariot after another, keeping his eye on the lead team. Hellin 

Daandal, apparently driving with talent conspicuously missing from his life until now.

He squinted, averting his eyes slightly as a cloud of sand whipped on his face A few 

grains went down his throat and coughed. Bits of foam flew out from his horses 

mouth, the beast groaning in protest at the stress. They were moving at a hard pace, 

and this was just an ordinary riding nag, not one of those purebred racers pulling the 

chariots. The animal was pushing itself to the limit, yet Lord Sevvan's team continued

to pull ahead, now half a track length ahead of the rest. For a moment the light caught

on the Eye's handing from the traces, the light winking blue and amber. 

No way he could catch them. His horse would drop dead if he kept up this pace. 

The trumpet sounded for the fourth time, and a flag went up. 

 Time for another approach. He pulled to the right, riding alongside the wall and 

slowing down. His horse groaned with relief as he dropped to just below a gallop. 



Fenn silently mouthed a prayer. Please, let these idiots not run me down...

"Watch it!" a driver howled, the wheels of his chariot missing him by only inches. 

The rest pulled away from the wall, passing by and spraying man and mount with 

dust. He looked up and saw a passing line of faces along the edge of the track, 

spectators staring at him with open mouths. 

 The trumpet sounded and the fifth flag went up. Fenn picked up his speed, 

galloping in the center of the track and looking back. Nothing...then Daandal's team 

rounded the turn and came on strong,  the quad team galloping along merrily. 

Daandal shouted at him to get out of the way. 

Fenn held his position. Spittle foamed down the flanks of his horse as he leaned 

in towards the right side of the chariot. Waiting...waiting...the chariot horses passed 

by his left leg, bright eyed and vigorous as if they'd just come off the pasture. He 

slipped his feet free of the stirrups.

This is a bad idea. The words no sooner formed in his head then he swung right 

leg over the saddle and pushed off his horse, launching himself across the gap. The 

breath knocked from his body as he slammed into the side of the right side horse, 

blindly reaching out and grabbing the harness, fingers wrapping around the leather 

traces. A loud gasp rose from the spectators as they saw this, and many applauded 

despite the circumstances. 

Fenn flexed his body, every ache and wound screaming in agony. Somehow he 

swung his left leg up, seating himself on the right side horse, gripping tightly with 

both legs and holding on for dear life, terrified almost beyond the point of rational 

thought...

Then a stripe of pain scored along his shoulder blades. Daandal lashed at him 

with the whip. "What are you doing!" he shouted. "Get off! Get off, I say!"

The whip cracked again, this time missing his head by inches. Fenn pulled out 

one of his pistols. Daandal cursed at the sight and struck again, hitting his hand just 

as Fenn cocked back the hammer. It was a glancing hit, but the shock convulsed his 

fingers and the pistol fired. The ball whizzed past Daandal, tearing a chunk from the 

side of the chariot. The driver dropped the lash with a curse and ducked down, 

wrenched on the reins as he did. The chariot veered to the left, crossing the path of 

another team coming up behind. 

The driver screamed at Daandal. "Clear away, you idiot..." He reined in his team 

suddenly, trying to avoid a collision. The horses, high strung at the best of times, now 



panicked and instead broke into an impressive turn of speed, leaning left align the 

wall of the partition. The wheel scraped along the ancient stones until the spokes 

shattered from the pressure. The chariot dropped down, flinging pieces of it behind. 

The horses were twisted leftwards by the traces, and the leftmost one bumped into 

the walls and stumbled, taking the rest down with it. 

The chariot flipped over, bouncing across the track. Daandal howled with fear, 

trying to turn his horses away. The crowd roared at the carnage, then roared again as 

the four horses of Lord Sevvan's team leaped in perfect unison over a large piece of 

wood that used to be the yoke pole. The chariot wheels bounced over it, nearly hurling

Daandal out of the cab.

Fenn was flung into the air when the horses jumped. He hung motionless there 

for a moment, like a bird in mid-flight, then fell back down, landing atop one of the 

middle horses. The crowd roared at the sight, even as the hardcore supporters 

seethed at the sight of the most important race of the year turning into farce courtesy 

of Lord Sevvan. He shook his head, grasping the horses mane, gabbling prayers under

his breath to every saint, spirit or god he'd ever of in the hopes that one of them might

be listening. 

Then he looked to his left. Hanging from the traces of the lead horse on the left 

side were the Eyes of the Winter Horse. All three glowed with a faint light, indicating 

the enchantment within was active. If he took hold of them, the horses would slow, 

the plot would be foiled and he might get out of here alive and with limbs unbroken. 

Nothing without risk. Fenn heard Daandal cursing at him, which he ignored. He 

swung one leg over and leaped across the gap to the leftmost of the center horses. The

beast shuddered as he landed. The lead horse was to his left. So close...he heard the 

sound of the horn, the roar of the crowd as another pennant was raised. No idea how 

many turns were left...couldn't be all that many. And despite his actions, Lord 

Sevvan's team still had the lead. 

Running out of time. He summoned what last bits of courage and strength he had

left and jumped to the lead horse. He flew across the gap, just as the horse bucked its 

head, knocking him off aside. He landed across its back, then bounced up as the horse

bucked again, tumbling over the side and down to the ground to be trampled by hoof 

and wheel.

The crowd roared again, factional differences settled for the moment by 

something even greater; blood on the sands. Daandal looked at the horses, looked 



back at his receding competitors, felt the  first stirrings of glory in his breast.

A bloody hand clamped on the side of the chariot. Daandal looked over in shock. 

Fenn had grabbed the harness of the lead horse and slipped into the gap between the 

backsides of the team and front of the chariot. One foot was wedged in the front, the 

other planted above the axle just inches from the wheel. His face was a mask of 

pain...the ache in his side spoke of broken ribs among other things, all of which he put

aside from his mind for the nonce. 

Daandal swung at him, clipping a shoulder, Fenn barely feeling the hit under the 

circumstances. He pulled himself up, left hand gripping the front of the chariot, right 

across his chest. "Sorry!" he shouted, voice all but lost under the racket. He 

backhanded Hellin Daandal across the face. Pain ran up his arm from the impact but 

it was nothing compared to the sight of the driver flying from the back of the chariot 

to the track sands. 

Daandal landed on his back. He cursed, then immediately scrambled to his feet 

and ran for the track wall, leaping up to grab the top. Spectators along the edge 

hauled him up, moments before the remaining chariots in the race rushed past. 

Fenn climbed into the chariot. He picked up the reins, hauled back, trying to slow

the horses. They kept running, oblivious to the drama behind, driven by a primal urge

to run. The horn sounded again, and up went the eighth pennant. The last lap was 

coming up. It didn't matter that he'd pitched out the official driver if these bloody 

horses made the final turn it would count as a win. 

No way to slow down the horses. They made the first turn and sped down the first

leg. He had to get them off the track somehow. 

The crowd screamed. Fights broke out in the stands. The Prince watched the 

proceedings with a face like a stone. Lord Sevvan looked like he was about to vomit.

Second turn coming up. Lord Pondril watched this shambles of a race with a mix 

of fascination and horror. "Do you know that man?" he asked, turning towards 

Serrana, only to see an empty seat next to him.

Fenn made the turn, barely able to keep the horses under some semblance of 

control. The finish line was ahead, the trumpeter ready to sound the victory. And 

some distance in front of that the gate leading into the bowels of the track. He 

wrenched the reins, somehow forcing the horses towards the right, drifting across the 

rack. The crowd howled at the sight. They raced through the gate. Grooms and other 

staff dove out of the way. 



The horses kept going, barreling down the ramp, not caring where they were 

headed so long as it was forward. Fenn jumped from the chariot and landed on a pile 

of empty burlap sacks. He saw stars from the impact, his ribs screaming in agony. The

horses continued onward, racing towards the stables, chased in turn by a mob of 

grooms. 

Outside the remaining chariot flashed past the gate. The trumpet sounded and 

the crowd roared one last time as the team racing for the Guild of the Two Moons 

crossed the finish line, thus ending the most outrageous race in memory. 

Two grooms approached Fenn, one of them holding a rake. "Are you all right?" 

one asked. 

"Uhnnn..." Fenn sat up, shaking his head until his eyes were seeing straight.

"You're not Hellin Daandal." The fellow with the rake pointed it at him like a 

spear. "Stay there..."

"Bugger this." Fenn pulled his remaining pistol. Both men backed away, the one 

with the rake dropping it and raised his hands. Fenn stumbled past, groaning as every

wound and indignity forced on his body over the last few days screamed for attention.

Broken ribs, bullet wound, cuts, bruises...by rights he should have taken to his bed for

a week. 

But the day's business wasn't done. Serrana would have been in the stands, 

watching the moment of her triumph. She would have seen it fall apart. The born 

survivor that she was, she wouldn't stay around for the aftermath. The highborns 

came in through their own entrance, and she would leave the same way...or so he 

hoped. So he prayed. She might not be here at all, she might stay in the stands, 

counting on no one denouncing her in public. Might pull who knew how many strings

to slip free...

He kept going regardless. A wise man would count the days work done and limp 

his way back out. But that wasn't the way this story could end...

And so on. The thoughts kept running through his head, he kept putting one foot 

in front of the other, kept going no matter what, not sure where he was going but 

headed there anyway....

The shouting had only just begun, but Serrana made certain she was nowhere 

near it. Even as the lead chariot raced across the finish line, she hurried down a 

narrow set of stairs, glancing back every so often in case anyone was following. No 



sign yet, but that would change soon enough. Questions would be asked, heads would 

roll. It was in her interest to make sure neither involved her.

Among her earliest patrons, in the days when she still new to the scene, was the 

old Master of the Track, a grizzled old veteran given the job as a form of retirement by

the Prince. One fine spring day he gave the curious young woman a tour of its 

innards, explaining to his wide-eyed paramour how beneath the stands was a web of 

ancient tunnels, riddling the place like mold in blue cheese. Enduring that rather 

tedious day now proved its worth as she opened a side door and went down a narrow 

auxiliary passage, bypassing a guard station at the foot of the aristocrats tier and 

anyone who might remember her face. It was filthy with dust and she could only 

wince at the sight of the long gray streaks left on her very expensive dress. 

No matter...by this time tomorrow she would be on a lakeboat far away from 

Galadorn and the reach of the Prince. After that...well, things would have to take care 

of themselves.

The passage ended at another door, and she emerged into the cool darkness of the

Noble's Entrance. Ancient flagstones echoed her steps as she went towards the exit. 

Her litter was just outside, within an hour she'd be at her house in the Campesal. 

Despite the sting of failure, Serrana couldn't help feeling just a little bit smug. Live to 

fight another day, that was the last lesson her father passed on....

Click.

The sound bounced down the walls of the tunnel, the unmistakable rasp of a 

pistol being cocked. She turned around and was not surprised in the least by the sight

of Fenn, leaning on a wall, barely able to stand, calling on the last reserves of his 

strength to point the weapon at her.

"Going somewhere?" he asked, keeping the weapon aimed at her face.

"A long trip," she said. "Galadorn's charms have faded on me."

"Figured you'd run. You set the fire but didn't stay to watch it burn." He smiled. 

"Or fizzle out in this case."

"You should have been a poet, Fenn Aquila. You're wasted as a thief." She paused 

a moment. The gun waver slightly. "Are you going to shoot me?"

"Can you me give a reason not too?" The strength was slowly draining from his 

arm...in a moment, he wouldn't be able to stand. "You're a snake on two legs."

She spread her arms. "Then pull the trigger."

"Not going to offer a bribe? Buy your way out?"



"You wouldn't take the money. Shoot me or leave me to the tender mercies of the 

Prince, I'll be dead either way. Or let me walk."

Fenn squeezed the trigger. The gun barked. Serrana didn't even flinch, not 

showing the slightest bit of fear as the pistol ball buzzed past her ear, clipping away a 

few strands of hair as it went.

Fenn lowered the gun. The he slumped to the floor. He missed...too weak to keep 

his aim. Or he just didn't have it in him.

To her credit, Serrana didn't smirk. She turned away and walked towards the exit,

then paused after a few steps. "You and I," she said, looking over her shoulder, "it 

wasn't just business. Not to me."

Then she was gone, headed out the tunnel and disappearing into the city.

Fenn sat there, too tired to think, too tired to care. He heard shouts from the 

other end of the tunnel, footsteps pounded on the stones. He stared at the smoking 

iron in his hand and tossed it aside. 

A squad of guards appeared, the Princes Own from the crimson jackets they wore.

Several muskets aimed at his chest, while an officer with drawn sword glared down at 

him.

Fenn raised his hands and laughed. "All right, boys," he said. "You got me."



Epilogue

They didn't slap the manacles on him. So he had that courtesy at least...yet there 

was no way around the fact that Fenn was a prisoner. The guards bundled him out the

Nobles Entrance and into a waiting carriage with covered windows. A guard squeezed

in next to him and another sat across, glaring the entire trip, which took longer than 

he might have expected.

When the door opened, Fenn was greeted by a sight that haunted the dreams of 

every man in Galadorn who went about his business with a healthy disrespect for the 

law. The Grand Court was set in an annex of the Princes Palace, and the pale stone 

walls belied a sinister reputation. The magistrates who took the bench here were the 

only ones allowed to impose the death penalty in the city, and from the lines of men 

marching to the gallows on Hanging Day, it was a duty they indulged in with gusto.

He was brought in through a side door. Instead of going down to the dungeons, 

Fenn was led to an airy room on the second floor, with a bed, a table with a wash 

basin and a chair. A physician appeared soon after and ordered him to strip, clucking 

at every bruise, broken bone, and bullet wound. Dressed were changed, ointments 

applied. A draft of something bitter was poured down his throat, the physician 

ordering him to keep to his bed for a week and avoid hard labor for at least a month.

Fenn barely made it to the bed before whatever medicine he drunk took effect. 

When he woke it was morning, his clothes were gone for rags and replacement 

garments sat on the table next to a hunk of bread, a slice of cheese and a pitcher of 

watered wine. His old battered boots remained behind.~

He broke his fast while looking out a window. The streets were quiet, even from 

here he could tell. Soldiers made regular patrols in the nearby precincts, suggesting 

the Prince called in the regiments. Not long after a line of watchmen arrived at the 

Grand Court, hauling a motley crew of headbreakers and street skags between them, 

most in various states of battering. Fenn thought he glimpsed Declan among them, 

the big bruiser hanging limp between a pair of brownspikes.

They came for him not long after, not a guard but a clerk in a black tunic and 

humorless face, telling him to follow. Down a hall and up a flight of stairs, through 

corridors lined with green doors, behind which even more clerks labored quill in 



hand, every word they wrote affecting the life of someone else in the city, usually not 

for the better. 

He was led to a slightly wider door. The clerk opened it without and knock and 

stepped aside for Fenn to pass. A library was on the other side, bookshelves crowding 

every space of wall except for a pair of narrow windows. Beside one stood Kord 

Holdenor, still wearing street clothes and looking as if he hadn't slept for a few days.

Standing beside the other was the Prince.

Fenn wondered if he should kneel, or at least bow...then decided against it. The 

last man he knew worthy of such respect was old Lord Aquila. He remained on his 

feet, still somewhat lightheaded, saying nothing. 

"So," said Markus Incelidar, "you are are the man who ruined the Nine 

Pennants."

Fenn lowered his gaze. Pride was one thing, blind stupidity another... "That 

wasn't my intention...uh, your Highness."

"Your Grace," Kord snapped. 

But the Prince didn't seem the least bit put out by this. A true aristocrat 

overlooked such trifles."Was it your intention to save this city from ruin and my reign 

from certain downfall? If so, you have succeeded admirably."

Fenn exhaled, releasing a breath he hadn't realized he was holding. He wasn't 

going to die..not today at least.

The Prince continued speaking to him. Fenn became aware of another man in the 

room...younger, bearing a family resemblance to his Grace. Lord Sevvan. 

"Your letter to Master Holdenor arrived too late to allow us to head off the 

conspiracy. I only learned of it after the race ended. Too late to arrest Vannai Majaani

– the one you knew as Serrana. She has fled the city."

"Likely somewhere on the north shore of the lake," Kord added. "We have eyes 

looking for her."

"She will answer, one way or another, even if it takes ten years to find the 

woman." 

"She will not have acted alone." Fenn spoke without realizing it, then caught 

himself. This was not his Prince, Galadorn was just the city he lived in and not his 

home...

"Their names are known to me." The Prince turned back to the window. "When 

the time comes, they shall be dealt with."



"One can always tell a man's guilt," said Lord Sevvan, "by the lengths he will go to

proclaim his loyalty."

"You have my thanks, Fenn Aquila." The Prince placed a heavy cloth purse on a 

nearby table. Fenn's ears caught the clink of gold.

"I didn't do this for the money...or you."

Lord Sevvan reddened at that while Kord's hands bunched into fists. The Prince 

only smiled. He left through a side door.

Fenn remained where he was, watching as Lord Sevvan took his uncle's place by 

the window. For a moment it looked as if a young Markus was standing there, 

stepped out from the past.

"The last man who took that tone with his Grace didn't have the chance to 

apologize," Kord said ominously. "He learned firsthand what the bottom of the lake 

looked like."

"Should I measure myself for a pair of stone shoes?" Fenn gestured at the purse. 

"I may be a thief, but I'm not for sale."

"Not everything is an insult, you twit. You did your Prince – and while you live in 

Galadorn's walls he is your Prince – a good turn."

Still Fenn didn't move, acutely aware that he was acting like an idiot, yet too 

stubborn to act on it. 

Kord crossed his arms. "A bit of news then. Last night there was a bit of a fracas 

on the docks."

"Was there?"

"A three-way fight between two gangs and a band of lake smugglers bringing in a 

load of narcotics. By the time the Watch arrived there were a lot of men down with 

stab wounds. Everyone else is being held downstairs." He stamped on the floor.

A smile flitted across Fenn's face. "Sounds like an exciting night. Did they say 

anything along the way?"

"There was one fellow, villain named Rokko Ironfinger. Claims you sent him 

there, that you set him up and all those bodies floating in the harbor are you're doing. 

All nonsense of course."

"Right...nonsense."

"The Watch captain for the district didn't believe him and broke his jaw when the 

man refused to shut up. From what I am told, poor Rokko pays protection to the 

Crescent Lords, stands under their flag as it were. It just so happens, we have a 



number of Docksiders locked up below, real hard cases. Who knows what might 

happen?"

"Poor Rokko," Fenn said, a chill gathering at the base of his spine. "May the 

Godhead judge him rightly."

"Well, someone will judge him, though it won't be one of our magistrates." Kord 

paused a moment. "Didn't you owe him money?"

Fenn didn't answer. 

Lord Sevvan turned away from the window. "You have shown yourself to be a 

capable man in a right spot. There is always a place for men of your skills in the 

service of the Prince."

"Are you offering me a job?" After a pause and another glare from Kord, he added

a reluctant, "my lord?"

"Would you say yes if we did?" Kord asked.

Fenn shook his head. "I gave an oath of loyalty once, to the only honest man I 

have ever known. That was enough."

He turned to leave, not bothering to ask for permission. Then he paused, turned 

back and picked up the purse, hefting it expertly in his hand. Twenty aurins, judging 

from the weight. He chuckled at that.

Fenn left the library and made his way to the doors of the Grand Court. No one 

made an effort to stop him. When he stepped outside the sun was shining and two 

friends were waiting for him.

"Still alive?"  Red Eye called out. 

"No, I'm a ghost come back to haunt you."

Joelie didn't say anything, but instead embraced him, causing a twinge of pain 

from his battered ribs, followed by a kiss on his cheek. "Is everything well?" she 

finally asked. "Can I go home now?"

"Only after we have a drink." Fenn shook the purse, the sound of gold sweet in his

ears. "I'm buying."

Arm in arm with his friend and lover, Fenn Aquila went into Galadorn free of 

chains and bounties on his head. 

The Prince and his spymaster stood by a high window in the Grand Court, 

watching the thief leave.

"He refused," Markus said. "Just as you said."



"A man like that can't be bought. His loyalty is earned."

"You have men watching him?"

"Of course." Kord seemed offended at the question. "Fellow like that, you need 

eyes on him."

"He may prove a liability."

"I hope not. He might be useful."

At that, the Prince only smiled.
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High summer in Galadorn and the days were hot and the nights humid. Sunlight 

dappled the waters of Balendaas, reflected off the ancient stone walls, turning the 

cannons mounted on the top into impromptu stoves that might burn a man's hand 

should he hold against the metal too long. As the heat rose, so did tempers in back 

alleys and taverns, even as clothing became lighter, often just inches from the 

crossing the line to scandalous. Hot enough to burn bare feet on the cobble 

stones...while the nights hid secrets of a different kind; music wafting through narrow

side streets, tavern doors open and terraces packed to near collapse, summer flowers 

spilling down in vines, filling the darkness with their perfume.

High Summer in Galadorn. There was nothing else like it and even when one 

discounted the excesses to which poets were prone, there was no denying the place 

held a special charm, a heightened sense of possibility. That around the corner 

anything might happen, a sudden tryst, a sudden fight, a rendezvous with inspiration,

a final appointment with death. 

Yet there was one day above all others in this warm season, when Galadorn in all 

splendor and squalor might be seen in one place. High and low, foul and fair, the 

scrupulously clean and the irredeemable unwashed. Three days after the solstice 

came the Feast of The Proclamations, a holy day for those who followed the 

Archaerim faith, a day off for those who did not, when the words of the Red Prophet 

spoken two thousand years before on a distant world circling a different sun were 

recited in temples of every sect and denomination. After which the taverns were filled 

to bursting as men and women both sought to balance ascetic holiness with the joy of 

strong drink...but not to much. For the day after came something many reckoned as 

the vulgar height of the season. The summer hanging day. 

Even as the city resounded with revelry, a crew of workmen labored through the 

night to erect the scaffold, supervised by several savants up from the Spires. This year

interest in the summer hangings were higher than ever; in his wisdom and 



beneficence, the Prince called upon the finest minds in Galadorn to devise a new, 

quicker and more humane method of execution. By long established law and custom, 

public executions were limited to twice a year, once in the summer and once in the 

winter. Galadorn was a city of laws, which her magistrates applied sternly and 

without favor to those with the bad luck to be caught without the connections to 

wiggle free. For minor infractions a malefactor might be let off with a fine (if he could 

pay) or a flogging (if he could not.) Petty theft earned a spell on the city labor gang. 

More severe offenses against the public weal  could result in anything from a spell in 

the stocks, being 'sent to the water'(where the convicted was tied to a post in the 

harbor with his nostrils just barely clearing the surface...) or branding. Those who 

really got on the wrong side of the forces of law and order might be exiled for life, 

forfeiting all their property to the city, being whipped naked through the streets and 

hurled bodily through the gates, after which they had one day to get beyond the 

borders of the principality or else any citizen had the right to kill him on sight.

Only the most vile of offenses (murder, rape, theft of property worth more than 

one hundred gold aurins) merited a drop at the gallows, and it was a testament to the 

industriousness of Galadornian criminality that when the hanging days arrived there 

was a long line of men waiting to meet their maker. By ancient law and custom, 

executions could not begin before noon, and had to end when the sun dipped below 

the western horizon. The old way of dispatch (beheading, slow strangulation by 

hanging) meant that when the allotted time ended there were invariably men left 

behind, resulting in a six month wait at the very least before the next opportunity 

came for the city to dispose of the rubbish. A more efficient method was required, the 

Prince demanded it, especially this year, with the death cells packed like fish barrels, 

the result of a long-demanded crackdown on street crime in the poorer districts.

Enthusiasts arrived early, staking out prince viewing spots in the Campelor, the 

great square of the city. Others with money to spend hired others to do so in their 

place. A tall viewing stand stood off to one side for the highborns, the city elite with a 

desire to take in the sights, and though many publicly expressed their disdain at the 

amusements of the vulgar mob, they would not absent themselves from such a thing. 

To be a man of consequence in this city was to be a public man, for how else could he 

know himself worthy?

By noon the square was packed. Thousands stood shoulder to shoulder, fathers 

perching children on their shoulders. Vendors passed through the mob like fish 



through the sea, bellowing skewers of roasted meat, cups of ale and sour wine or 

vinegary rolls that had come up from the south and were increasingly hawked by food

sellers. Fiddlers played, poets proclaimed. The sun came out, bright and warm. The 

air was thick with the smell of sweat and perfume, cooked food and fermented 

armpits. Of humanity.

All eyed were on the fruit of the savants labors. Officially it was called the Arm of 

Demaraatil, after the man responsible for the design, but the people had already 

given it a new name: the Rooster. A  thick wooden base, from which two pillars rose 

up. Suspended between them on an axle was a third beam. One end had a large metal 

basket filled with stone weights and was raised high in the air, the other was locked 

down by an iron bar placed on the topside. One end was hinged on a mount to the 

left, the other end in some kind of locking mechanism, with a lever prominently rising

from the side. Embedded in the front of the beam was a thick iron hook.~From a 

certain angle it did look like a male chicken bent down for a drink.

Temple bells across the city rang out the noon our. Trumpets sounded, a line of 

soldiers keeping a path through the crowd clear as the first wagons transporting the 

condemned rolled through the square, accompanied by a rising wave of cheers, 

insults and cat calls. Five wagons in all, hauling twenty-seven men in all, bound for 

the gallows and doing double service today in the cause of advancing human 

knowledge. All were from the lower classes - noble-born malefactors condemned to 

die had the privilege of beheading when and if necessary. Some made an effort to 

dress up, wearing the finest clothes they possessed, standing tall and proud under the

torrent of abuse. Others hunkered down, faces blank with horror, as if they were only 

now starting to realize that yes, they were going to die.

More trumpets sounded, signaling the arrival of the Prince. The highborns bowed 

and curtsied, while the crowd raised a dutiful cheer, which the Prince graciously 

accepted. He didn't have to be here, but since only he had the right to impose the 

death penalty, it was known that he felt it an obligation to attend the final result. 

Even the most hard bitten street skag might respect that.

Time passed while the savants made some final adjustments. Apparently all was 

ready, since a single trumpet sounded and a herald mounted the platform. He gave 

the Rooster a suspicious look, clearly not approving of this innovation. "Hear these 

words, O Galadorn!"he bellowed through a speaking trumpet, his voice cutting 

through the babble. He waited a moment for the crowd to quieten. "Be it known that 



the Law is the ultimate Mistress of our city! For those who break her precepts, 

punishment shall inevitably fall! On this day, and by command of our most gracious 

Prince, we send the worst offenders to the ultimate judgment!"

And with that the days business began. First up was a fellow who'd broken into a 

house in Saint Barelin and murdered the occupants while they slept, apparently over 

a gambling debt unpaid. The herald bellowed out the charges while two of the palace 

guards hauled the miscreant up. "Here we go,"one of them told the executioner in his 

traditional yellow hood and red jacket. "Think it will work?"

"We'll see,"the executioner replied. "Stand 'im here."He pointed at a red X painted 

on the wooden boards.

"Oh Saints, aid me,"the condemned moaned.

One of the guards sniffed, then muttered an oath. "Davan's Beard, the scum just 

shit himself."

"Please,"the man babbled. "I didn't mean it! I lost control see, it were the drink, I 

swear on the bones of the Prophets I'll never be bad again..."

"Suns and Spirits, the executioner muttered. "Shut up! You're going to die, so you 

may as well do it like a man! Pull yourself together, everyone is watching!"

The condemned continued to whimper. Those closest to the gallows took note and 

did not approve. Crude insults and jeers flew out as the executioner fitted a noose 

around his neck. "Stand back,"he told the guards, headed over to the galley. He 

glanced over his shoulder, where an official stood at the base of the gallows. The man 

nodded once. Without further ceremony the executioner yanked the lever. The iron 

restraining bar popped free, flying away with a clang as the beam shot upwards, 

pulled by the dropping weight on the other end. According to the eminent Demaraatil

the force of the rising beam would be enough to snap the neck of the condemned, 

killing him instantly. The crowed watched with great interest as the condemned was 

yanked off his feet, flung high in the air. The weights crashed to the ground, followed 

a moment later by the condemned;s body. The roped snapped tight, halting his 

descent, and everyone heard the loud crack of his neck.

"Success!"a voice cried from somewhere behind the gallows. The inventor.

A few minutes passed as several strong men hauled on ropes, pulling the beam 

back down and locking it in place. The noose was removed from the gallows, the body

hauled away as the next of the days condemned was marched up. Unlike the first man

to die, this one went on his way with an admirable lack of cowardice, bowing in the 



general of the Prince before they fitted him with a noose. He died quickly, the crowd 

murmuring in approval.

The third attempt did no go as well. The fellow in question - convicted of a 

particularly brutal rape of a minor - was considerably fatter than the fellows who 

came before, and when the arse of the Rooster dropped did not fly upwards with great

speed. He dropped back down and started to squirm, slowly chocking to death.

"Bugger me backwards,"said the executioner. "That's going to throw us off."

A minute passed, then a captain of the Palace guard came up the platform. "How 

long is that going to take?"he asked, pointing at the hanging man.

The executioner tapped a chin, thinking it over. "He's a heavy one...ten minutes 

maybe?"

"Can't wait that long...can we pull him down and try again?"

The executioner shook his head. "Bad idea, captain. Law says we get one chance. 

We pull him down, it counts as official. We'd need another death warrant."

"The Godhead rot all lawyers."The officer drew a pistol, took aim at the condemned

and shot him in the chest.

The crowd did not approve. "Bad form!"someone shouted from the crowd. Others 

seconded this opinion.

"Pull him down,"said the officer, holstering the spent weapon. "We have a schedule

to keep."

"Did you hear that?"Fenn Aquila turned around at the sound of the gun shot. 

"What?"Osric looked up, somewhat irritated at the interruption.

"Sounded like a gun shot."

"So?"

"Odd thing on a hanging day..."

"Pay attention, you dozy bastard!"Osric bent back to the task at hand. Various 

components were scattered about the street, petal rods and carefully shaped pieces of.

"You're supposed to be watching the street."

"And I am. Is this going to take much longer?"

Osric didn't answer. Fenn turned away, keeping an eye on the narrow street. 

Anyone who passed by would have seen a tall, lean fellow with light olive, dark eyes 

and brown hair leaning against a wall, looking for all the world like a layabout 

apprentice enjoying a rare day off. He wore a leather vest over a sleeveless shirt, his 



arms marked by pale scars. Battle wounds, if anyone had a mind to ask. For the 

purposes of the moment, such attention was unwelcome. 

"Are you done yet?"Fenn asked.

"Almost."

"Why didn't you put the bloody thing together before we set out?"

"A man carrying a blood big crossbow through the streets draws all kinds of eyes. 

Even in Galadorn."Metallic squeaks sounded as Osric turned a bolt. "Besides, I been 

looking for a chance to use this. Bought it special two months ago. Finest 

quality....and done."He stood, holding the reassembled weapon. It looked like any 

other crossbow Fenn had seen, save for a slightly smaller stock, but designed to be 

broken and reassembled quickly. Useful for a pair of thieves out and about in the day. 

"Now we wait,"Osric said. "Shouldn't be long."

Fenn nodded, a grimace twisting his face. "Shame. I was looking to forward to this 

day."

"I didn't take you for am enthusiast of the executioners art, Fenn. Thought  you 

seen enough death on all those battlefields folk say you fought on."

"This day I would have made an exception."

"To see the Rooster in action?"

"Just one fellow in particular. Hoping it would fail in his case."

"Plenty of skags happy to see the Hooknose dance on air."

"Count me at the head of the line. It's why I charged double for this job."

A horn sounded, followed by a larger then normal roar from the Campelor. "And 

that would be our man,"Osric said. "Right on time."

He raised the crossbow.

"Arpan Dalapuran, also known as Arpan Hooknose!"The herald paused for a 

moment as a roar from the crowd washed over him like a wave. "Convicted of murder 

and conspiracy against the most righteous rule of our gracious Prince! For these 

crimes, your sentence is death by hanging..."He give up at that point, drowned out by 

the mob.

The guards stumped up the stairs, hauling their charge behind them. The last few 

months had not been kind to the man. Once the terror of the Gardelaar's back alleys, 

whose very name could cause the most hardened skag and bullyboys to lose control of

their bladders, now looked to have aged at least a decade. His skin was pale from lack 



of sun and his once muscular body thin from lack of decent food. He stumbled 

slightly as he came up the steps, flinched at the harsh laughter from the crowd, then 

stood up straight, glared at the guards and then at the thousands come to watch him 

die.

The executioner got to work, looping a fresh noose about his neck and tying the 

free end around the beam's hook. The guards kept an eye on the crowd, in particular 

on the worryingly large number of thuggish fellows crowded up near the front. Many 

of them openly displayed crescent brands on their arms and tattoo's on their cheeks. 

The mark of the Crescent Lords, the largest gang in Galadorn, masters of the 

Gardelaar (despite the best efforts of the Docksiders to dislodge them.) Not too long 

ago every one of those tough would have bowed his head as Arpan approached, would

have taken their orders from him. Only months before he was the second in 

command below Ogeron the Brick, the one who oversaw the day-to-day affairs of the 

organization. Now his name was mud to them. A traitor to the city, but more 

importantly to those fellows, a traitor to his brothers. And they had come to watch 

him die.

The executioner turned to the condemned. "Any last words?"he asked.

Arpan shook his head. "Just get it done,"he growled. "I got someplace to be."

"Heh"The executioner smiled at that. "At least you know how to die."

The Crescents watched with great anticipation. So focused were them on the 

imminent spectacle, they didn't notice a slender fellow creep up behind.

The executioner yanked the lever. The Rooster shot up, and so did Arpan, his neck 

snapping as he fell. The crowd cheered, none more loudly than the Crescents.

"Arpan was innocent!"the slender fellow shouted. "Down with Ogeron the 

Brick!"One of the Crescents turned about and was punched. He fell back with a curse,

then came forward, first swinging wildly. The slender man ducked, and the fist 

connected with another man, who did not receive it kindly. More punches flew, the 

Crescents attacking the rest of the crowd, not sure why they were fighting, and given 

the mood they were in not really caring. Whistles blew and soldiers and watchmen 

forced their way into the crowd, falling on the brawlers and restoring order with 

musket butts and truncheons, causing an unwelcome delay.

"That's your cue."



Osric squeezed the crossbows trigger. The grappling hook shot upwards, trailing a 

long line behind it. It arched over the roof of the building and disappeared. Osric 

waited a moment, then set the crossbow aside and gave the rope a strong pull. There 

was some slack, then they heard the faint clink of metal points digging in. 

"Perfect. Up you go!"

Fenn took old of the rope. Knots were tied in it at regular intervals. He placed one 

foot against the wall, then said. "I'll say it again - we need a third man for this job."

"His lordship was only willing to pay for two."

"Keep a sharp eye out. This isn't a job I want to die for. It's bloody 

embarrassing."Fenn said the last as he climbed up the side of the building. Feet dug 

into cracks in the brick, scraping away pebbled and pieces of plaster. After the first 

twenty feet his arms ached, which he dutifully ignored. Looking back downwards was 

not an option. In the distance came the shrilling of whistles, following by a slow 

cessation of violence, suggesting the authorities put down the brawl with dispatch. 

Not surprising, with the Prince watching the proceedings, and the delay it caused only

helped Fenn in this particular matter.

It was a job for hire, a simple break-in to a town house owned by a nobleman of 

middling rank and wealth. According to the man's butler (who acted as the go-

between) his lordship had grown weary of marriage to his wife,who hailed from a 

merchant family of lesser lineage and greater wealth. Their marriage brought benefits

to both sides - a large dowry that restored his lordships fortune, increased social 

status for the lady - but his lordship had fallen passionately in love with (or 

something resembling it) with a nubile young daughter of House Shomrim, blue-

blooded members of the Forty, a girl over twenty-years his junior. A quiet divorce was

out of the question - the laws of Galadorn stated that when a marriage ended, both 

parties took out of it any wealth and property in, meaning his lordship would have to 

forfeit his wife's dowry, which he was understandably reluctant to do. The only 

exception to this rule was if someone in the marriage was creditably accused of 

adultery. 

Hence Fenn's climbing up the side of the building. Tucked under his shirt was a 

forged letter to the clients wife, written as if it came from her lover. Fenn's job was to 

break into her boudoir on the third floor and place the document underneath her 

pillow, allowing his lordship to storm in at a suitable moment and discover the 



'evidence.'Dissolution of the marriage could then take place without any discomfort 

to his lordships purse.

Fenn thought the scheme sounded harebrained. But the money was good, enough 

to make him skip watching Arpan Hooknose swing by the neck until dead, dead, 

dead...and at least no one here was shooting at him. Always a bonus.

He reached the third floor. All windows were open due to the weather and he 

slipped in, landing on a polished wooden floor. The boards creaked slightly under his 

weight and Fenn paused a moment, in case anyone overhead him. Nothing. 

He was in her ladyships bedroom. Much as one might expect - four posted bed 

against a wall, various tasteful pictures from up-and-coming artists to tell the world 

that the occupants of the house were patrons of culture and taste. Set on corner 

pedestal was a clock with bands of glowing runes on the side. Built at great expense 

by a Artificer, who bound the eldritch powers of the Aethyr into the runes. Worth a 

fortune in the right hands...if this were a simple sneak and grab it  would be the first 

item into his sack. Fenn looked away with some regret, wondering if he might come 

back in a few months for his own benefit...

Now, to the work at hand. He pulled the letter out of his coat, moved silently to the 

bed and slid it under a pillow. There, done and done. Easy money earned, all he had 

to do was climb out the same way he came in...

"That's all I need."

A door opened. The woman on the other side was somewhere on the far side of her 

fourth decade, portly, wearing a severe black dress of the type favored by some of the 

more puritanical sects in the city. Tucked through the plain leather belt around her 

her waist was a slender long-barreled pistol, on which rested her right hand.

Fenn stepped away from the bed. "Wait...this isn't my house,"he said weakly. "A 

thousand pardons, mistress, I'll just be taking myself out..."

She jerked the pistol. "No, I don't think you'll be leaving. I think you sit down like a

good boy and wait until that degenerate husband of mine returns from his latest bout 

of whoring. Then I'll have him by the stones, along with a summons of divorce..."

Fenn turned to the window ready to jump out. He them jumped aside as the pistol 

barked, the ball whizzing past his ear. He bounced off the wall, onto the bed and then 

to the floor. Shaking his head and seeing stars, he stood back up.

The woman's face was obscured by white gunsmoke. "Stay where you are!"



Fenn shook his head. "You had one shot there, woman. You missed. Who knows 

what will happen after. Best just let me go."

"Oh no,"she replied, stepping aside. "I had one shot. They have more."And with

that a pair of burly thugs strode into the room. "Boys, break his legs for me!"

The story continues in RED SHADOWS, now available from Amazo  n!
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